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THE HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF AN EVOLVING SEA. R. HAQ
ABSTRACT.
A model of a changing tidal regime in an evolving shallow sea 
such as the ancient North Sea is developed and solved analytically 
as a generalization of Taylor's problem. Characteristic scales 
and coefficients are treated as functions of historical time.
The z dependency, dissipative and non-linear terms are effectively 
separated from the governing equations by the use of a Latta 
expansion. A composite solution is found which takes account of 
each of these features. A Green's function technique is used to 
calculate the effects of friction. A sloping bed topography is 
simulated by a horizontally varying eddy viscosity.
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A modelling of the flow regime that prevailed within 
the region of the southern North Sea during the Boreal and 
Atlantic periods is of interest to geologists. At that time 
marine transgressions, which followed the Last Cold Stage, 
caused extensive flooding of the basin and there was an active 
formation and upbuilding of mobile bed forms, (Nlo, 1976).
11. Geological background
The ice sheet that covered Scandinavia and most of Britain 
during the Last Cold St2ige had reached its maximum extent by 
about 18000 BP (before present). It had receded to the north 
of Iceland by time of the early Holocene, c. 9300 BP (see figure 
1.1; Bowen, 1978).
The North Sea underwent several transgressive periods in 
the course of its Holocene evolution. Radiocarbon dating of 
different peat layers by Jelgersma (1961) and Hageman (1969) has 
established that major flooding of the basin started at c.9300 BP. 
The North Sea then was about 30m shallower than at present and 
the northern section was separated from the Southern Bight by a 
land bridge. By c. 8600 BP the two sections had become connected 
by a strait that was some 30 km wide. From c. 8300 BP to 7000 BP 
there was a strong sea level rise which was followed by a gradual 
levelling off (see figures 1.2 and 1.3; Nio, 1976).
Evans (1979) is of the opinion that the Holocene marine 
transgressions of the North Sea shoreline were due to the rise 
which resulted from the Increase in the volume of the ocean as 
the glaciers receded. Other factors that contributed to the rise
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Figure 1.1
Maps of the North Atlantic Ocean showing ecologic water masses at three 
time levels during the Late Quaternary, (Bowen, 1978).
A - Active sandwave formation and upbuilding.
B - Diminished sandwave formation and upbuilding.
C - Occasional sandwave formation and upbuilding.
Figure 1.2
Time-depth graph showing the relative change in sea-level and the 
relation to different stages of sandwave formation during the 
Holocene of the North Sea basin, (Nio, 1976).
Vm
Figure 1.3
Hypothetical maps showing the extension of the southern North Sea 
during the different transgressive periods of the early Holocene. 
(Nlo, 1976).
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in sea level may have been the Isostatlc rebound of the earth
which followed the lessening of the glacial load, the local
compaction and deformation of the sea bed which was produced
by the increased weight of water and the tectonic tilting and
shifting of land masses. This latter effect is thought to cause
the east coast of England to rise by an estimated 1 mm per year.
The rate of migration of the shoreline depends upon the rate of
%
change of the land-sea levels, the slope of the surface and the 
rate of introduction and redistribution of sediments. It is of 
Interest to note that whilst the rate of coastal retreat for the 
North Sea was as much as 60 km in the period 9300 BP to 8300 BP, 
the coast of Texas remained virtually static owing to the supply 
of sediment.
The Southern Bight of the contemporary North Sea is charac­
terised by the presence of tidal current ridges and sandwaves, 
which are oriented parallel and perpendicular to the tidal current, 
respectively. The crest heights of sandwaves are commonly in the 
10-20 foot range. Sandwaves are present on the tops of many of 
the ridges, (Off, 1963).
Yalln (1977) defines sandwaves as statistically periodic 
irregularities in the surface of a mobile bed. He classifies 
them in accordance with their physical origin, as opposed to their 
geometrical appearance (c.f. Allen, 1968).
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In the case of tranquil flow, for which the Froude number is 
less than one, two kinds of sandwaves, namely, ripples and dunes, 
are possible. Both are asymmetrical with gently sloping upstream 
surfaces and abrupt downstream surfaces. They migrate in the direction 
of the flow at a rate that is small compared to the mainstream velocity.
The size of dunes Is strongly dependent upon the size of the 
flow and hence the depth. The size of ripples is very much 
smaller than that of dunes and is Independent of the flow size.
The sandwaves that exist in a shooting flow regime, for 
which the Froude number is greater than one, are referred to as 
antidunes. Their shape is more symmetrical. They may migrate 
in the direction of the flow, in the opposite direction or remain 
stationary. Antidunes form a wavelike bed surface which is in 
phase with the wavy free surface.
The origins of these bed features are thought by ïalin to be 
caused by different effects which arise from the flow over a 
discontinuity plane. Antidunes originate from a discontinuity 
in the mobile bed, e.g. a change in bed roughness, in conjunction 
with waves on a free surface. Dunes are formed when a discon­
tinuity produces a disturbance in the structure of the flow 
turbulence. Ripples form when a discontinuity, e.g. any slight 
Incidental ridge of a hel^t of more than a few grain diameters, 
causes a deformation of an unstable bed surface to occur.
Nio (1976) concludes that marine transgressions in associa­
tion with strong tidal currents are the genetic factor for 
ancient sandwave complexes. The deposition of the sandwave 
sequence occurs during a slow uniform rise in sea-level and the 
gradual decrease in current velocities as the basin deepens. He 
postulates that:
1 ) At the beginning of the marine transgression depressions of 
the existing topography (e.g. river valleys and gullies) are 
drowned. Estuarine and tidal-flat sedimentation is prevalent.
2) Smaller sandwaves may be formed within these existing 
depressions as the sea level rises.
3) Larger sandwaves may be formed during a protracted trans­
gression. fiedload transport on the stoss-slde of earlier formed 
sandwaves causes a lateral migration and vertical accretion of 
the aandwaves. Fluctuations and changes of current directions 
produce several forms of discontinuity plane. The current 
directions are restricted to a narrow spread within the sand- 
wave facies (i.e. the general appearance, composition and 
environment).
4) The confined flow conditions diminish during an advanced 
stage of the transgression. Lateral migration of sandwaves 
occurs only during periods of high energy such as arise from 
storm Induced currents. Sedimentation on the flanks and In 
the troughs of sandwaves Is of Increased Importance.
5) Following a further deepening of the basin, the lower 
energy conditions cause sedimentation on the slope and troughs 
to become dominant. Very slight lateral migration of the sand­
waves Is caused by migration of megaripples, the heights of 
which are less than 2 m on the slopes. Vertical accretion may 
be considerable. Multl-dlrectional currents now prevail.
6) Once the maximum transgressive stage is reached there is 
a flattening of the topography. No further upbuilding of the 
sandwave occurs except during high energy conditions.
Evidence In support of the view that the sandwave field 
Is localised by the basin topography Is provided by Gaston and
OStride (1973)* They find that sandwaves off the west coast of 
Holland, the steep slopes of which are north facing, are
confined to areas of more ancient relief, namely, Pleistocene 
ridges and troughs which have a northerly trend.
12. Mathematical Modelling
The scope of the present work is confined to an analytic 
modelling of the flow field in the Southern Bight of the North 
Sea for the period 8300 BP onwards. A boundary value problem 
approach is adopted in which the flow within the basin is 
determined from equations of conservation of mass, momentum 
and energy subject to the specification of the basin topography 
and the driving forces at the open sea boundaries (Shlh-Zao, 
1977).
The problem is considerably simplified by idealising the 
sea of interest as a well mixed sea, for which the effects of 
temperature, salinity and density stratifications may be neg­
lected, in a basin of simple geometry ouch as a rectauigular 
channel of constant depth (e.g. see Taylor, 1921; Godin, 1965(a) 
and 1965(b); Hendershott and Speranza, 1971; Brown, 1978; 
Reinecker and Teubner, 1980). Such a modelling provides useful 
qualitative Information about the actual flow field, gives an 
insight into the physical mechanisms that are involved and may 
form the basis of a more precise numerical model (Krless, 1957; 
Krauss, 1973» Nlhoul and Ronday, 1976).
Brown (1978), for example, obtained a good agreement with 
the positions of the amphidromes of the contemporary North Sea 
from a first order, two dimensional, linearised and frictionless 
model in which the flow was modified by an oscillating boundary
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at the Straits of Dover and co-oscillated with the dominant
lunar semi-diurnal (M^) tidal component of the North Atlantic 
Ocean.
The high energy regime of the very shallow water of the 
ancient southern North Sea requires that the effects of non­
linear wave Interactions and frictional dissipation of energy 
at the boundaries are taken Into account. The obtaining of 
Information about the vertical current structure necessitates 
that a three dimensional model be utilised. Analytic models 
that Incorporate these features appear to be rare (Nlhoul and 
Ronday, 1976; Shlh-Zao, 1977).
The equations that govern the flow In such an Idealised 
sea are justified In chapter 2. Established hydrodynamic 
models are reviewed In chapter 3. In chapter i* an analytic, 
three dimensional model of an evolving sea Is developed. The 
results are analysed and conclusions drawn In chapters 5 and 6.

The evolving; North Sea Is idealised as a rotating homogeneous 
sea of slowly Increasing depth, in a basin of simple geometry, 
which co-oscillates with the tidal motion of the North Atlantic Ocean. 
A general analysis of the appropriate governing equations and the 
terms therein follows.
21. The momentum equations
The Navier-Stokes equation governs the flow in an isotropic 
Newtonian viscous fluid. It expresses the condition that for each 
fluid particle there is an equilibrium between the body forces, surface 
forces and inertia forces. The equation of motion is derived from 
Newton's second law, in accordance with which the rate of change of 
momentum is equated to the sum of the external forces per unit mass 
acting on each portion of the fluid.
Thus we may express the momentum balance in cartesian tensor 
notation (i.e. a repeated subscript 1, J or k indicates summation 
over three terms) as 
f  Du. V. ( 1 )
^ V  V
where we denote by —  the total differential operator >► '*i^k* *
i * 1, 2, 3, the velocity components, t the time, V the volume« 
Q  the density, F^the body forces per unit voliame and the stress 
tensor.
Equation (1) holds for all choices of material volume V. This 
is possible only if
Du.
Dt (2)
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The stress tensor, is conveniently regarded as the sum of
an Isotropic part, , and a non-lsotroplc part, » termed the
deviatorlc stress tensor, which contributes the tangential stresses 
and diagonal elements whose sum Is zero. Thus we may write
= - P^ iV Ail (3)
where p Is the pressure at a point in a moving liquid (it is not 
necessarily equal to the thermodynamic pressure p(^ )) and is the 
Kroenecker delta tensor.
For a Newtonian fluid, it is assumed that there is a linear relation 
between the non-isotropic parts of the stress and rate of strain tensor 
®ij * general relationship is of the form
*1J s 2 (4)
where e^j =  ^’ I* are the temperature dependent
first and second coefficients of viscosity respectively and e -kk"
is the fluid dilatation.
The Navler-Stokes equation for a homogeneous viscous Newtonian 
fluid may be written as
^  O t  ■ ^ K l  Î5)
(Batchelor, 1967). The components of equation (5) are given by 
i s 1, 2, 3 and may be referred to as the momentum equations.
22. The continuity equation
In the case of an incompressible fluid, it follows from the 
principle of conservation of mass that the net outflow of material 
from any control volume is zero. Analytically this may be expressed 
as the equation of continuity
W "  “ ® (la)
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or, in vector notation,
V *  ^  = 0
where u * (u,v,w) = (u^, Ug, u.)
Ob)
2 3. The Coriolis force and body forces
It is convenient to choose a frane of reference relative to which
the boundary is at rest. We transform from an absolute frame x . y . z .a ’ •'a a '
the origin 0^ of which is at the centre of the earth, to an acceler­
ating frame x, y, z, the origin 0 of which is situated on the earth's
surface at distance R from 0 , The radius vector R rotates about 0a —  a
with an angular velocity A .
The expression for the inertial force in the absolute frame, 
t  Dt, becomes ^  [D^/Dt in the relative
frame, (Krauss, 1973). The terms 2 ^ ^ w a  and^»^A(/l ^ R) may be 
regarded as apparent body forces, neunely, the Coriolis force and 
centripetal forces respectively. They may be Incorporated into the 
Navler-Stokes equation (21.5) by replacing the term for the body forces 
F with X where
i. * £  ”
When the relative frame is such that the x-axis is at an inclin­
ation Y  to the west of north, the y-axls is directed at an angle if 
to the south of west and the z-axls is directed vertically upwards, 
the Coriolis force may be represented by
2 £  a,«.»; . £  f
where
f s (f' COST! , - f* sln-W , f), 
f X  2 A  sin •  , 
f ' s 2 A  COS #
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and •  is the latitude, (Johns, 1965).
For small scale motions the curvature of the earth and the 
latitudinal dependence of the Coriolis parameters f and f ’ may be 
Ignored. Such a flat-earth approximation allows us to specify an 
xy-plane which Is tangential to an equlpotential sea surface (i.e.
2 = 0  denotes a sea at rest) and Coriolis parameters which are 
constant.
The expression F ^) may be reduced to where
^  is the acceleration due to gravity, if the gravitational force 
of the earth is the only actual body force that Is taken into
account. The astronomical tide producing forces are usually neglected 
In marginal seas such as the North Sea since the Internal tides are 
small In comparison to the Incoming waves, (Nihoul and Ronday, 1976).
The variation of ^  with geographical position is such that it is 
a maximum at the poles (where the centripetal force vanishes and the 
polar radius being less than the equatorial radius is a maximum) 
and a minimum at the equator (where the centripetal force is a maximum 
and is a minimum). This variation may be neglected, (Pond and 
Pickard, 1978).
Thus for a rotating sea we may replace the term for the body 
forces in the Navier-Stokes equation (21.5) by
-  * C  (2a)
where the components are
*1 ‘ C  ~ ^ f ’w cos tì (2b)
2^ * ^  ^  f'w sin-ii
and
3^ ♦ £ f * v  sinir ♦ ^ f ' u  cosV (2d)
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The Navler-Stokes equation may now be written as
^  - y . 11-
Dt ’ ^ (3)
A further simplification occurs when terms In f  are neglected. 
This would correspond . to the f-plane approximation In which the 
horizontal xy-plane rotates with angular velocity if about the z-axls, 
(Hendershott and Hunk, 1970).
When the time scale of the fluid motion Is much less than half 
a pendulum day where = 1 sidereal day/slnG, the effects of
the Coriolis terms become negligible, (Pond and Pickard, 1978). 
However, this Is not the situation for mld-latltudlnal tidal motions 
In which the principal lunar semi-diurnal period Is dominant since the 
period Is of the same order of magnitude as JT^.
24. Boundary conditions
The equations of motion and continuity are solved subject to the 
following boundary conditions:
1) The surface elevation i^(x,y,t) and current velocity u(x,y,z,t) 
are specified at open sea boundaries.
2) There Is continuity of velocity at rigid boundaries. This con­
dition, referred to as the no-sllp condition. Is based on the observed
✓
behaviour of real fluids. It may be explained In terms of the Inter­
actions between the surface molecules at the Interface of the fluid 
and the solid.
The no-sllp condition may be relaxed and replaced by a less 
stringent kinematic boundary condition of zero flow through the solid 
boundary In cases when the relative velocity decreases to zero within 
a relatively thin boundary layer (l.e. a region adjacent to the
f!- I
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boundary which is characterised by large velocity gradients and 
higher order derivatives). This may be permissible at the shore­
line if the effects of the boundary do not penetrate far into the 
interior, but is less appropriate at the sea bed where the fric­
tional influence may well extend to the surface of a very shallow 
sea, (Kraav, 1969).
3) The applied stress is specified at the free surface zs •^(x,y,t) 
A simplified momentum transfer process will be supposed to apply at 
the air-sea interface and wind stresses, pressure fluctuations and 
surface tension effects will be neglected. The dynamic surface 
condition that the normal stress equals the atmospheric pressure 
and the condition that the surface shear stresses are negligible 
will be assumed.
^) Water does not pass through the free surface, i.e. there is
a kinematic surface condition w : Dt at z
25. Averaged equations of motion
The fluid motions in real seas are generally turbulent, i.e. 
highly irregular in space and time. It is impractical to specify 
the precise boundary conditions and solve the field equations for 
the detailed velocity and pressure distributions. However, the 
equations for the mean motion, in which turbulent fluctuations 
have been averaged out in some sense, are more tractable.
It is assumed that the dependent variables may be represented 
by the Reynolds decompositions
u = u ♦ u^, V s v* ♦ v^. w s w w
P » P-^P'. and X. a X X ’ (1 )
where dashed quantities denote turbulent fluctuations and over­
bars denote mean quantities.
For a flow which is statistically stationary the mean quantity
is averaged over a time scale T which is sufficiently large to smooth
16
out turbulent fluctuations, e.g. the time averaged velocity 
component u may be expressed as u « ~  J uAt. In the case of 
a time-dependent turbulent flow field an ensemble average (l.e. 
the mean value from, a large number of conceptual experiments) of 
fluctuating quantities Is more appropriate since this type of avera­
ging process will smooth out turbulent fluctuations but will not 
affect the long term trends of the flow within, for Instance, the 
tidal time scale, (Bradshaw, 1975). The time-averaging of such a 
non-statlonary field, however, produces a succession of discontinuous 
steady states, the limiting form of which approaches the ensemble 
aver2ige.
The conditions u = u and iF = 0 apply to both the time-averaging 
and ensemble averaging procedures. It follows that the mean of a 
product such as uu^,where u^ denotes the partial derivative with 
respect to x, may be written as uu * u u”  ♦ u ’u' and by talcing the 
continuity equation (22.1) Into account we may write 
uMiJ” ♦ v»u^  w'u»^ = ^  (u»X) f ^  (iPv^ ) I- (iTw^).
Upon substituting the Reynolds decompositions (1) Into the 
Navler-Stokes equation (23.3) and talcing the ensemble average, we 
obtain the Reynolds equation of mean—mean motion which we may express 
as
DUj
Dt
(2)
where
and
• -p * A y
• -C “i * “j’ •
(3)
(5)
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Terms of the form » u^' are referred to as one point velocity 
correlations or as Reynolds stresses.
In analogy to the way In which the shearing terms of the rate 
of strain tensor describe the tangential shear stresses in the 
Stokers hypothesis, equation (21.i|), it Is permissible to represent 
the Reynolds stresses by
- e  h i ("hTCl ■>Jtl )
where the kinematic eddy viscosity coefficient is related to the 
Reynolds stresses and mean velocity gradients by
N
Thus we may write the Reynolds equation as
Dt €  ^ C. ij'
where ^  denotes the kinematic coefficient of viscosity,
(c.f. Schllchtlng, 1968).
The formal averaging of the equation of continuity (22.1)
yields
ÎT v„ -»• wy z 0 . (9)
26. The parameterization of turbulence
For simplicity we consider a two dimensional, steady, mean flow in 
the x-directlon such that û s u(y) and v * 0, where the turbulent 
shear stress s -¿»u'v*. J. Boussinesq in 1877 introduced a 
constant mixing coefficient to model the Reynolds stress 
by putting , (see Schllchting, 1968). This hypothesis
assumes that the dynamic eddy viscosity coefficient is a property of
18
f
• A- y--
#
the fluid comparable to the dynamic molecular viscosity coefficient 
Ÿ  of Stokei»s hypothesis for laminar flow, s ^ ^ 1 ^ .  The eddy 
kinematic viscosity coefficient k = is analogous to the
kinematic viscosity coefficient,
More generally, k is assumed to be a property of the flow and a 
function of position. Von Karman's similarity hypothesis assumes that 
turbulent fluctuations are similar at all points in the field of flow, 
i.e. they differ from point to point only by time and length scale 
factors. The scales of length V,velocity B and^energy per unit mass 
b are given by
and
where c^, c^, Cg are constants. According to the hypothesis, the 
turbulent shear stress is determined by the temporal average 
“ and is proportional to the energy scale. This may be
expressed as s £  k A G / A y ,  where k = L^\Au/A y\ and is of the 
same form as that given by Prandtl’s mixing length theory, 
(Schllchtlng, 1968).*
By introducing the parameter \ A 7 /A3 I the constants
c and %  and rescaling the mixing length in equations (1-3), we may 
obtain the relations 
k = Lb^ *
(5)
and
k ^ ^ ' z c b ^  (6) ^ f
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V. = Cq |Au/Ay /  A ' ü  / 1 <
B s V(Aû/Ay| (2) If
b  » Cg V? \ à û / A y l  ^ (3) ■
’’f i.
which are used by Kraav (1969) in his computation of North Sea
semi-diurnal tidal and turbulence parameters.
Other modellings include a linear friction law of the type
/ A y  = icn, where K is a constant, (e.g. Heaps, 1973). A
quadratic friction law in which the derivative of the Reynolds
stress is proportional to the square of the current speed is used
by Proudman and Doodson (1924). Davies and Fumes (1980) use an
2eddy viscosity of the form k = KCT / cr where K is an empirically 
determined constant and ^  is a typical frequency.
However, all such parameterizatlons of the Reynolds stress are 
controversial. They are semi-empirical and are not found to satis­
factorily transfer from one flow regime to another, (Leslie, 1973).
27. Averaged boundary conditions
The boundary conditions of J  24 produce the following conditions. 
1) The formal averaging of the kinematic surface condition yields
at z s ^w - ’ t If we postulate a
~  “ V e  T. X I y
laminar boundary layer of a few millimetres thickness on either side of
the air-sea interface then all terms containing turbulent fluctuations 
may be dropped. For low wind speeds (< 5 m s~^) such a hypothesis 
appears reasonable, (Krauss, 1973). Thus we obtain
w - - v ^ ^  - = O a t z  = (1 )
2) The averaged shear stresses at the surface are taken to be zero. 
This condition will be referred to ae the no wind condition. This 
may be written as
'nx A  ,^2 = 0 at z s ^
where the first subscript indicates the normal plane and the second 
the direction. Alternatively, we may write 
(V ♦ N^2 )(u 2 ♦ Wjj) s 0 at z s
and
+ Wy) = 0 at 2 = .
However, the Reynolds stresses H ( u  + w ) etc. are zero*Z 2 X
under the assumption of a surface laminar boundary layer. The 
averaged no wind condition may be expressed as
u^ + Wx = Vz + Wy = 0 at 2 . 2^ )
We note that Davies and Fumes (1980) consider that the condition 
of zero stress Is an appropriate surface boundary condition for tides 
3) The averaged normal stress at the surface Is equated to the 
atmospheric pressure which may be chosen as zero for convenience.
Thus the dynamic surface condition Is zz zz = 0 at z s (T
or, equivalently, p = 2 ^  (V + IT at z = ^  .
The averaged no-sllp condition Is given b y u s v s w s O  at 
rigid Immobile boundaries.
The averaged kinematic boundary conditions are that the normal 
component of the flow velocity Is zero, l.e. uTF = 0, at solid
stationary boundaries.
5) The smoothed sea surface elevation ^  and averaged current 
components u, v, w are specified at open sea boundaries.
21
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We review various hydrodynamic models of increasing complexity 
which have been successfully applied to the North Sea or similar 
marginal seas.
3 1 . Two dimensional, linearised, frictionless systems
The classical modelling of the contemporary North Sea typically 
adopts linearised and frictionless versions of the Reynolds equation 
(25.8) or the Navier-Stokes equation (21.5), the equation of con-  ^
tinulty (25.9) or (22.1) and the boundary conditions of ^ 2 7  or 
^  24 in which the z-dependence of the velocity components u and v 
is neglected. The sea is taken to be homogeneous, of constant depth 
and contained in a rotating, semi-infinite channel of rectangular 
section. The channel is closed by a transverse barrier at the southern 
end and open to the North Atlantic at its northern extremity.
Crease (1958) explains the mechanism by which a normally incident 
harmonic plane wave that corresponds to an eastward travelling tidal 
wave in the North Atlantic Ocean is diffracted by a semi-infinite 
barrier that represents the western coastline of the North Sea. The 
resulting secondary wave is a travelling edge wave of the Kelvin type 
(l.e. the amplitude decays exponentially with distance atray from the 
barrier and the associated transverse velocity component is zero) 
which prop5igates southwards without attenuation.
Buchwald (1968) shows how the Incident Kelvin wave is diffracted 
at the corner of the transverse barrier. A Kelvin wave, with angular 
frequency #* greater than the Coriolis parameter f , gives rise to 
cylindrical Poincaré type waves. These are waves of the form 
{  s Re ^ A f(^ ) exp (i(kr -»-^t))/r^ J 
where the constants A and k and the function f(^ ) are such that the 
elevation ^  satisfies the Helmholtz equation k^)^ s 0, and
K it
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r and are polar coordinates with the origin at the comer.
The cylindrical Poincar^ waves radiate from the comer. A reflected 
Kelvin wave of reduced ¿uaplltude, which travels parallel to the 
closed end, is also generated by the incident Kelvin wave.
The process of diffraction is repeated at the eastern corner of 
the channel. The Interference pattern of the cylindrical Poincar^ 
waves which radiate from the comers of the transverse barrier 
produces a non-propagating standing edge wave system of the Polncar^ 
type near the barrier. The amplitude of the north travelling out­
going Kelvin wave is restored to that of the incoming wave within a 
short distance of the closed end, in the case of a sufficiently deep 
and narrow channel such as the North Sea and for waves of sufficiently 
long period such as the period, (Brown, 1973).
3 1 1 . The flow field for a rotating semi-infinite channel was analysed 
by Taylor (1921) before the mechanism by which Kelvin wave reflection 
took place was well understood. A right-handed cartesian coordinate 
system, in which the x-axis is directed towards the north, is used.
It is assumed that the pressure p obeys a hydrostatic pressure law 
of the form p s ^g(z-*-() and that the elevation g  and velocity 
components u, v and w are proportional to a simple harmonic time 
factor The linearised and frictionless equations of momentum
and depth integrated continuity for tides in a rotating sea of uniform 
depth h may then be written as
itfu - fv s - g j  , (1)* i'
and
i ^  V fu
u ¥ C  » 0X ' 'y ' h
where only the real parts have significance and all dependent
(3)
24
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■i¥-
I
JT'i
variables are functions of x, y and t only.
The reduction of x, y and ^  by a factor L s B/if , where 
B is the channel width, and the depth h by a factor does not 
alter the form of equations (1-3). However, the variables x,y and 
Q  become dimensionless and the depth par8uneter h now has the 
dimension, of Inverse length.
It follows from equations (1-3) that the field equations for 
u, V and J  may be represented by the Helmholtz equations
(17^ + K^) u, V, f  = 0  (4)
where the Helmholtz constant = ( ^ ^  — f^)/c^ is dimensionless 
and the reduced phase velocity c = (gh)^ has the dimension of 
Inverse time.
The velocity components may be shown to be related to the 
elevation gradients by
“ = ^  (5)
and
(6)
The interrelationship between the velocity gradients is given
by
1 u - fuy X i ^ v  ♦ fv X y • (7)
The kinematic boundary conditions for a channel of reduced 
width IT which has rigid vertical walls along the sides y s
and a closed end at x s x^ are that 
V s 0 at y s i JIT
and
0 at X s X..
(8)
(9)
? -if -
Pti
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Taylor’s method of solution is to find two separate solutions 
to the field equations which satisfy the longitudinal boundary 
conditions (8) and give the same value of u at x = , The differ­
ence between the two solutions will satisfy the field equations and 
the full boundary conditions that the transverse velocity vanishes 
at the longitudinal walls and the longitudinal current vanishes at 
the section x = x^. Thus a barrier could be erected at x : x^ with­
out disturbing the wave motion. We look at Taylor’s analysis-in 
some detail since use is made of it in chapter
One partial solution to the problem is given by a superposed 
incident and reflected Kelvin wave train. An incident Kelvin wave 
that travels in the negative x-direction has an elevation ^  ^  and 
associated velocity components u^ and v^ which may be expressed as 
C l  = »o exp(e<y + ikx ♦ irt), u^ = Cj and v^ = 0.
Here the amplitude factor, a^, the parameter o( : f/c and the reduced 
wave number k = C  /c are dimensionless constants.
An ’equal and opposite’ reflected Kelvin wave has an elevation 
and velocity given by
* %  exp(-i*y - ikx + irt), Uj^  = 2. v^ = 0.
The superposed Kelvin wave solution, denoted by subscript K, is 
tic * t j  ♦ C p
a 2a^[ch(«ly) cos(kx) i sh(e(y) sin(kx)] e^*^ ^  , (10)
a S Cch(eCy) sin(kx) - i sh(«(y) cos(kx)] e irt ( 1 1 )
and
'^ K * ( 12 )
where the factor S has the dimensions of velocity and is related to
the amplitude factor a by S a -21oa / h.
. o ^ o
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Wc no^e th&t although thara ara an Inrinita nunbar of points 
in tha xy-plana whara u vanlshas thara Is no sactlon x = whara 
tha longitudinal currant is avarywhara zaro.
Tha suparposltlon of an infinlta numbar of Poincari wava modas 
providas anothar partial solution to tha problam. Tha Polncarl wava 
alavatlon and tha valocity componants u^ and v^ ara givan by
f p  = ^  CPg, sin(my) +iQjjjOos(my)] axp (-s^j^x+i#'t),
«m m
COS (my) sin (my)] axp (-s^ x-t-i r  t),
and «•»«I
cos(my)] axp (-s^ x-i- i^t),
wmi
whera tha Poincare wave coefficients A , B , C , and D have them ' m m m
dimensions of valocity, P^ and are dimensionless and the dimension­
less parameter s (m^ - K^)^, m = 1,2.....
Negative values of s^ would imply a wave of exponentially in­
creasing amplitude with increasing x. These may be precluded on the
grounds of energy conservation. Imaginary values of s occur if
2 m
^ ' ^gD  ^  where the unsealed channel depth D x hB^/TT*-.
However, if the channel is sufficiently deep, i.e. D > D whereCs X w
the subscript 'crit' denotes some critical value, sufficiently narrow,
® ^ ®crlt* tidal motion has a sufficiently long period,
^  ^*^crlt’ values of s^^^ occur, (Hendershott and
Speranza, 1971).
Taylor (1921) considers the tidal regime in the North Sea to be 
approximated by "the tidal motion in a channel 250 miles wide and 
^0 fathoms deep situated in latitude 53° N when a tidal wave of period 
12 hr. is reflected at the closed end". These parameter values allow
(13)
(14)
(15)
us to establish the estimates Dcrit * 9,., Bm ' crit a 1100 km and X  7.2 h crit
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Thus the North Sea may be considered sufficiently narrow and
deep that we may exclude the existence of propagating Poincar^ waves
of Mg period (12.M2h) and only consider positive values of s form2 2which m > K . The reader is referred to Brown (1973) for an analysis 
of the imperfect Kelvin wave reflection which occurs for shorter 
tidal periods.
A relationship between the coefficients for the longitudinal 
current, A and B , and the transverse current C and D , may be ob- 
tained by substituting equations (li*) and (15) into equation (7) and 
comparing the coefficients of terms in sin(my) and cos(my) separately. 
Introducing r^ = «»k/ms^, Taylor obtains
•T<NSm
m
m
2_ ^ 2  m m  m (16)
and
msm
m 2 .2 ^^m r B ).m n (17)
The kinematic
provided that
m r  0,
boundary condition (8) is satisfied
m even, ( 18 )
and
s 0, m odd.
Hence it follows from equations (16-19) that
(19)
m
m
* ® even,ul ID ’
= -r B m m m odd.
and
m
mA
(22)
m
m m odd . (23)
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The expressions for the Poincar^ wave surface elevation 
coefficients,
P_ = ^  (s„ ♦ mC )ID ST n ID in (24)
and
®m ' r  <"‘>m - ®m *“ >• <25)
may be obtained by substituting equations (1 3 ) to (15) into the 
continuity equation (3).
Values for the longitudinal velocity coefficients, A and Bm m ’
must now be chosen so that the longitudinal velocities of the Kelvin 
and Poincaré waves, and Up, of equations (11) and (14), are equal 
for all values of y at some value of x. This may be written as 
the condition that
X  [A cos(my) iB^ sln(niy)] exp (-s x, )«K«i “ “ m 1
= S Cch(ety) sin(kx^ ) - sh(el y) coa(kx^)]. (26)
Taylor solves equation (26) by expanding the hyperbolic functions 
as trigonometric series triilch contain the undetermined multipliers 
P s  ^ s ’ s is a positive integer. The functions ch(4y),
sh(^y), cos(sy) and sln(sy) are expressed as half range Fourier series 
which are valid for all values of y within the interval ♦ i W .  These 
Fourier representations are
ch( wt y ) *
8h(^y) . y ~  3ln(my) ^
(27a)
(27b)
coa(sy) = (_ i ^ i ( a - 1 ) ^ r  1 \  «^lmcos(my) 1
.2- .2 J ’
8 odd, 
(27c)
and
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sln(sy) = (-1)^® ~  / (-1 )^^®” ^^  sin(my)
»2 . s2 ’m  **A
s even. (27d)
Multiples of the difference between the left and right hand sides 
of equations (27c) and (27d) may be added to the expansions of ch(«(y). 
and sh(e*y). This process enables us to write equation (26) as
^  cos(my) * ± sin(my)] e-®m*l
m=1
= U o { s h ( ^ )  slnCkx,) ♦ y  C03(my)
' I 2.< M  + or
■"Jpsi (-1)^ '®"'' V "  C |s (^ ll
s m «««1» m - s j  J
- i ch (2^) cosOcx^)! ^  (-i)i(®-^> sin(my)
Where u^ = 4«CS/TT
The coefficients of similar terms in equation (28) may now be com­
pared. The requirement that the constant terms sum to zero produces
1 y '
(29)
Sdd
Taking the relations between and equations (20) and (21), 
into account, a comparison of the terms in cos(my) and sin(my) yields
m odd, — 5---- - - y  __ 5_f2 2 X 2M  m ^—  m -
Sven ^mr
tan(kx^) (30)
and
I
30
■  ■
_______
tA.,,
.•’í A • *. ,.
m even, 7 ^  ♦ 2 ^^ 2 = 2« m r (^^) cot(kx ). (3D•♦' nj *--m - s m » •- » i
§dd
We Introduce the parameters 
2  ^ = tanOcx^),
m
Mm
and
Bms
2tm m
IT c o t h ^ ^ )  
2|m rm
( - 1  ) ffl
^ 2  2 ffl
, m s 0, s  ^ 0;
m odd, s even;
m even, s odd,
, 3  = 0,
= 0, otherwise.
Equations (29-31) may then be expressed as the matrix 
equation
m - p  -
®ee ®e, 0 ° 1 0
®ie ^ ••• 0
B w  0 »V 0
B 0 B^^ ® • • • P* 0
B4. B ^  0 8 4, ... 0
* • • • • • •• • • • • • •• •
(32)'
¥
Non-trivial solutions to equation (32) exist only if the coefficient 
matrix la singular and the corresponding determinant Is zero. By dividing 
the first, third, fifth etc. columns of this determinant by z^, multiply­
ing the second, fourth, sixth etc. rows by z^ and writing it as a sum of
31
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two determinants, we obtain the determlnantal equation
g. Xi
B«« 0 Bea • •• 0 B»% 0 B.»
0 Be. 0 L, Bie 0
Bze Bei -Me B ^  •.. m — 0 Be» B»
0 0 Bi. ... B|e 0 B»%
Bee Be» 0 Be» . 0 Be» 0 Bes••
•
•
••
••
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
e•
•
e
•
.(33)
A reduced order system for equation (33) is solved and found. 
We note that Brown (1978) shows that the quotient of the determinants 
is convergent.
Equations (30) and (31) may be written as
f t -
- 1
'®10 ♦ ® 12T»2
®1
<®20 * «21 Pi ■*■ ®23 P 3
- 1
*®30 * ®3l'*2»*' ^2*1
♦ B 3, » , • • ) »
(34a)
(34b)
(34c)
etc. Taylor solves this system by the Gauss-Seidcl method. The unde­
termined multipliers on the right hand sides of equatior« (34) are 
initialised to zero. A first approximation to ^ ^  is found from equation 
(34a). This value of ^ ^  is substituted into equation (34b) and Ti ^
is calculated. The updated values of ^   ^ and Y  g are used to calculate 
^ 2  ('«'om equation (34c). First order approximations for the first n 
undetermined multipliers f  1Î P  3* ^  ^  n
calculate second order approximations. The procedure may be repeated 
and higher order approximations generated.
The longitudinal velocity coefficients A^, m odd, and B , m even.
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are found from equation (28). They are given by
« Odd, A„ = ^  S h ( ^ )  e""*' ‘‘"‘“«I» (-1)*'"-” - ^
and
m even, °  ^ coa(kx^) (-1)^
(35)
(36)
The remaining coefficients , m even, B ,m odd, C , D , P and Qo m* m ’ m ’ m m
may be obtained from equations (18-25).
The complete solution is given by the difference between the 
Kelvin wave solution of equations (10— 12) and the Poincar^ wave solution 
of equations (13-15). Relative to a coordinate system with its origin 
at the mid-point of the channel end, the elevation is
2 ^ ^  Cchiiiy cos(k(x ♦ x^)) + l sh(sly) sin(k(x ♦ x^))]
r - -»-X ♦ i r t
P^jjj sin (my) +1 Qm cos(my)Je , (37)
ms1
the longitudinal component of velocity is
u = S[ch(«Cy) sin(k(x + x, ))-l sh(«4y) cos(k(x ♦ x, ))] •  ' ... '
[A cos(my) ♦ i B^ sln(my)] eul Dl
-®_X 4 4.m ♦ i ^ t (38)
mr1
(39)
and the transverse component of velocity is
Z -a X ♦ i#*t[D^ sin (my) i cos(my)3 e
ms1
where the coefficients A_, B etc. have been reduced by a factorID in
exp(s X,). n 1
The parameter values o< s 0.7 and K = 0.5 are chosen by Taylor
(1921) as representative of the North Sea. These values produce
^ +K^)^ s 0.860, z s 0.385 and x,j s 0.^27. The factor
\  - ^«tS/iT is taken as an arbitrary unit of velocity, whence the
velocity factor S = —  * 1.122 u is obtained.o
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The amplitude factor = ihkS/2«- la expressed in units of
^/h, i.e. 2 A  «r/h = 0.965 u i.o o
For a wave of period, X  = 12.42h, we obtain cr = 2lf/x =
1.4052 X 10 a , c s : 1 .6 3 4 X 10 a^ \  h = c^/g = 2,120 x 10“^m”^
where g = 9.81 ma’^ and f = e«c = 1.144 x 10”^a“\
The length acale L, channel width B and depth D are interrelated 
B I
^ ■ "vr * ^(gD) /f. In the caae of a channel of depth 74m
(approximately 40 fathoma), L = 1.649 x lO^m and B = 5 .179 x lO^m.
The correaponding latitude of auch a baaln la given by 9  = sin” ^^ -^ — |
where 2TT/1 aidereal day * 7.292 x 10’^a’\  whence we obtain
a  = 51.7°.
Thua the flow field may be apecifled by auch four parameter 
combinatlona aa mi, K, X  and D or B, D, X  and 6 .
The apatlal variation of ^  may be conveniently dlaplayed by a 
chart of the co-range linea, i.e. contoura of conatant dlaplacement.
The elevation may be repreaented by
C(x,y,t) = (x,y) (x,y)) e^*“^
where and a*"« functiona of x and y. The co-range linea
are given by
s constant. (41)
4
The solution set for different constants forms a series of 
elliptical contoura which are concentric about a system of amphldromes^ 
I.e. nodal points where the tidal range vanishes. The amphldromes 
lie on the mid-channel axis with a separation of i where the wave­
length of Mg Kelvin waves ia given by The distance
of the first amphidrome from the barrier isD. a^(j^X - B  - 2 ^ )  
where A  la the phase shift as the Kelvin wave turns a right-angle 
corner, (Henderahott and Speranza, 1 9 7 1).
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The co-tidal lines, i.e. lines of constant phase which radiate 
from the amphldronic points, illustrate the temporal variation of 
C  . These may be obtained from >  C / t = 0 which implies the condition
C i
c. = -tan «r t , (42)
(Krauss, 1973). Equation (42) may be solved for different times, e.g. 
successive lunar hours where 1 lunar hour = 24.84/24 h.
The velocity components may be expressed as
u(x,y,t) = (u^(x,y) + i U2 (x,y)) ei#*t
and
1» tvCx,y,t) = (v^(x,y) + i v^(x,y)) e
where subscripted functions are Independent of time and real. The speed 
q of the current is given by
2 2 iq = C(u^  costf’t - Ug sin#t) ♦ (v^  cos«>t - v^  sin^t) 3* (43)
and the direction ^  may be expressed as
, /v. cos9t - Vj, sln^t \
f  = tan"' 1-^ -^------ r-----=-; 1- I' \ u^  cos«>t - Ug sin^t / (44)
At any particular point the times of maximum and minimum current 
speed are given by > q / > t  = 0. The velocity vectors that correspond 
to these times form the semi-major and semi-minor axes of a tidal ellipse. 
Such ellipses can also represent the actual paths of fluid particles 
during the tidal motion. The co-tidal lines, co-range lines and tidal 
ellipses for the Taylor model are symmetrically distributed about the 
mid-channel axis.
312. An alternative method of solution to the Taylor problem was de­
veloped by A. Defant in 1925» (see Defant, 1961). This is the method 
of collocation and is discussed in ^323.
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3 2. Two dimensional dissipative system-*^
3 2 1. Proudman and Doodson (1924) give a qualitative description of 
the effects of frictional dissipation of wave energy. A wave which 
travels around the North Sea in the positive sense will have a steadily 
diminishing amplitude as its energy is dissipated. The tidal ranges at 
the east coast will be smaller than at the west coast; those at the 
north-east will be the least. The amphldromlc points will be displaced 
to the east in such a manner that each one falls to the right of its 
predecessor along the axis of wave propagation.
They take as their equations of motion
(la)
and
♦ fu . -g
where the frictional terms represented by F/h and G/h are proportional 
to the square of the current speed. The frictional parameters F and G 
are appropriate harmonic constituents of ku(u^ ♦ v^)^ and kv(u^ v^)^ 
where k is a constant.
We note that equations (1) may be obtained from the Reynolds 
equation (25.8) by neglecting the advective and viscous terms and 
assuming that the pressure follows a hydrostatic law and that the 
derivatives of the Reynolds stresses are governed by a quadratic 
friction law.
The dynamic equations are not solved. They are used to interpolate
between locations where observational data have been obtained. Writing
V, { , F and G as u s u^ c o s ^  ♦ sin«*t etc., where subscripted
variables are functions of space only, the elevation gradients of
equations (1) may be expressed as
^ F.
= -Jtu5 U^ V, —2 g 1 gh
'C-
etc.
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Current data are subjected to harmonic analysis, l.e. they are 
resolved Into such constituents as the principal lunar semi-diurnal 
the principal solar semi-diurnal 8 2» the lunl-solar diurnal 
and the principal lunar diurnal 0^ tidal components. The elevation 
gradients are evaluated at the locations of various stations In the 
North Sea, the frictional parameter k being taken as 0.002.
A graphical Interpolation procedure Is used to estimate the 
elevations at locations that are Intermediate to stations for which 
the elevations and gradients are known. The expression
I t tx ♦ ty <*y
Is used to extrapolate the elevations In the neighbourhoods of stations.
The co-range and co-tidal charts that are obtained from these 
elevations amply support the qualitative description. They do not 
appear to have been greatly superseded by those obtained from more 
recent data, numerical techniques and frictional parameterlzatlons,
(c.f. Nlhoul and Ronday, 1976; Davies and Fumes, 1980).
32 2. Hendershott and Speranza (1971) model the Intensified but 
localised dissipation effects that are confined to the relatively high 
energy shallow water region at the head of a bay by a dissipative 
boundary condition at the transverse barrier, l.e.
*u = {  at X s 0 . (1 )
Equation (1 ) replaces the kinematic boundary condition (3 1 1 .9 ) of the 
Taylor problem, equations (311.^-9). The parameter If ^  may be adjusted 
to account for varying amounts of boundary dissipation. It Is esti­
mated by TTq = (gD')^ / D where D’ la the depth of the shallow
water region and D Is the depth beyond this region.
The elevation that satisfies the modified Taylor problem Is composed 
of an Incoming Kelvin wave of coastal amplitude ^  an outgoing Kelvin
37
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wave of coastal amplitude and superposed non-propagating Poincare 
modes.
It has the form
C  = exp( C-iwt ♦ ittoc/(gD)^  - fy/(gD)^3
+ t p  exp C-Jttt - i0x/(gD)^ 1- f(y-a)/(gD)^]
[a cos(2fJl) ^ sin(H?-J^)3 e“""^m a m a
(2) I
r-
for a sea which occupies the region x ^ O ,  O ^ y ^ a ,  where
m
2 2 2 2 2 1[ m f l / a  - f )/gD3*, m = 1, 2, and «•> is the circular
frequency. The coefficients a are evaluated by Taylor’s procedure.
The effect of such an energy absorbing barrier is to displace all 
amphidromlc points from the long channel axis by constant amounts. This 
is in contrast to the mainstream viewpoint which predicts Increasing 
displacements in the direction of the outgoing wave. Nevertheless, this 
modelling explains the dissimilarities between the tidal regimes in the 
Adriatic Sea and the Gulf of California. Both seas have fairly similar 
basin geometries and appear to meet the criteria for perfect Kelvin wave 
reflection. The Adriatic Sea exhibits only a slight displacement of the 
amphidrome in its northern section and would conform quite well to the 
Taylor model. The Gulf of California has no amphidrome in the basin. 
Hendershott emd Speranza explain this difference as arising from the 
enhanced dissipation of tidal energy by non-linear bottom friction in the 
north end of the Gulf of California. The predicted aunphldrome is dis­
placed to such an extent as to become virtual.
- fy . - Tu.
is used to model
the linearised
1
be %R*itten as
(1)
■ 1 -
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wave of coastal amplitude "Jp and superposed non-propagating Poincare 
modes.
It has the form
t  = C j  exp( C-lwt ♦ lttx/(gD)^ - fy/(gD)^3
exp [-Ittt - lt»x/(gD)^ + f(y-flw)/(gD)^]
Ca ^ cos(2fX) ^ b sln(^-3^)]m d m a (2)
for a sea which occupies the region x<:0, O ^ y ^ a ,  where
Sm
2 2 2 2 2 4= C m f ^ / a  -(to - f )/gD3“, m = 1, 2, and to Is the circular
frequency. The coefficients a are evaluated by Taylor's procedure.
The effect of such an energy absorbing barrier Is to displace all 
amphldromlc points from the long channel axis by constant amounts. This 
Is In contrast to the malnstre2un viewpoint which predicts Increasing 
displacements In the direction of the outgoing wave. Nevertheless, this 
modelling explains the dissimilarities between the tidal regimes In the 
Adriatic Sea and the Gulf of California. Both seas have fairly similar 
basin geometries and appear to meet the criteria for perfect Kelvin wave 
reflection. The Adriatic Sea exhibits only a slight displacement of the 
amphldrome In Its northern section and would conform quite well to the 
Taylor model. The Gulf of California has no aunphldrome In the basin. 
Hendershott and Speranza explain this difference as arising from the 
enhanced dissipation of tidal energy by non-llnear bottom friction In the 
north end of the Gulf of California. The predicted amphldrome Is dis­
placed to such an extent as to become virtual.
323. If a linear friction law for the bottom friction Is used to model 
the dissipative terms of the Reynolds equation (25.8), the linearised 
momentum and depth Integrated continuity equations may be written as
- fv s - g f  ^  - *yu, (1)
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fU = - s t y  - "^V
and
u + V + X y F tt
( 2 )
(3)
where h denotes the depth and the frictional parameter If has the 
dimension of inverse time.
Expressing the velocity components and surface elevation above 
the mean sea level as
u(x,y,t) = Re ^  U(x,y) e“^ ^  } ,
v(x,y,t) = Re t V(x,y) e”^ ^  J
and
C(x,y,t) = Re £z(x,y) e“^ ^ J  , 
equations (1-3)yield the Helmholtz equation
♦ »L^) Z = 0, (11)
where
= ltt(f^ + ^  ^ )/^gh and ^  : V  - iu> , 
and the relations between the time Independent parts of the velocity 
components and the elevation gradients
and
U =
V =
-=■ C a z  + f Z ] 2 f x y
J35. C -fz ♦ a z  ] .x r  V
(5)
( 6 )
Relnecker and Teubner (I960) assume that the response of the water 
in a rectangular, semi-infinite channel, that occupies the region x ^ 0, 
0 ^  y >  b, to an inward travelling wave of frequency u  is governed by 
equations (4-6). These equations are solved subject to the conditions 
that
V : 0 at y * 0,
u = 0 at X s 0
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and the radiation condition that no other inward travelling waves 
are excited by the input wave. They use both Galerkin and collocation 
methods to obtain solutions.
The solution to the Helmholtz equation (4) which satisfies the 
kinematic longitudinal boundary condition (7) and the radiation con­
dition consists of an Incident Kelvin wave of unit coastal amplitude, 
a reflected Kelvin wave of complex coastal amplitude and superposed, 
exponentially decaying Poincare modes. When the effects of bottom 
friction are Included, l.e. V  i 0, all Poincare modes propagate up- 
channel . The time Independent factor of the elevation may be expressed
as
Z(x,y) = expC-iK^x + al^y] + G^ expCiK^x - e^^y]
« IK X G e n  n
ns1
• •C cos (22L1Î.) _fK sin(2?i) n b n b )
iwhere K = (iU^/gh) , «( = -IfK /ft , •< = inlV/b ando • o o • n
K The constraints Re(K ) > 0  and I (K ) > 0,n n 1» n m n
n s 1, 2, ..., are Imposed. These ensure that all propagating Poincaré 
modes travel in the positive x-dlrection and are exponentially decaying. 
However, Kelvin waves of exponentially increasing eunplltude are not 
precluded.
The kinematic boundary condition (8) is used to determine the 
complex coefficients G^, n s 0, 1, ... . The longitudinal velocity 
component is approximated by the truncated series
Ü« (x,y) =
8^.
[-exp(-iK^x * a(^y) ♦ expUK^x - M^y)]
ns1
X Ccos(!l^) - ^  ^ sin ( 2 ^ ) 3  j (10)
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where = if*»/(gh«<^ K^). The system of Integral equations
J  (0,y) w„, (y) dy s 0, m = 0, », N, (1 1)
where w^(y) are appropriate weighting functions, are solved in order to 
determine the N ♦ 1 coefficients of equation (10). If the wei£^ting
functions form a complete set then the approximate solution will converge 
to the exact solution.
By choosing the weighting functions w^Cy) * S(y-y*)» where i(y)m
is the Dirac delta function and y^ are specified points along the boundary 
X = 0, equations (10) and (11) produce the system of equations
n=0
A G = C , mn n m ’ m = 0, 1, ..., N , ( 12 )
where
mo
-IG K «C n n ^ n
mn •n - ifK" »intnuy,,/»)! ,
n s  1, 2, ..., N ,
and
•^o^mm
This is equivalent to the method of collocation in accordance with
which values of the approximate series representation of a function must
coincide with the exact values at prescribed points. Relnecker
and Teubner (I960) obtain solutions to equation (12) for two sets of
collocation points, namely, y s mb/N and y s (m i) b / (N •*> 1).m m
The principle of the (kilerkin technique is that if U(x,y) is repre- «a
sented by ^  Ug( (x) w^(y) and the approximation U_ (x,y) is given by
(x) W f( (y) then the residual R s U - is minimised by imposing 
the condition that
ill
f R w *  dy s 0, ^ = 1 , 2 ,  N.
0 ^
The choice of (y) is arbitrary, (c.f. Owen, 1980).
Relnecker and Teubner choose the weighting functions from 
the y-dependent part of the series in equation (10), namely.
"o (13a)
and
w^ (y) = cos( 0 ^ )  - sin(51^-1^), ms1,2,...,N. (13b)
For the Galerkin weighting functions of equations (13), the
system of equations (11) may be expressed as 
H
2 I * ’»n °n * ’.... ”•
n:0
The coefficients of the G^, n = 0, 1, ..., N and constants
(14)
are given by
oo
on
»  (1 - 2f ,
V n - n
o n
[1 - (-1 )" e"***^*], n 0,
o o
mir j
“ b ^  m
mo « ^ 2 .  ^ 2
o m
Cl  - (-1)“ e“ ] . m ^ 0,
II,
-i«< K b m m
mm 2«f**„ - IfKJ ^  m >
-1er Kn n ^  n b m
m  ^0,
mn f “ n - ■ -  2 - .K 2n m
-Î
and
m -*<• •‘• * ’^ ♦ “ [ 1 -(-I)“ .*'*'].^ 2
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The systems of linear equations (12) and (14) are solved
numerically for the case X  = 12.4 h and *< = 0.0. Reinecker and
Teubner find that convergence as N increases is satisfactory for both 
methods but that the Galerkin technique gives better overall results 
than the collocation method.
The Galerkin method is used to obtain solutions for X  s 12.4,
9.0 and 8.3h and X = 0 . 0 ,  10^, 5 x  10^, l O ^ s  \  Using the parameter 
values b = 500.5 km, h = 74 m and f = 1.19 x 10"^ s”  ^ at latitude 54.46°N, 
they produce co>range and co-tidal line plots for the different periods 
and values of the friction parameter. In the case of T  = 12.4 h and
= 0.0, the results are similar to those of Taylor (1921). For the
cases X  s 9.0, 8.3 h and * 0.0, the results 2igree with the
findings of Brown (1973).
As the friction parameter is Increased the long-channel spacing 
of amphidromic points remains virtually unchanged but the amphldromes 
are displaced from the mid-channel axis in the manner suggested by 
Proudman and Doodson (1924) until they eventually become virtual. The 
modulus of decay, l.e. the distance in which a wave decays to e~^ of its 
amplitude, becomes smaller for both Kelvin and propagating Poincare waves. 
The Interference pattern becomes independent of the wave period. Finally, 
the input wave dies out before reaching the head of the channel.
33 Three dimensional, advectionless, dissipative systems.
A two dimensional model of the flow may provide a satisfactory 
description of depth mean currents or of the tidal regime above the 
region of bottom frictional Influence. However, there are many features 
of the vertical current structure that require a three dimensional 
analysis. These features include the no-slip condition at the bed, the 
logarithmic velocity profile of the mainstream current, the Ekman current
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spiral and Ekman pumping effects, (Schlichting, 1968 ; Durance and 
Johnson, 1970; Krauss, 1973; Pond and Pickard, 1978).
331. Kraav (1969) introduces a more realistic z dependence by using 
a boundary layer model which is solved numerically. The governing 
equations, in which the advectlve contributions to the inertial terms 
have been neglected, within a boundary layer of thickness H are taken 
to be
- fv 1
>t ^ fu.
0 ,
( 1 )
and
L = - > i v r ( 6 )
where z s 0 is the plane of the bottom, k is the vertical eddy co­
efficient, b and ^ are energy and length scales of turbulence averaged 
over the vertical and with respect to the tidal period X  , and and 
c are constants. The subscript * 1' refers to the boundary layer, the
prime denotes differentiation with respect to z and
H
•/>“ i v' r *  »1
j  j  I \ m  i \ ^  ^ I jO O
The equations governing the motion above the boundary layer are 
similar to the field equations used by Taylor (1921), namely
#u
*>t ■ fv S -g
> v
T T ru s -g
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and
*>u > v  
> x  * T y
^  w
= U,
> Z  = 0* (9)
The boundary conditions which apply to the system of equations 
(1-9) are that there is no motion at the bed, i.e.
^1 = s = 0 when z = 0, (io)
a condition of continuity of velocity at the upper limit of the boundary 
layer, i.e.
', w^ = w when z = H, (i i)
a kinetic relationship at the sea surface z = D, i.e.
w = / ^ t  when z s D, (1 2 )
and that the sea level fluctuations at the boundary, denoted by the 
contour P  , are known, i.e.
t  (P) = ^(P) if P e r  . (13)
The boundary layer thickness, H = if is a modification
of the Ekman depth, D^s TP (^)^-
Using an asymptotic matching method, Kraav obtains the following 
equations for the elevations and at two Instants of time separa­
ted by a quarter of a tidal period. In the case of a deep sea, I.e.
H < 0, these equations are
gD (1-M)^ +
(l-M)C^* f m C^ 
(1-M)^ ♦
0 ,
0 ,
(14)
(15)
where
and
M X itrB C
0< X
fV s i r  *r \ir 1 2k y •
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The expression for the eddy viscosity is given by
where
♦ f
16TI
[M^ ( ^  - f)» / (
♦ M g  ( sr - f ) / ( f)3
(16)
T"it
and
- ) \ ny V V >  X J
IJiHy J ♦ 1^ -b X y ' J*
Equations for the eddy viscosity and surface elevations of a shallow 
sea, i.e. H > D, are also obtained.
The derivatives In the equations for a deep sea and a shallow sea 
are replaced by central finite differences. The depths at internal 
points are obtained by averaging the surrounding depths. The elevations 
and eddy coefficients are found by a method of successive approximations, 
I.e. trial values of the elevations are used to determine approximations 
to the eddy viscosity and the boundary layer thickness.
The patterns of Isollnes for the boundary layer thickness, eddy 
viscosity and the maximum tidal current velocities are shown by Kraav 
to be very similar. The largest eddy coefficients are 900 cm a” and 
occur near the English coast and In the southern North Sea. The velo­
cities of the tidal currents, 70 to 90 cm s~\ are also greatest in 
these regions. The smallest eddy coefficients are found In the Skeiggerak
These values rapidly Increase In the2 -1region and are less than 1 cm s
P 1south of this region, e.g. the coefficients reach values of 40 to 60 cm s 
near the Danish coast and In the Heligoland Bight. Turbulence affects 
the entire depth of the sea near the English coast and In the southern 
North Sea, whereas In the Heligoland Bight the thickness of the boundary 
layer la from 15 to 35 m.
iH
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4332. Davies and Furnes (1980) compute the M2 tidal currents in 
the North Sea by using a three dimensional numerical model in which 
the hydrodynamic equations are transformed by a weighted depth averaging 
procedure into a two dimensional system. An inverse transformation of 
the solutions restores the z dependency, (c.f. Heaps, 1973).
Neglecting advective terms, the equations of continuity and 
momentum are expressed in a left handed spherical coordinate system 
as
I S - . 1 (
>
udz •*>•>t R COA^ V i
u -g>  t • V s R cos^ > z
= 0 , ( 1 )
( 2 )
and
u = (3)
Here %  and ^  are the east longitude and north latitude, 
respectively, g  is the elevation of the sea surface above the undis­
turbed level z s 0, the bed is at z s h, R is the radius of the earth, 
the (Coriolis parameter s 2 sin ^ , U  is the angular speed of the 
earth, u and v are the east and north-going components of current 
and N is the coefficient of vertical eddy viscosity.
The boundary conditions are that at the sea surface there is 
zero stress, i.e.
(4 )
where the subscript o indicates evaluation at z s 0. At the sea 
bed it is assumed that there is a slip condition and a quadratic law 
of bottom friction holds. This is expressed as
- m (5)
and
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M . M
- (" ^ ) h  ' *' ''h <“h^ * ’'h* (6)
where k la a constant coefficient of bottom friction and the 
script h denotes evaluation of z = h. An tidal input is 
specified along open sea boundaries. A radiation condition allows 
interior disturbances to propagate outwards.
The velocity components u and v are represented by the m term 
expansions m
u (>, 0  , z, t) = ^  ^  , t) f^ (z) (7 )
and
rs1
m
^  » 2 , t ) s ^  (Jt, p  , t) f^ (z)
r=1
(8)
where the coefficients A^ and are Independent of z and the depth 
dependent basis functions f^ are differentiable.
Davies and Fumes note that the basis set of functions may be 
the eigenfunctions of a differential operator or, in the Galerkln 
method, arbitrarily chosen functions such as B-splines, Chebyshev 
or Legendre polynomials. They use a set of ten cosine functions,
(9)f^ * cos(et^ z/h), r * 1,2, ..., 10,
where : (r-l)TT .
An appropriate parameterization of the eddy viscosity is con­
sidered to be a depth independent formulation in which the eddy 
coefficient is proportional to the square of depth mean current, i.e,
N (%, ^  , t) s K (u^ ♦ 7  ^ ) / ( 10 )
1where the overbar denotes a depth mean velocity, i.e. u s ^  Cudz, 
K is a dimensionless constant and O* is a typical frequency. The 
values cr , 10 s and K = 2 x 10“^ are used.
The expansions for u and v, equations (7-8), are substituted 
into the equations of continuity and momentum, equations (1-3).
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The use of the Galerkin method in the vertical space domain entails 
that the momentum equations are multiplied by each of the basis 
functions fj^ , k s 1, 2, ...» m, and Integrated with respect to z 
over the Interval 0 to h. The (2m + 1) equations which result con­
tain only the depth Independent unknowns J  and k = 1, 2, m.
These equations are
>  -¿L
fp <jz = ■»
. r=1 I  ■ . /r=1 •
V':-'
R cos ^  '"k - ''k <•’> ““h <“h^ ♦ ''h^
- K A I r f.r , J  r V dz y k s l ^ 2 , , . . , m ,  (11)
_ *
f f. fz r k ■ ■ «  r  v /  ^«1 f f. dz r k
/  f u A Z  -  f j -  ( h )  k v ,  ( u ^ ^  v j )h h h
®r
rs1 •
k s 1j 2 f •••! m, (12)
and
l i  , ___ ’ / >  V "  A r'*>  t R cos ^  /  r }
r=1 *
rs1
B cos r
J f dzA
J "^r dz] s0 /
, t) e<
are the eigenvalues of the equation
^9
(13)
s 1, 2f •••! 0|
d
IS'
(z)] = - x „  ^  , t) (z)
which is subject to the implied boundary conditions of equation (9).
Equations (ii - 1 3 ) are discretised in the horizontal by 
using a staggered finite difference grid in whichg , u and v are 
evaluated at different grid points, and discretised with time by 
using a forward time-stepping method.
The initial state is one of zero displacement and motion, i.e. 
g  , A^, = 0 at t = 0 , r = 1 , 2 , m. (ll*)
The normal component of velocity at a closed boundary is zero, thus 
A^cosijl +B^sin^^í =0, r = l , 2 , . . . , m ,  (15)
where l|) denotes the inclination of the normal.
Along open sea boundaries the tidal input is specified and 
a radiation condition is used in which a relation between the total 
normal component of the depth mean current q and the total elevation, 
g  is prescribed. This relation is expressed as
q = ♦ - t x > (16)
where
c =
s H(Tt , ^ ) cosCtf-t - G(iL,^)] ,
q^ s Q(> , ^  ) cos Cr t -
V  , H and G denote the frequency, amplitude and phase of the tidal 
elevation, Q and It denote the amplitude and phase of the normal com­
ponent of the depth mean tidal current, respectively.
The tidal input at open boundaries and the tidal terms H, G,
Q and V  are obtained from a two dimensional model of Flather (1976). 
It is assumed that the vertical distribution of current has as its 
expansion coefficients
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A, = q„ /a, . * q,, / a, (17a)
and
A- = = 0 , r = 2 , 3 ..... m. (17b)
where q and q are the u and v components of the depth mean current 
q of equation (16) and a, * 1  i f ,  dz.I h I
Observational data from the Joint North Sea Data Acquisition 
Program (JONSDAP 76) are found to be in good agreement with the 
theoretical predictions when the bottom friction parameter k : 5 x 10”^, 
despite the crudeness of the formulation of the eddy viscosity and the 
lack of detailed information about the current structure at the open sea 
boundaries in the model.
Davies and Fumes find that the bottom current, measured at some 
reference height above the bed, and the depth mean current have a phase 
difference which is typically of the order of •►10°. The sense of 
rotation of the tidal ellipse in the Southern Bight is generally positive 
(the rotation is in the opposite direction in the northern section of the 
North Sea). The major axis of the ellipse is oriented in an east-west 
direction in regions away from coastal Influence. The currents in this 
area are of the order of 25 cm s” .^ The orientation of the ellipse 
becomes nearly parallel to the shoreline, l.e. in a north-south direction, 
and current magnitudes increase to around 80 cm s~^ in regions that are 
further south. There is also an increase in current magnitude in the 
east to west direction.
The decrease in current magnitude with depth is accurately modelled, 
errors in phase and velocity being generally less than 7° and 3 cm s ~ \  
respectively. Co-phase lines for the u and v components of current at 
the sea surface and bed are obtained. The nodal points, where either 
the u or V component of velocity is zero, at the sea bed are not identical
III!
lli.
u i
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to those at the surface. The phase change through depth of the 
u or V velocity component may be of the order of 100° near a nodal 
point of u or v.
3^ Three dimensional, non-linear, dissipative systems.
The advective terms of the Navier-Stokes equation (23.3), e.g.
, ^  u >  u ^  u“ ^ ♦ w I supply the mechanism by which the process
of energy transfer between waves of different wave lengths and fre­
quencies can occur, (Krauss. 1973). The irregular small scale motions 
of a turbulent flow regime which lead to the frictional dissipation of 
energy as heat are taken into account by the Reynolds stress terms of 
the Reynolds equation (25.8), (Pond and Pickard, 1978). However, non­
linear wave interactions may also result in the localised production of 
steady currents or tidal constituents of higher frequencies than in 
shallow coastal waters. The pronounced quarter-diurnal tide at South­
ampton is an example of this, (Muir Wood, 1969). Such effects may be 
more explicitly modelled by the inclusion of the advective terms in the 
Reynolds equation than by a non-linear parameterization of the Reynolds 
stresses.
3^1. Owen (1980) solves the three dimensional, non-linear equations of 
motion numerically. He uses a finite difference grid in the horizontal 
and the Galerkln method in the vertical.
The system of hydrodynamic equations, referred to a cartesian 
coordinate system, are the continuity and momentum equations
*> u V w
h i
ilil
>  Z = 0 ,
U >X . .f u . 1^  C  >y >Z
|-
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the salinity diffusion equation for the partial mass of dissolved 
salts
u I L I + V s •f w S >  z (K > z ). (4)
the equation of state
c , = i.(i ♦ * » )
and the hydrostatic approximation
2 2 .  . .
(5)
(6)> z  - C «  •
Here ^  and are the depth mean, depth dependent and fresh
water densities, respectivelyf s is the salinity, a is a constant.
K and N are the eddy coefficients of vertical diffusivity and viscosity ,
respectively , and f is the Coriolis par2uneter.
The following boundary conditions apply. The normal component of
current is zero at land boundaries, l.e.
u , n^  = 0 (7)
where n is the outward directed normal. The sea surface elevation
"C and the salinity are specified through time at open sea boundaries.
At the sea surface z * £  the applied stress is zero , there is no
flux of salt through the surface and the kinematic surface condition
is satisfied, i.e.
sea v»€
N V u  . n = k u^ i\x^^ * at z = -h
where the suffix b denotes evaluation at the sea bed and k is the 
coefficient of bottom friction. There is no flux of salt through the 
sea bed. i.e.
K 7  s •. n s 0 at z = -h. (12)
The kinematic bed condition that no water passes through the sea bed 
is satisfied. I.e.
5— ( z > f h ) s O a t z = - h  (13)
1- 'h ' ■
j iV
lilyl
I t
1;1
where h is the mean depth,
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The water column interval C-h,^ ] is mapped onto [-1,1] by 
the coordinate transformation
1 -  2 ( (14)
u = (x, y, t)
v = (x. y» t) P a
h ^ 5
The dependent variables u, v and s are represented by the expansions
(15)
( 16 )
and
s = (x, y, t) (•• ) (17)
where a repeated subscript Indicates summation and the components of 
P are any set of basis functions. Owen uses Legendre Polynomials as 
basis functions.
The Galerkin method Is applied by substituting the M term trun­
cated forms of expressions (15) to (17) Into the transformed equations 
(2) to (4)j taking'the product with P^ , ^  = 1 , 2 ,  ... ,M and lnteg<p-
rating over [-1t1] with respect to 9  .
The eddy viscosity and diffuslvlty coefficients are represented 
by prescribed functions of the form
and
N (x, y, «•, t) = (x, y, t) n ( ^  )
K (x, y, , t) = (x, y, t) n(sr) .
( 18)
(19)
Owen defines and by using the empirical expressions 
N * k (h + 1  ) (u^ v^ ♦ v ^ ) *  (1 ♦ 7Ri)"^rt " o
and
. k (h ♦ {  ) ( u^ ♦ v^ ♦ V 2)i (1 ♦ r i )-7/^
( 2 0 )
( 2 1 )
where the reference velocity v^ prevents the system from becoming 
frictionless, and the depth mean Richardson number R1 Indicates the 
relative Importance of buoyancy and mechanical effects in the generation
•1
J:-
I
; !
if':
1 ,
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of turbulence. The Richardson number is given by
Ri = (h ♦ C  ) ^
(v^ -*• u^ •»■ V ^o
( 2 2 )
where s is the salinity gradient.
In the case of a homogeneous sea, Owen uses the formulation of 
Davies and F u m e s  (1980), l.e.
s c (u^ v^) / te (23)
where («> is a typical frequency and c is a dimensionless constant.
The vertical variation of the eddy coefficients of viscosity 
and dlffuslvlty Is taken to be parabolic with a maximum at mid­
depth of ten times the values at the surface and bed, l.e.
n (or ) = (1 - 0.9 cr ^ ) . (24)
An advectlve splitting technique Is used to reduce the compu­
tational overhead. The solution is split so that the advectlve 
terms are only computed every m steps. The one dimensional scheme 
Illustrates the procedure. The momentum equation 
“ “ u ^u ♦ 8 •f ku : 0** -»X
Is split into gravity wave and advective components, denoted by the 
subscripts g and a, respectively. This yields
*> t
S
* 8 •f ku s 0
and
where
♦ u ^-bt "bx
••u
I t ■ -bt
s 0
a
> t
After m time steps ^  t the computed value of u is used to deter-O
mine u^ from the advectlve equation.
I
-ÍT * •il
í'G '
ÍM
S-1
X' ^I.:: I.
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1A staggered finite difference grid is used In which the surface 
elevation ^  and the salinity s are evaluated at the cell centre and 
the U and V components of velocity are evaluated at the sides of each 
cell. The depth dependent solution is obtained from expansions (15) 
to (17).
The model Is applied by Owen to the Bristol Channel for which 
homogeneous conditions are assumed. The surface elevation at the 
open sea boundary Is prescribed by 
J  = H cos ( t - g ^ )
where H and g^ are the amplitude and phase relative to lunar transit 
at Greenwich and ^  Is the frequency.
The five Legendre polynomials (••)..... (o") are used as
the set of basic functions in the expansions (15) to (17). The para«
-5 -4 .1meter values k s 0.005, c s 10 and («i> s 10 s for the coefficient 
of bottom friction In equation (11) and the terms in equation (23) are 
found to give the best results in general.
The observed surface elevation is reproduced by the model to 
within 13 cm of sunplltude and 4^ of phase except at the head of the 
channel.
A comparison of current observations with the model values is 
found to be less satisfactory, with the errors In amplitude and phase 
being generally greater than 10% and 10°, respectively. However, the 
data are mainly for near«bottom currents and would tend to be dominated 
by local topographic features which are either outside the resolution 
capabilities of the model or, in the case of bathymetric effects, not 
represented by the model.
The reproduction of quarter-dlumal elevations is found to
be generally poor for the parameterization of turbulence as given by
‘■■V
i i
I
Ifrii
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I
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We consider the mean turbulent motion of a shallow sea within 
a semi-infinite rectangular channel of depth D and breadth LIT which 
rotates with an angular velocity if. A right handed cartesian co­
ordinate system is adopted. Rigid vertical walls are at 5f = 0, y = 0 
and ^  s Lit , the sea bed is at ?  = -D and the undisturbed sea surface 
is at z s 0, where tllded quantities are dimensional. The sea surface 
elevation ^  and velocity components TÎ, *v and iT are prescribed at the 
open sea boundary. The pressure 7  is specified at the sea surface 
z = Y, • A no-sllp condition applies at the bed. The enhanced dissi­
pation that arises from shoaling effects is simulated by a controlled
t*eddy viscosity N which is some decreasing function of the longitudinal 
variable. Non-linear effects are taken into account by retaining a 
contribution from the advectlve terms of the momentum equations.
^1. System parameters
The parameters L, D, A^, U^. W^, and N are chosen as the o
characteristic scales of horizontal length, vertical length, amplitude, 
horizontal velocity, vertical velocity, circular frequency and vertical 
turbulent momentum exchange, respectively. They are functions of the
s
historical time in years before present, T ft [0, 8300], but not the 
local time T.
The dimensionless characteristic coefficients R , E. , F , ft| ,O iC Ü*
S and A  are introduced. They denote, in turn, the Rossby number, 
l.e. the ratio of the non-linear inertial forces to the Coriolis forces.
(1)
the vertical Ekman number, l.e. the ratio between the vertical fric­
tional forces and the Coriolis forces.
1  ^!
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the aspect ratio
‘I = (i»)
the frequency ratio
%  -• f
and the ratio of the Froude and Rossby numbers,
(5)
•i.
(6 )
which is similar to the Kelvin number, i.e. the ratio between the 
period of the basic transverse oscillation of the basin and the inertial 
period ^  , (Krauss, 19 7 3).
The horizontal scales of length and velocity may be expressed 
as
; i
N
f
(2)
the Froude number, i.e. the ratio of the current and phase velocity 
c = (gD)^,
U
(3)
and
L s (7)
(8)
We note that L is essentially the same as the Rossby radius of de­
formation, (gD)^/f, (c.f. Gill, 1976) and of a form consistent with 
that used by Taylor (1921), provided that e( is constant.
The relations
“o '  *i“o <9)
and
I;
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n i
*o = “ V ( 10)
i
■'ifet.
may be obtained by a comparison of the orders of magnitude of the 
terms of the continuity equation (25.9) and its depth Integrated 
form.
We assume that throughout the historic time period of interest 
the following conditions apply:
1) The Coriolis parameter is constant, f = 1 . 1 x 10“^, and the 
frequency ratio for the M tidal frequency is i s 1.229.
2) The Froude-Rossby number ratio o< is constant. Such an 
assumption is consistent with the supposition that the Rossby radius 
of deformation is a measure of the horizontal length scale at all 
historical times of interest. Taylor (1921) uses •( s 0*7 and 
Moore (1970) uses «( s 1 . We adopt the value s 0*7.
3) The relationship between the characteristic depth, amplitude and 
velocity is taken to be
cA^ s U D = constant , o o ( 11)
A first order consideration of the characteristic amplitude of 
the transmitted wave in a canal where there is an abrupt change of 
cross-section to one that is geometrically similar yields such a 
relation, (c.f. Lamb, 1932). Alternatively, a constant volume flux 
model of a canal of constant breadth where there is a depth discon­
tinuity may be used to obtain equation (11), (c.f. Hendershott and 
Speranza, 1971). We assume that the flow in a basin where the dimen­
sions are varying with historical time approximately corresponds to 
one of these models.
M) The characteristic eddy viscosity and velocity are related by a
quadratic law, l.e.
N s C U / f o o o
l]
P'"
( 12)
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where is a constant, (c.f. Davies and Fumes, 1980).
Under these assumptions, we may specify appropriate values 
of the system parameters for the Southern Bight at any historical 
time of Interest.
For example, at 0 BP:
D = 5 X lO^m, Uo =
, - 1  1 ms , c = 2 .2 2 X lO^ms”
L = 1.36 X lO^m, Ao = 2.25m, No = 4 X 10‘
-2 2 - 1  m s
R = 6.il5 X 10“^,o \ = 1.40 X 10“\ «1 = 3.70 X 10”^
and at 8300 BP:
D = 3 X lO^m, Uo = 1.67ms” ^, c = 1.72 X lO^ms”
L = 1.05 X lO^m, Ao = 2 .91m, No = 1 . 1 1 X l5^m”s
Rq = 1.39 X 10‘ \ = 1.08, «• = 2.86 X 10"^,
where the characteristic depth, velocity and eddy viscosity at 0 BP 
are as given or implied by Nlhoul and Ronday (1976) and Kraav (1969), 
and the characteristic depth at 8300 BP is obtained from Nlo (1976).
We note that the values of the characteristic eddy viscosity and 
hence the Ekman number carry a wide margin of error. However, the 
values of E|^  are similar to those used by Janowltz (1972) for lake 
coastal flows, namely s 0 .1 , 0 . 5 and 1 .0.
From these data It Is clear that C| Is 0(f) and that the 
ordering
i > ^  R^ »  * 1 (13)
Is applicable.
In order that shallow water approximations may be made, the 
horizontal and vertical variables are scaled differently, (Stoker,
, r . ■ ■ ■ '
1957). A set of dimensionless variables x, y, z, t,f^ , u, v,w,
N^j and p are defined by
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where denotes the components of the dimensionless eddy viscosity 
M2. Equations of motion
Upon substituting equations (Ml.lM) Into the Reynolds equation 
(25.8) and talcing the relations (Ml. 1- 1 0) Into account, we obtain 
the dimensionless momentum equations
< “t * "o ''“y ““z* - * Pz
^  E, /  2-è—  [N u ]^  k t >x XX X
z s Dz, r . i t .
(u , v ) = U^(u, v), w = (1 M)
y C « x y ' V  >^ ''xz''‘z'*<" " "z)^} '
« • \  {  ^  t"xy <“y" "x ’^
t“y y V  *
2R (uw 4- vw„ -I- ww^) P,/€^ o x y z z ’
'^ "xz < V  “z'*‘
h  t"yz <-y* ''z'«' ["zz-z'«' ^^3
(2 )
.(3)
Here viscous terms have been neglected In relation to the turbulent 
frictional terms, the f-plane approximation has been made and effects 
of astronomical tide producing forces have been neglected In comparison 
with those of the driving force at the open sea boundary.
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. -! Jn > '' ■' ;.'^
» »
•2If we compare terms of 0(€  ^ ) in equation (3) then we
obtain the hydrostatic pressure condition that the reduced pressure 
gradient vanishes, i.e.
0 . (i*)
which is correct to 0(C Assuming that fluctuations in the
atmospheric pressure are negligible and taking the atmospheric 
pressure at the sea surface as zero for convenience, the integration
of equation (4) yields the expression 
1 (5)P * i
for the reduced pressure.
If the vertical eddy coefficients are replaced by a longitu­
dinally varying eddy viscosity N(x), i.e.
N = N s N(x) , xz yz
(6 )
(c. f. Shih-Zao, 1977 ) »terms of order 0(€^ N^j) are neglected and 
equation (5 ) is taken into account, then the momentum equations 
(1 ) and (2 ) may be reduced to the forms
zz (7)
and
( 8 )
We note that the error incurred by neglecting the Coriolis 
parameter f* and the effect of the orientation of the basin is 
0(€,), (c.f. Johns. 1965; $23). The horizontal eddy viscosity 
coefficients N , N , N are estimated by Pond and PickardXX Xjr # *
(1978) to be greater than the vertical eddy coefficients by 
a factor of 10^. Thus the errors 0(C^^ N^^) etc. may be taken 
as approximately 0 (R^^) > O(C^) and equations (7) and (8 ) are
i
I i
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correct only to 0 (R^ ).
The continuity equation (25.9) may be expressed in terms
of non-dimensional variables as
u + V w s 0 . (9)X y z
il3. Boundary conditions.
We look for solutions to the field equations (42.7-9) 
subject to the boundary conditions of %  21.
The kinematic surface condition (27.1) may be written in the
non-dimensional form
" - “o 1 •‘ "o '“ l x  ♦ n y ) at z s •< Rq , (1 )
where k = ( is a dimensionless wave number,o
A Taylor expansion of the terms in equation (1) enables us 
to express the kinematic surface condition as the transferred 
condition
“ - • ' o l t  ' “«"o '“ l x  ♦ n y  - V x >
2which is correct to 0 (R^ ) .
The no wind condition (27.2) may be expressed as
“z * •‘“o \ “zz ''z * *‘"o \
(2 )
V s 0 at z s 0 (3)zz
where terms of 0 (R ) have been neglected.o
The no-slip condition (27.4) at the sea bed gives 
u s V s w s 0 at z s - 1 .
Kinematic boundary conditions are assumed to apply at the vertical 
walls of the channel, where equation (27.5) yields
u s 0 at x s 0 Í5)
and
V s 0 at y s 0, IT (6)
r-ti
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The dependent variables , u, v and w are suitably defined 
at the open sea boundary.
M4. Method of solution.
It is assumed that the flow velocity u can be represented 
by a uniformly valid perturbation expansion of the Latta type, 
(Nayfeh, 1973). A composite solution is formed from the sum 
of the functions F and G, l.e.
u(x,y,z,t) s F(x,y,z,t; € , € » ) ♦  G(x,y,z,Z,t; €  
where x, y and z may be referred to as outer coordinates, the 
boundary layer or inner variable Z is a magnified vertical co­
ordinate, €  and € o  are small parameters of the system. The 
functions F and G are expressed as asymptotic expansions. The 
form of the special function G may be obtained from a matched 
asymptotic expansions analysis, (c.f. appendix 1 ).
A suitable Latta expansion is found to be of a form which 
develops in powers of C  s C  (R^) and which represents G by 
two special functions of the outer coordinates x, y and z, the 
boundary layer coordinate Z and time t . This expansion is
Uj a (x.y.z. t)
Re ^exp(-tt, (x) Z) (x,y,z,t)
nio
ft
exp( - 0 2  (x) Z) ^  c ”hj”  ^ (x,y,z,t)J ,
naO
J = 1, 2, 3,
1-f-Z
(1)
where u^ a u, U2 = v, u^ = w, Z = -j—  and a
The outer variables f ( x , y , z , t ) are real functions. The ’inner*
fci* Î
tel
ic- i,
I-
il.
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variables boundary layer functions tt^(x)
and 6^ 2 (x) are complex functions. These functions are determined 
in the course of the analysis.
The boundary layer functions 0 ^(x) and (»}2 (x) are analogous 
to the parameters oC and ^  used by Kraav (1969) and the circularly 
polarised to the left and circularly polarised to the right inertial 
wave vector components mentioned by Bergstrom and Cogley (1976).
The effect of their introduction is to produce two overlapping 
boundary layer regions.
The derivatives of the velocity components with respect to 
X are ^
"j,- ■ f  i ' S  ’
n=0 n=0
e
nsO
J * 1, 2, 3,
where the prime suffix denotes differentiation.
The first and second derivatives with respect to z are
(n) _ csj g(*^))
(2 )
"j,» * 2 _ *  *.
n ^  nsO
nzO
(3)
and
•  ^l,zz ♦ "*t ¿ 1  ‘® J . «  «. ^
nsO" n=0
. .-‘V  f t
nsO
_n,. (n) 2 IOk
*  “ ’j . «  ■ u
, J = 1, 2, 3. (^)
v'-i:
v:-; il
C L.
I
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1 (5)
The surface elevation i^(x,y,t) is represented by a perturbation 
expansion about the zero order state,
(n)
* 1 .
nïô
where real functions of x, y and t.
The difficulties that are inherent in the solving of a two- 
parameter problem are circumvented by prescribing a relation 
between and R^, (Bergstrom and Cogley, 1976). The functional 
forms of C  and «•* are chosen so that both are of the same order 
of magnitude as the n-th root of the coefficient of the highest 
n-th order derivative in the governing equations, (c.f. Durance 
and Johnson, 1970).
We consider three cases in which the balance between the 
frictional and non-linear effects, as measured by the Ekman and 
Rossby numbers, is such that :
..........................-  ^ - y
and
3 ) J  (T) O(R^) where J  maps the historical time into
some subinterval of [0,l3>
In each case the perturbation expansions (1 - 5) are sub­
stituted into the field equations (42.7-9) and the boundary 
conditions (43.2-6). Terms of 0 ( c ” ), 0(C "e and 0(€ ”e *^),
n = -1, 0, 1, ...» are separately equated. This process generates 
a set of linearised systems for which analytic solutions are 
obtained.
0(Ro), C  - €•
0 (Ro*>.
■i
! ■; S'
M
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1, ^  44, in which the 4i'i.‘1
order of magnitude.
. The full equations
l.-r
where only the real parts »* -
of expressions have significance.
4 5 1. The 0(^ e"*^^) terms of the expanded continuity equation
(42.9) give the relation
= -  (1 6>r2 ) 8
453. The 0(#*) terms of the expanded momentum and continuity
equations (42.7-9) yield
.(0) (0)
= -f (0) (0)
f v w  , A O )  ^ A O )  0 .
1,x 2,y 3,z
r<o> -(0 > !.«»>*'’J * 0 at
-(0 ) at 2 s 0
-(0 )
3 =
at 2 =
^(0 )
*2 = 0 at y = 0 ,
The 0(€®) terms of the expanded boundary conditions (43.2-6) 
produce the relations
. - 4^ -
#,
.(0)
1 s 0 at X s 0
(8)
We shall refer to equations (1 - 8 ) as the zeroth order outer
system. We note that the zeroth order outer system bed condition
(4) relates the zeroth order inner and outer velocity components.
Assuming that all zeroth order dependent variables exhibit
ita harmonic time dependence of the form e , we may write
1^ ( 0 ) = Re f A<“ > (x,y) , (9)
f (0 )
J = Re J (x,y,z) e^^^,
(1 0 )
. G « > (x,y,,z) e^^ , J = 1, 2 , 3, (1 1 )
and
(0)
J
(0 ) / X it(x,y,z) e ( 12 )J = 1, 2, 3.
If we take equations (451.1) and (452.1) into account, we may 
express equations (1 - 8 ) as
(v 2 , k2)A<0> * 0 .  03)
.(0 ) _ « L  . (14)
1
F (0)
^  ( i 6  A<0> .A<°^) .^  O iix y
♦ i A^°^) .
T
(15)
.(0) i k (1 ♦ z) A o
(0)
s 0 at y = 0 , It ,
57 I
and
at X s 0
r<“ ’ . G<“ > . h '“ ’J J . J
2
where ” O
0 at z s -1, J = 1, 2. 3, 09)
It follows from equations (14) and
li
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(15) that and a*^ ® independent of z and thus the vanishing
surface shear stress condition (5) is met.
The system of equations (13 - 19) constitutes a rescaling of 
the Taylor problem, (Taylor, 1921; ^311). It has the solution
(0) s •< y) cos(k^x) i sh(o<y) sin(k^x)]
1^'^'
'i'v J
[P sin(my) ♦ i cos(my)3 e m m (20)
ms 1
.(0) ^  Cch(e<y) sin(k x) - i sh(e<y) cos(k x)3
-S X
- [A cos (my) + i B sin6ny)3 e X  ® ™
( 2 1 )
m =1
and
,(0) = - [D sin (my) ■•■vC cos(my)]eX  ® ®
m : 1
(22 )
where y s y - , x * x + x^, s^^^ = (m - K^)^ and subscripted
variables are real and dimensionless.
The coefficients and are related to A^, B^, and
by
and
P = 1  (s B + m C )m k m m mo
Q s ^  (® - S- A ) .m k m m mo
(23)
(24)
The parameter values o(- 0.7 and 1.229 imply that
K s 0.500 and k s 0.8602. These are the same parameter values o
as used by Taylor (1921), whence we obtain x^ = 0.427.
The dimensionless variables A^, B^, 0^^^ and D^, m = 1, 2,..., 10, 
are of the same magnitude as the corresponding dimensional variables
71
calculated by Taylor. They have the values:
m Am Bm <=m
1 0.7560 -1.1000 1.8920 0.0000
2 -0.4270 0.0660 0.0000 0.4950
3 -0.0090 0.1320 -0.1380 0.0000
4 0.1000 -0.0040 0.0000 0.1030
5 0.0012 -0.0500 0.5100 0.0000
6 -0.0425 0.0010 0.0000 -0.0430
7 -0.0003 0.0170 -0.0270 0.0000
8 0.0245 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0240
9 0.0001 -0.0170 0.0170 0.0000
10 -0.0147 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0150
it-
454. The 0 ( * °  e”^ ^ )  momentum equations are
and
= N t o /  g!
= - gi°^ ♦ Ntó," g.
(1)
(2)^2,t ■
The continuity equation for this order of approximation is
0 ,8 3”  + (1+2 ) = 8 ,'“ ’ ♦ 4 ° y  * ®3?2 •
The momentum equations (1) and (2) may be expressed as the matrix 
equation
i j  - N«,' -1
ig .(0)°2
. (^)
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Non-trivial solutions exist only if the coefficient matrix 
is singular. Taking the negative root of the characteristic 
equation, we obtain an expression for the boundary layer function.
(d 1 (1 i) (5)
and the relation
,(0) = - i G (0)1
(6)
455. The 0 ( « °  e”*^^) system is of a similar structure to the 
previous system. The positive root of the characteristic equation
yields
(1 + 1 )  ( - ^ )
(1)
whence we obtain
,(0) _H. i H (0) (2)
The continuity equation for this system is
(0) . u(0) (3)“2,y " "3,z *
The 0 ( C °  and 0 ( C °  e“*^^) systems will be referred to
as the zeroth order inner system of equations. We note that the 
zeroth order inner system continuity equations (454.3) and (455.3) 
yield relations between the zeroth and first order inner variables,
456. The 0( •  e” *^^) momentum equations of the first order
inner system yield additional Information about the functional
(0)forms of the zeroth and first order inner variables g^ and
These equations may be written as
ig<]> - to,* Ng<” -g'’U,f g<°> - 2to, Ng‘°’ (1)
and
m
&
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(1) 2 M (1) (1)
2,t ■ Ngg
= (1+z X u'-(O)137 M
s tt f - 2 «®2 l"®2,z (2)
The function f is a real function of x, y, z and t since
fj°^ and f^°^ are real functions and it follows from equation
(45^.5) that is also real.Cdi N
By writing
it » “it /o^f = F e + P e , (3)
where the overbar denotes the complex conjugate and F is independent
of time, the non-linear terms of equations (1) and (2) may be
expressed as
(0) -- - -Í0) 2it .. « .,(0) i^)
Sj
where
= F P
j  = 1,2,
4(1+z) ( 2i ^  f {°^) (5)
The particular integral terms of equations (1) and (2) are 
either proportional to e^^^ or e^^ or they are Independent of 
time. This suggests that the first order inner flow variables 
may be represented by the harmonic expansion
. Int
___  °J,n '
nsO
where g 5^\ n =0,1, 2, ..., are independent of time.J,n’
Expansion (6) is substituted into equations (1) and (2) and 
terms that are proportional to the same time factor are compared.
For the terms which are independent of time we obtain
«J - 2 _  j."
J = 1, 2, 3, (6)
SI
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2
N -1 1.0
= to F G^^^ 
1 1
1
1
2
-
p (0 )
L 2.oJ
-i
. (7)
Thus the first order, steady, inner flow components are
g !
and
it
(1) 1 to« f G,«»1,0 1
,(1) COt p(0)
'2,0 r
(8)
(9)
The terms that are proportional to e produce the relation
iS-to^^N -1
1 l{ -to, N
°1.1
L°2,iJ
: - 2 U ,  N1 1 ,z
-i
. ( 10)
The coefficient matrix of this system is singular and we 
obtain
and
,(J) 
1 ,z
,(1)
*2,1
-i G (1)
( 11 )
(12)
2it
1,1 *
Comparing terms that are proportional to e*’*'', we get the 
relation
2ifc-to^^N -1 r °1,2
a. F r<0)= to, G,
1
1 2lC - / 2 , 2 ^ -i
(13)
'•|H
1»
which has the solutions
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V: jl
and
(1) -i ( M F1,2 1
(1) - 0»| F'2,2 " i
(14)
(15)
The matrix systems for terms with e^”^, n > 2, time dependencies 
are of the form
-1 1 ,n
0 “
1 i n i - O ^ ^ N 2,n
■i m
0
, n=3 f 4,.... (16)
The coefficient matrix of equation (16) is, in general, non­
singular. Thus only the trivial solution pertains to the harmonic 
constituents of those first order inner flow variables that have 
time dependencies at frequencies higher than quarter-diurnal, i.e.
- n.  ^ - 1 9* n = 3» 4, ... . (17)
j,n J = , 2;
tAm Z457. The 0 ( €  e * ) momentum equations are
(0)- h'”  . tejf h;“ ’- S M j N
and
• *^2,t “ ^ 2  ” "2
where we have used equation (455.1) to obtain the relation
«*2'/u> 2 = - iN ' /  N.
hi”  . = U j f  h^°’- 20jN
(1)
(2)
Writing h (1)
n=0
inte J = 1, 2, 3,
where the terms are Independent of time, the following
relations may be obtained by the same methods used in §456;
(0)H (1)1,0
1 (»V P H (3)
t;
! , i
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and
„(1)
”2 ,0 =
„(0)
„(1)
“2 , 1 = ^ ” 1 , 1 f
„(1)
“ 1 ,2 =
„(0)
“ 1
„(1)
“2 ,2 =
„(0)
“ 1
J,n = 0; J =
1 ,z = 0 .
J = 1,2; n = 3,4,
(9)
^58. The solutions for the zeroth order inner variables may now 
be expressed in terms of the zeroth order outer variables. The 
first order inner system equations (456.11) and (457.9) in con­
junction with the zeroth order inner system equations (454.6) 
and (455.2.) imply that and are independent
of z. The zeroth order outer system bed condition (453.19) may 
be used to establish that
.(0) - i (f J°^ + i F^°^) ,
it'. '-J
]4
.(0)
H
H (0)
and
H (0)
i (i f {°^ - F^°^) ,
- 4 (l^z) ♦ i ^2°^^ ’
- i (f {°^ - i F^°^ ,
- J (i f {°^ -► F^°^)
4 (1 ii ^  1 ”  ^^2 ^
where we have taken the 0(C  ^ e ***^) and 0(^ 
(451.1) and (452.1 ) into account.
(6)
e” **^^) equations
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The functional forms of the zeroth order outer variables 
and are given by equations (453.21-22). Thus we may
now construct a zeroth order composite solution from the truncated 
Latta expansion (44.1) that is uniformly valid from the bed to the 
surface.
459. We next look at the first order outer system of equations 
of motion and boundary conditions for information about the first 
order outer and inner flow variables. If we assume that the first 
order perturbation of the surface elevation has a time dependency 
which is similar to that of the basic state, i.e.
(1) n.. ^  * 0 )  ..it I (1)
then the first order outer flow variables may be expressed as
.(1) Re J = 1, 2, 3, (2)
where and F^^^ are independent of time.
w
The 0(€ ) momentum equations are given by
and
ii F
(1)
1 -
1
* ’ H a '”X (3)
,(1)
2 ♦ f {^^
1
■ ■ o( A<’> .y
(4)
.(1)
1 and F^’^ are independent of z.
By taking the 0(C ) surface and bed conditions, (c.f. ^ 4 5 3 ) t 
together with the 0 ( C °  e" ^ ‘^ ) etc. continuity equations (454.3) 
and (455.3.) into account, the continuity equation for this system 
may be expressed in the form 
,(1)p>.. ^ K <’> ♦ i k a ‘"  . - E .1,x 2,y O
Here the linear dissipation operator E is given by
(5)
S If , - *1^/
I
É
t|È,nf ”
ll'
f- !
(6)
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■ s V ‘ " Vr'HlK--:
ir-;‘ '
’is^a-sy ♦--S'
,-r-i i’"'’‘A'-'P}
IPiiir JS- i. I
■y ^ and V 2 are functions of x which are defined by
and
ie( ( I s l ( ^ 1
2K^ \ <<»1 ' U v
i«C U  -1 ^  +1
2K^ \
and the derivatives 7^  ^  and y  2
y , N '/ 2N
h)
(«)
(9)
and
t \  = -»2 N^ / 2N .
The kinematic boundary conditions may be written as
(10)
n 0, n = 0, 1, . . . , a t y  = 0,tl (11)
€ i  -I
.-# 'i #
li'l
: ' i t i
" 1^'
m -  9  n
w  ,J
and
>nV
0 , n = 0 ,  1, . . . , a t x = 0 . ( 12 )
After some manipulation equations ( 3 - 5 )  yield
(1) H ^
.(1)
and
F (1)
i f  i  A « »  ,
o
J  (i
4  (1 6 a <”  - a '” ) (15)
where H denotes the Helmholtz operator (V K ). It follows
that F2 ^^  satisfies the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation
H F(1) P(x,y) (16)
where the function p(x,y) is given by
p(x,y) k  a  ____
^  (0)-) E A (17)
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The kinematic boundary condition for the first order outer 
longitudinal component of velocity, equation (12), may be expressed 
as a mixed derivative condition for the transverse component. This 
form of expression is
-► i •< k F^’  ^2,xy 0 2 - q(y) at X s 0
where
q(y) -1
% "St  ^ ^x=o *
( 18 )
(19)
Following Brown (1978), we shall assume that frictional effects
at the mouth of the channel are negligible in comparison with those
at the head, i.e. N(x) = 0. The inhomogeneous term p(x,y)x^*C
of equation (16) will become vanishingly small and the first order 
outer solution will tend to the same form as the zeroth order outer 
solution at far upchannel regions. Thus we obtain the condition
li® p O )  (x v) ( 2 0 )
4510. The 0(€ ) equations (459.11, 16, 18 and 20) pose a boundary 
value problem for the first order outer transverse current that 
may be diagrammatlcally represented as:
r (1)2,xy ( 1 )
where we have introduced X  *
We note that the field equation of problem (1) is an elliptic
ri
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equation and the mixed derivative condition on x s 0 is of a 
non-Dirichlet, non-Neumann and non-Robin type, i.e. neither 
the dependent variable, nor the normal derivative, nor a linear 
combination of these are specified at the transverse barrier.
Such a problem is, in general,ill-posed and no unique solution 
exists, (Williams, 1980; Morse and Feshbach, 1953). However, in 
this particular case we are able to show that a unique solution
does exist, (c.f. Brown, 1978).
The solution to the inhomogeneous problem (1) for the first 
order outer transverse velocity component is obtained by an adap­
tation of the method of Green’s functions, (see appendix 2). It
may be written as
F^^Nr) = p(r ) G (r; r ) d r
i
lt ^
Q(yo> G(r; r^^)l dy^ (2)
where r = (x,y) and r^ = (x^, y^) represent field and source vari­
ables, respectively, Q(Yq ) is the indefinite integral
Q(yo) (33:
0 is an arbitrary constant of integration and G(r; r^) is an 
o
adjoint Green's function. The unicity of solution (2) may be 
ensured by choosing Qq = eigenfunctions
of problem (1) vanish. Thus if the dissipation terms p, q = 0 there 
is no correction to the basic state outer solution.
The expression for the adjoint Green's function is given by
ii’ ;
3 'L
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G(r; Pq ) s sin(ry) sin(ry^) [exp(-s^ ^
r=1
- exp (-8 (x-i-x^ ))]r o
+ a (x,y) exp(-s^ x^) sin(ry )% . (^)p p o o ^
The adjoint Gpeen’s function coefficients a^(x,y) ape genepated
by the pecuppence pelations 
<o
a - s a = sin(py) exp(-s x) ,^ p n  n p p r r
n=1
p — 1j 2, •••> (5)
whepe the coefficients ape given bypn
pn
p+n even ,
i*p/(*It n(p^ - n^)) , P+n odd (6)
fop integep values of p and n, ^  ^  is a constant and 
s = (p^ — , 1^ -1» 2, ... .p
The y-depivative of the tpansvepse cuppent is given by
.11
(r) y sO X ¿0 ■'o o
P(£o^ °y^-’ ‘^'’o
 ^ J  Q(yo^ X =0 ( 8 )
whepe the y-depivative of the adjoint Gpeen’s function has the
fopm
, ^  f E ^ c o s ( r y )  slnCry^jCexpi-Sj.!x - x ^ \ )
Psi
- exp(-s^(x x^))3
♦ 'ia^(x,y)/‘^ y  sin(py^) exp(-s^ x^)^ (9)
and the pecuppence pelations fop the coefficients “^ a^/*>y are
oCpn >  " »p*^ exp(-s^x),
n*1 p a 1, 2, ... . 0 0 )
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i !
t :f -
U I
■ 1
e . I

‘V- -tp
11
■ /J
and
£l(x,y) 2iT J c «  ° <^.y)O X
O X
Ik X
e ° dx + ¿ 2 ^ ^  ’ •
(4)
(5)
The derivative with respect to x is given by 
(1)A^^^x.y) *X
The relation
p (1 )
i>c„( f, e ° - e
i- (a ‘”  -k  ^X
„(1)
^2 )
(6)
(7)
follows from equation (459.4). It may be used to obtain the first 
order outer longitudinal current.
The functions ^  «D,y) and «0,y) are specified by a
radiation condition. A convenient form of radiation condition Involves 
the assumption that the first order amplitude tends to a Kelvin wave 
solution at infinity, l.e. 
lim .(1) s expdk^x -I- o^y) ^ 2  «xp(-ik^x -oCy) (8)
where ^  ^ and are complex constants. The kinematic boundary
condition at the transverse barrier, i.e. = 0 at x s 0, is used
(«)
to determine ^  ^  and ^  ^ •
4 5 12. The second order inner system produces information about the z
dependency of the first order inner variables. The terms that are pro- 
1 fc 2 - Zportlonal to e of the 0 ( C  e ^  ) momentum equations yield the matrix 
relation
-i -1 11.1
2 N - ^#z 1,1
1 -1 .(2)L ° 2 , iJ
-1
(1)
3 I
!*■
%^ t-11
7*1 The usual radiation condition demands that is prescribed, 
(Stoker, 1957). Here P % is implicitly determined by the Green's 
function solution for Fj^ , equation (4510.2) .
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(2) (2 )where  ^ and  ^ are the time Independent parts of the con­
stituents of the second order inner velocity
(2)8
nsO
J = 1, 2, 3.
The existence of solutions to equation (1) implies that the 
particular Integral terms vanish, whence we obtain
(2)
It then follows from equations (456.8, 12 and 14) that
0, J = 1, 2,
-hz ^'"i,r
1 /p(l) p ^ p O )  i )
2N ^°1,0 ^ ^ °1,2 ^  ^ •
(3)
i.e. the first order inner variables and ^2^1 indepeAnt
of z.
A similar analysis of the 0(fe^ system shows that the
first order inner variables and are also independent of
^ z
z, I.e.
= 0, J = 1, 2. (4)
Thus the 0(€ ) bed condition applies throughout the water 
column in the case of the first order horizontal components of 
velocity, I.e.
.(1) ^ p O )  ^ u O ) 0. J = 1, 2, (5)
We may now recall equations (456.12), (457.5) and the 
0(€;® e“ *^^) etc. continuity equations (454.3) and (455.3) and 
write expressions for i^nd J = 1, 2, 3» in terms of the
first order outer variables and zero order inner and outer variables 
For clarity we list the expressions for all the Gj ^ and 
j = 1, 2, 3. These expressions are:
'M
i:".
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(!) 1 iA% « p(0)
c °1 ■
0>t P  G (0 )
1
ito!
r r  Ñ  °i ’
- à (f {”  f i f ” ’) ,
i (1 f J’  ^ - f '” ) ,
3,1 i  (o'°>Mk| 1 »X
- i(1«) + i ,
■:i
W:
°1,2 =
-1 Ui
s
- F ,
-<i)
°2,2 =
- Ckt
S F g {°^ ,
.(1)
°3.2 =
-itti (Uz) g- F G
„(1)
"l.O =
1 <Oak 
%
P H<»> .
„(1)
**2,0 =
-ttx P  h ‘° ’ ,
„ ( 1 )
"3 .0 =
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4 5 1 3. The perturbation expansions which are correct to first 
order for the amplitude and the current components, equations 
(44 .5 and 1), are given by the real parts of
and
u
The results of 453, 458, 4510, 4511 and 4512 provide 
analytic expressions for each of the terms in equations (1) and 
(2). The characteristic depth may be estimated at any historical 
time of interest from the data of Nio (1976). The remaining system 
parameters are obtained from the relations of ^  Thus the
flow regime is specified in three dimensions x, y and z, at any 
local time t and for any historical time T.
46. s
We now consider the case (2) formulation of §  44 for a 
flow regime in which dissipâtional effects are an order of
magnitude greater than non—linear effects. The relations
(a '“ ’ . (1) i
it'
(F<0) O*“ ’ . H « » )  Ü J J
i
Î
■ i
'i-. ■», »•' i'
; 1^i
°J.0 * *  "j.o
if y
J J » 1 J f *
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. . If' J
J = 1, 2. 3 . (2)
K 5 R*
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i| 2 1^  = R = E. and Z = are assumed to apply.O K I d
The expanded field equations (42.7-9) and boundary con­
ditions (43.2-6) generate systems of equations and relations 
that are analogous to those of ^ 4 5  where Ej^  s O(R^). No con­
tribution from the non-linear terms of the momentum equations 
(42.7-8) occurs until the third order inner system is considered, 
Thus zeroth and first order inner and outer variables contain 
no steady or quarter-diurnal components. The constituent of the 
Ej^  = O(R^) system that is governed by the harmonic time factor 
e^^ is identical to that of the system up to the
first order.
The solution, which is correct to first order, is given by
the real parts of 
and
(A«» ( 1)
♦ «  (f ‘”  + G*’’ + e‘ “ i^
Where the functional forms of the zeroth and first order inner 
and outer variables and boundary layer functions are the same 
as in ^45.
47. s J ( T )  + 0(^0^*
In the formulation of case (3), the order of magnitude
of the frictional terms in the momentum equations (42.7-8) is 
permitted to vary from 0(8^) sit 0 BP to 0(1) at 8300 BP by a 
suitable choice of the historical time dependent function 5  (T). 
The relationship between the eddy viscosity, Ekman and Rossby
i.'ii I.
i ‘  Í
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numbers Is taken to be such that
\  “j.zz = - “J * "<*> “J.;
J = 1, 2, (’)
where €  = R* and Ti (T) is a dimensionless frictional parameter o o
This parameterization enables us to express the momentum 
equations (^2.7-8) in the form
i  ( - ^  + Tiq ) u + (u u ^ + vUy + wu^)
N uzz (2)
and
‘ “ ''x ♦ ''''y  * “ ''z ’
•< L y zz (3)
The perturbation expansions (^4.1-5) are substituted into 
the momentum equations (1) and (2), the continuity equation (42.9) 
and the boundary conditions (43.2-6). The 0(^ ) , 0 ( C  e *)
and 0 ( C ” e"*^^), n * -1, 0, 1.....  systems are separated
out. The time dependence is similar to that of ^  45, namely, 
for J s 1, 2, 3, 
f<0> =
a (0) _
8 (0)
Re ^ f
Re { A « ’ e“ } «
0 <0 > ite ,
„ « >
Re 1; ' 5 ”  •“ ] t
8 . /  J.n
nsO
it
ii;li 1
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and
(1) i H<;> e“ .J.nn=0
4 7 1. The zeroth order outer system field equations may be written
as
and
( V ^  k^) A<°> = 0 ,
p(0) .  ^ ‘‘ 0 r _  .(0 )
i k
C -a ‘°> .2 *
A«»]?  o y
where we have introduced the dimensionless parameters
(3)
and
-io(*^ .
(1
(4)
i5)
The kinematic boundary conditions are that
and
(0) , 0 at X
<“ > = 0 2 at y
(6 )
(7 )f :
Following Reinecker and Teubner (1980), the solution to equation 
(1) that is subject to the boundary conditions (6 - 7) is given by
♦ Gq exp(iK ^ x^ -
where
A<°> = exp(-i K^x ♦ •<
i K- X♦ >  G e •Z_ a e( -iKns1 1% • n
K0
< 0
JIV
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nn
and
i n , (11)
Re(K ) ^ 0n
Im (K ) > 0.n (14)
The coefficients G^, n = 0 ,  1, N, may be determined by
using the method of collocation. The first (N+1) coefficients 
are the solutions of the set of (N 1) simultaneous linear equations
1 K «(.
w  G e '**o o ” ‘ 3ln(ny„)]
^  y*o m m — Oj ly ...f N (15)
' ii
/I
where
-i eC k.
n
and
•<n "n
5 ^  . m = 0, 1..... N.
( 16)
m
(17)
The 0(« ) components of velocity may be expressed as
, (0 )
i K.
Cexp(-i K X ♦ ei V) - G exp(i K x - «C y)3
i Kn X
G ---- r-!rC«Ck sin(ny)+ nK cos(ny )3 , (18)
ns1
F (0) J - T o  i i►. A  "ns1
e^*^* sin(ny) (19)
and
. (0 ) i k (1+z) A o
(0 ) (2 0)
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4 72. The zeroth order Inner system momentum equations yield 
expressions for the boundary layer functions and Wg* These 
expressions are
and
«»1 = < H -)*
«^2 = (*•-  ^ N
We note that CO ^ and <*>2 ^
CO,' CO& -n '
», 2N
(1)
(2)
(3)
4 7 3. The first order outer system of equations reduces to
, „ 2  .(1)(V k ) A
. ( 1 )
(1)
i k.
and
. ( 1 )
A « »
.(1) ^ .(D)
0 at X s 0,
at y = 0,1% 
(0 )
(5)
where the dissipative term E A has the form
A (0) (0 ) (6)
and the x dependent parameters Ti 2 derivatives
are related to the boundary layer functions , CO 2 and the eddy
viscosity N by the expressions
( ♦ 1 ^ i K -  1) (7)
lì -i 'j
II
(i ^. ^ 1  1 ^ - 1 )b»l
(8)
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and
= N ^ y
» 2 •
(9)
(10)
, ( 1 )The boundary value problem for is of a similar shape
to that of ^  459, namely,
= p(x,y) , (11)k^) F^^^
^2,xy * ^ ^ 2
(1)
1 'i
J
and
lim „(1)
X * «  ^2 0 ,
where
P(x,y) = —  ) E A
and
N  = ie< k .o
XsO
(14)
(17)
The solution is given by the Integral expression
F^^^ (r)
y sO X sO ■'o o
p(r ) G(r; r ) d r -o —  —o —<
r
* 1 « ()(o> ° ‘E-' i:o>l X .0 '* )'< ( 18 )
where
Q(yo) (19)= f  9{y„) d y„
Mand the adjoint Green's function G is similah to that given in 
^4510, K being replaced by k.
The first order eunplltude is found from the governing equation
2x .(1)(^'^ ♦ k, ) AXX 1 ^  (x,y) (20)
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* e * ®
in which ^  ^ ^  Jí ® dx ■»• ^^( «O , y)
dx + íp(«C , y) .
The x-derivative of the first order amplitude is given by
( 2 1 )
( 2 2 )
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
the expression
/^\x,y) * i k^ e  ^ f  2 * ^
The first order outer velocity is found from the 0(^ ) momentum 
equations. Xt may be written as
(27)
474. The zeroth and first order inner variables are related to the
outer variables by expressions which are identical to those for the
E, s 0(R ) system, i.e. equations (458.1-6) and (4512.6-23) where k o
F is given by equation (456.5).
Thus the solution to first order is of the same form as that 
given by equations (4513.1-2). We may note that in the special 
case when = 0 (whence and k^  = k^) the solution
is the same as that of ^  ^ 3.
•: ’ i
i-Vt
V ^ 
*1^
ÍÜ‘-Í
i'í= ilíH
í kilíi'
p
1 1- 
m  
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Velocity profiles and co-range line diagrams which are typical 
of a flow for which the basic state outer solution is similar to 
that of Taylor (1921) are obtained from the expressions of $  ^5.
A functional form for the eddy viscosity N(x) is prescribed.
51. Vertical current structure.
The z dependent basic state horizontal velocity components are 
given by the leading term of equation (^1513.2) They may be written
as
u(x,y,z,t) r Re ^  exp(-0^ Z) g |
-»• exp(-«2 Z) e^^ J (1)
and
(x,y,z,t) s Re -t-expC-»^ Z) G. ( 0 )
> exp(- » 2 ”2 ^
where we recall that the zeroth order outer and inner velocity com­
ponents G^°^ and J = 1, 2, are functions of x and y,
J J J
the magnified boundary layer vertical coordinate Z = (1+z)/ and 
the boundary layer functions and ^ 2  Functions of x.
In the case when the zeroth order outer solution is that of
Taylor (1921), the functional forms of ^’ J *
are given by equations (453*21-22) and (458.1, 2, 4 and O .  The 
boundary layer functions *>^(x) and « 2 ^*^ equations
(454.ff) and (455*1 ).
We introduce an exponentially decaying function to represent 
the eddy viscosity N(x), i*e.
N(x) = b^ exp(-2 c^ x) <3)
where b and c are real constants. Brown (1978) shows that such o o
a formulation overestimates the frictional effects near the head of
96
the channel whilst underestimating them further upchannel.
However, this modelling crudely produces the required effects 
at finite distances from the transverse barrier and it has the 
advantage of relative simplicity.
The parameter values = -1 and  ^ chosen and the
functions u and v are plotted against Z at successive quarter tidal 
periods in the region of the first amphidromic point in figure 5.1, 
(see appendix 3, program 1). The velocity profiles for the u and v 
components exhibit boundary layer thicknesses which rapidly decrease 
away from the channel head. The magnified boundary layer coordinate 
Z lies within the intervals [0.0, 3.9] at 0 BP and [0.0, i.7] at 
8300 BP, under the assumptions of ^ 4 1 .  The mid-channel boundary 
layer thickness, expressed as a fraction of the total depth, is 
estimated at various distances from the channel head and at different 
historical times in the following table:
l:- ■
r I
Distance from 
head of channel 0.10 1.67
5.00
Boundary layer 
thickness at 
0 BP
0 .51 0.08 0.01
Boundary layer 
thickness at 
8300 BP
0.74 0.11 0.02
We note that the use of a negative eddy viscosity generally 
presupposes a physical mechanism such that there is a transfer of 
momentum between fluid parcels in the direction of low to high 
velocity regions and an accentuation of the current differences. 
This has been found to give an improved account of the effects of 
meso-scale eddies, i.e. transient motions with relatively large 
velocities, such as occur in the Gulf Steam flow, (Krauss, 1978).
i-i
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However, within our modelling we consider complex functions of N
for which the real parts are positive and the effect of s -1
when compared with b^ s 1 only shows Itself as a difference in
the phase relation between the u and v velocity components.
The boundary layer thickness, as measured by the displacement
thickness, varies as Thus the boundary layer may be extended
throughout the depth by increasing the magnitude of the parameter
b . The rate at which the boundary layer thickness decreases with o
distance from the channel head may be diminished by decreasing the 
magnitude of the parameter c^.
52. First order outer corrections.
Approximations to the real and imaginary parts of the first 
order outer transverse velocity ^2  ^^  derivatives F2 ^ and
are found by quadrature of equations (^510.2, 8 and 11). The2, X
following procedure may be adopted.
The first N Green's function coefficients and derivatives,
a , > a  /-iy and *>a /“bx, n = 1, 2 ..... N, are obtained
from the reduced forms of the matrix equations (M510.5, 10 and 13) 
which are separated into real and imaginary systems and are solved 
at a representative sample of field points, (see appendix 3t program 
2). The field points of interest are taken at the intersections of 
a regular grid of (N ♦ 1) by (N ♦ 1) grid lines which covers the 
region 0 ^ x ^  2 H  , 0 y ^  IT . The NAG library routines F01AAF 
and FOMAAF may be used to perform the matrix inversions that are 
required and solve the systems of simultaneous linear equations 
that are generated.
The complex dissipation terms p(£U) ®*P**®**^o”®
n
t 'I
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which are obtained from equations (459.17 and 19), are evaluated 
at representative source points, (see appendix 3, program 3).
It is convenient to allow the source and field points to coincide. 
The Taylor solution of ^  453 is assumed to apply and the eddy 
viscosity is given by equation (51.3).
The integrands p(r^) G(r; r ) and Q(y^) *G(r; r^) I .g
specified at the source points of interest. Space integration is 
performed by the repeated application of Simpson’s rule. The real 
and imaginary parts of  ^^ etc. are then evaluated at field points 
of interest, (see appendix 3, program 4).
The real and imaginary parts of the first order amplitude 
are found from equation (4511.3), (see appendix 3, program 5).
A surface fitting method is used to evaluate 
^  at field points in between those specified. A suitable
scheme is that of linear interpolation in which f(x,y) is found by 
averaging the four neighbouring values at grid points (i,J),
(i+1, J), (i, J+1) and (i-^ 1, J+1), i.e.
f(x,y) * Xg yg f(i.J) ♦ *1
♦ x^ yg f(l+1, J) X2 y, f(i, > 1 )  , 
where i and J are the rounded down Integer values of xN^/21T and 
y Ny/lT , respectively,
Xi = > X2 * 1 - Xi ,
ly/W - i and yj = 1 - y, .
The function f(x,y) of equation (4511.2) is expressed in 
terms of these interpolated values. The functions ^^(x,y) and 
^g(x,y) are determined by numerical quadrature of equations
100
(4511.U and 5) and by choosing «0, y) and ^ 2 ^®® »
as to give the best fit with the form implied by the radiation
condition, equation (4511.8).
The corrected amplitude A = + C A ^   ^ is determined and
the co-range lines are produced by solving \A^ = constant for the
values 0.2, 0.4, ..., 1.2. A sign change search procedure is
used, (see appendix 3, program 6).
The magnitude of the parameter A  - + varies between 0.25
at 0 BP and 0.37 at 8300 BP under the assumptions of J  41. Thus
^  may be viewed as a measure of historical time.
We see from the co-range lines of figure 5.2 that the lateral
displacement of the amphidromic points from the mid-channel axis
follows the expected pattern as increases to 0.4, and the
magnitude of the outgoing wave becomes increasingly less than that
of the incoming wave. The parameter values for the eddy viscosity
are taken as b = -0.0625 and c^ s 1.0 and the range of Rossby o o
numbers are such that 6  * 0.00, -0.20 and -0.40 in figure 5.2. 
Since the magnitude of the first order elevation A^^^ is propor­
tional to 1n |^, an identical set of co-range lines may be obtained 
for different values of b^ and C  which maintain the invariance of
b e.g. b = -1.0, é, = 0.00, -0.05 and -0.10.o o
The similar lateral displacements of the first and second
amphidromic points in figure 5.2 occurs because of the low level
of frictional dissipation away from the head of the channel. The
decreasing effects of friction may be reduced by decreasing the
frictional parameter c^. In figures 5.3 and 5.4 the parameter
value c a 0.1 is used and the co-range lines, show a marked o
I i '
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Co-range lines for -0.0625, = 1.00,
C  = 0.0, -0.2 amd -0.^. I-
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Co-range lines for V*s*0.11, = 0.1,
C  = -0.15, -0.30 and -0.M5.
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difference in the lateral displacement of the second amphidromic 
point.
The co-range contours for large values of \^\ show certain
anomalous features such as discontinuity of slope. These, we would
suggest, are artefacts that partly arise from the low resolution of
the mesh and the crudeness of the algorithms used for the calculation
of the first order correction and the solution set of \ A \  =
constant. However, a more accurate computation, whilst desirable,
would have been prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, as \ *\ is
increased the balance between the zeroth and first order waves becomes
• (0) ^.(1)such that the incoming part of the corrected wave, A = A ♦ • A , 
is no longer of greater magnitude than the outgoing constituent.
Thus the corrected amplitude, and hence the co-range lines, are 
nearing the limit at which they become physically meaningless.
5 3 . An alternative method of solution to the Taylor problem.
It is of interest to note that the adapted method of Green’s 
functions (appendix 2) may be used to find the basic state outer
solution.
Ue require that the homogeneous counterpart of the boundary 
value problem of appendix 2 is a re-statement of the Taylor problem 
for the V velocity component, (Taylor, 1921). We allow to
be piecewise continuous at the boundary and prescribe a relation 
between F2°^(0,0 ) and F2°^(0 ,1T) such that the solution to the quasi- 
homogeneous problem, i.e. p and q = 0, F^°^0,0) and F^ \o,Tf )
 ^0, is identical to that obtained by Taylor's procedure. A unique 
solution to the quasl-hoipogeneous problem may be found since the 
solution to the eigenvalue problem, i.e. p, q, Q^, Fg
1
li
‘i
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) = 0, is trivial. The device of allowing to be
discontinuous at the corners of the channel may be regarded as 
simulating the diffraction effects discussed by Buchwald (1968) 
and thus is not purely a mathematical artifice.
The Green's function coefficients are generated by the re­
currence relations of case 2, appendix 2, i.e.
^  a + s a  = 2 *  sin(ry) ern n r r r
r — 1, 2 f ...»
rn n Pnr ror i i
The parameter ^ ^ ) dy / ^  F^ \o,0) dy is taken
to be such that it has unit magnitude. This ensures that the magni­
tude* of the incoming and outgoing wave contribution are similar.
The choice of parameter value ^ found to be satisfactory.
The dissipation terms p and are taken as 0 and - 0.1131, 
respectively.
The real and imaginary parts of the basic state outer trans- 
verse velocity and the derivatives f ‘° ’ and are evaluated
at field points of interest. The details of the procedure are the 
same as those for the calculation of the first order outer transverse
velocity in ^  52.
We note that the values obtained for F^°^ are in very good 
agreement with those of the Taylor solution in f  <»53, the two 
solution sets differing by less than 0.5% at field points not on 
the transverse barrier. However, at x * 0 the discrepancy is around 
50%. The values of transverse velocity gradients are generally 
within 10% of those of the Taylor solution.
:
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61. We" have shown how the flow regime within a marginal sea 
of slowly varying topography such as the evolving North Sea may 
be simply Idealised. Feasible relationships between the charac­
teristic lengths, velocities and coefficients and the depth and 
hence the hldtorlcal time are Indicated in $  ^1 • Vie then show 
in il4-47 how a composite expansion of the Latta type may
be used to construct a three dimensional solution that is applicable 
to the problem of a co-osclllating flow within a semi-infinite 
channel. This composite solution is uniformly valid from the 
bed to the surface. It is comprised of basic state inner and 
outer solutions and first order inner and outer corrections which 
arise from a small perturbation to the system.
The basic state outer solution is essentially two dimensional 
and may be determined from existing models of flow such as those 
of Taylor (1921), Hendershott and Speranza (1971), Brown (1978) 
or Relnecker and Teubner (1980).
The basic state inner solution that applies within the 
boundary layer region above the bed is shown to be suitably 
specified by two functions of the outer flow solution and two 
boundary layer functions of an x dependent vertical eddy viscosity 
coefficient. Wall effects are assumed to be confined to very 
thin boundary layers and thus the boundary conditions at the walls 
are neglected outside of these regions. This assumption is justi­
fied in appendix 1. The basic state composite solution is 
discussed in ^  51.
The effects of energy dissipation are accounted for by a 
perturbation to the system. The first order correction to the
. I
' I
I I
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outer flow is an attenuating wave solution. It is found by 
an adapted Green's function technique (see appendix 2) and is 
uniquely determined by the basic state outer solution, (see 
for example § $  4510, 4511 ). We show in %  52 how the amphi- 
dromic points of the corrected system are laterally displaced 
from the mid-channel axis as the frictional dissipation effects 
of the first order outer perturbation increase with historical 
time. The changes in the amphidromic system conform to the model 
of Hendershott and Speranza (1971) when the rate of decay of the 
eddy viscosity with distance from the channel head is sufficiently 
large and to that of Reinecker and Teubner (1980) when the decay 
rate is sufficiently small.
The first order inner solution is related to the first order 
outer and basic state solution in J  4512. It contains a non­
linear contribution from the zeroth order solution which provides 
a mechanism for energy transfer from semi-diurnal constituents 
of the flow to steady and quarter-diurnal modes. Thus the mass 
transport velocity, i.e. the mean Lagrangian velocity which is 
often represented as the sum of the mean Eulerian current and a 
Stokes drift component,(Longuet-Higgins, 1953)» undergoes an 
inertial enhancement at sub-surface regions. Tiip magnitude of 
the mean Eulerian current within the boundary layer region is 
of the order of the product of the characteristic velocity and 
the Rossby number. It varies with depth approximately as 
Z exp (- Thus, under the assumptions of i  41, the magni­
tude of the steady current at 8300 BP is greater than that of the 
present day by about a factor of four. It is clear that obser­
vational data of steady current velocity profiles in the contemporary
|i ‘V
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North Sea would provide a means of estimating the magnitude 
of the eddy viscosity and verifying our assumptions. However, 
such data as exist tend to have sufficient variability as to 
obscure any residual contribution from wave Interactions.
We note here that we have neglected the effects of various 
other Interaction effects In our model. Robinson (1981) considers 
that the non-llnear Interaction between topographic features and 
the tidal stream Is an Important factor In the production of 
localised residual currents, e.g. a 10% change In depth may 
Induce a residual velocity greater than 2 cms~^. Nlhoul and 
Ronday (1976) are of the opinion that the residual circulation 
pattern Is strongly Influenced by the effects of a tidal stress 
that results from the non-llnear Interactions of tides and storm
t
surges. These effects become more pronounced In shallow areas 
because of the rapid spatial variation of the velocity.
Furthermore, the Implications for the sequence of scouring
and deposition of sediments are far from clear. It Is suggested
by Hunt and Johns (1963) and Noda (1969) that In the case of
standing gravity waves sand-bar formation may occur In the vicinity
»
of alternate nodes of the mass transport velocity. On the other 
hand, Lamoure and Mel (1977) suggest that mass transport near 
the bed Is directed towards a convex corner. Sediment accumulates 
near such features rather than at stagnation points.
■ !l
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62. The Green's function solution obtained In appendix 2 may be 
open to question when It Is applied to exaunples of the quasl- 
homogeneous type. In such cases there are discontinuities at 
the boundaries and the use of Green's Identity (B1.9) In the
111
construction of the solution may be invalidated. However, the
results of applying the Green's function solution to the Taylor
problem In ^  53 would appear to provide a measure of supportive
evidence for the validity of the method of construction or, at
worst, usefulness of the method In forming an approximate solution.
A more rigorous approach might result from the use of a
Green's function G'*’ (r ; r ) which has the same functional form—  —o
as G (r ; r^) in equation (B2.1) but for which the boundary con­
dition at the transverse barrier is
G'*’ A  G"*"xy at X s 0
(c.f. equation (B1.6)). It follows from Green's identity that 
G and G'*’ satisfy the reciprocity relation
The solution ^  (x,y) to the boundary value problem of equations 
(Bl.1-4) is then given by an Integral expression of the form
P (x .y )  = J f P(r^) 0* (£. i Eo’  “ E,
I-;'
♦ y/ ! Eo>|x = 0 GVo •■'o O
Clearly such a solution would be more efficient to use than equation 
(B5.2) since it would only require one set of Green's function 
coefficients to be computed for the calculation of ^(x,y) and 
its derivatives. The difficulty is, of course, to demonstrate 
that this integral representation is a solution.
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6 3. Additional boundary layer structures would be required to 
form a composite solution that is uniformly valid near the walls 
and head of the channel as well as throughout the water column. 
These, we suggest, might be taken into account by incorporating 
special functions which contain factors of the type exp(>o( X) 
and exp(- into the Latta expansion (4^.1). Here X and Y
are suitably magnified horizontal coordinates and ^  ^  are
functions of the horizontal coefficient of eddy viscosity.
A numerical solution that took account of a more realistic 
coastal and bed topography might be attempted.
113'

A1. We consider the flow regime of a sea within a rotating 
infinite channel when there is a no-sllp condition at the walls 
and bed. It is assumed that frictional effects are confined to 
boundary layer regions and that the sea has as its basic state 
the surface form of a non-attenuating Kelvin wave that travels 
in the negative x-directlon. In all other respects the sea is 
similar to that described in chapter 4.
Thus the field equations that govern the motion are the 
momentum and continuity equations (42.1, 2, 3 and 9). The boundary 
conditions are the surface conditions (43.2-3) and the no-slip 
condition (43.4) which now applies at z = -1 and y = 0,1T .
This system of equations will be referred to as the full system.
It will be assumed that the Ekman and Rossby numbers are 
equal to a small parameter A  and that the time dependence is 
simple harmonic, i.e. we can write
(u, V, w, 1^) s Re(U, V, W, A e ).
The method of matched asymptotic expansions (Nayfeh, 1981) 
is used to express the full system as sets of outer and inner 
equations that are applicable at interior, bed or wall regions.
A2. The outer equations that govern the core flow are obtained 
by neglecting the no—slip conditions and finding the limit as 
C - ^  0 of each term in the full system. These equations are
^ = ''0 - 5
and
i A s 0 o (3)
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where the subscript o denotes an outer variable 
(1-3) admit a Kelvin wave solution 
A = exp(i X + •( y) ,
Equations
and
(6)
The vertical component of velocity is obtained from the equation 
of continuity. It is
W = i k (1 z) A . (7)o o
A3. The inner system of equations that applies in the bed region 
is obtained by expressing the full system in terms of a magnified 
boundary layer variable Z s (1 •♦•z) / fc and finding the limiting 
form as 0. This process yields
and
i ^ i  1
^ ‘ “l = ''i * " M
■¿V
i 5 Vi = -U, . N . i
where the subscript i denotes an inner variable. 
If we substitute 
C^(Z) A(x,y) = ^
(1)
(2)
and
{^(Z) A(x,y) = i
(3)
(i|)
into equations (1 - 2) we obtain the second order differential
equations
-
and
«** a #
C» - “ i C k -
s 0
s 0
(5)
(6 )
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■r:s
Here the boundary layer parameters to» and are given by
i
to» = (1 I)
and
CAj = 2N )
(7)
(8 )
The solutions to equations ( 5 - 6 )  that satisfy the no-slip 
condition at the bed and contain no terms that Increase exponen­
tially with Increasing distance from the bed are
= exp(- to, Z) - 1 (9)
and
exp(- 0>a.Z) - 1 . (10)
Thus the bed flow velocity components y^a.re-given by
and
U. = i (exp(- to, Z) -»• exp(- to^^Z) - 2) A
jj^(exp(- to, Z) - exp(- to^Z)) A.
(11)
(1 2)
•J?
A4. If the horizontal and vertical coefficients of momentum 
exchange are taken to be of the same order then the stretching 
transformation Y s (y-IT ) / €•>, is appropriate within the 
boundary layer region of the channel wall at y = TT . This will 
ensure that the ratio of the wall and bed boundary layer thicknesses 
is of the same order of magnitude as the aspect ratio = D/L.
The limiting form of the full system that applies above the
bed boundary layer yields
i 1 >  *w s 0 (1)
*3|x
where the subscript w indicates the wall region and
A = e x p d k x  fAtr ) (2)
(Ti
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*.{^ v
Thus a solution that satisfies the no-slip condition at the 
wall and asymptotically matches with the core flow is given by
U (exp(- « 2  ~ 1
and
where
= -(1 i) ( i  / 2N)
(3)
(4 )
(5)
Solutions that are analo.gous to equations ( 3 - 5 )  may be 
obtained for the flow near the channel wall at y = 0.
A5. Composite solutions, denoted by subscript c, that are uniformly 
valid from the bed to the surface are given by
and
U = U ■►U , - CU,]^ c o 1 1 o
V S ♦ V. - CV.]^ c o 1 i o
(1)
(2)
Here [U^] and [V.] denote the outer limits of the inner i o 1 o
solutions and are equal to U and V^, respectively. Hence equationso o
(3)
^c = ^  •
( 4 )
We may construct a composite solution that is uniformly valid 
across the width of the channel and above the bed boundary layer 
in a similar fashion. However, an additional boundary layer 
treatment is required to form solutions that obey no—slip conditions 
at the walls in the region of the bottom boundary layer.
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B1. Consider the relationship between a function of position
^(r) and a Green's function G(r; r^), where r = (x,y) and
r - ix V ) constitute field source variables, respectively, l_o ” ' o ’ ■'o
when *  and G are solutions to the boundary value problems
and
H 9 = p(r) , (1)•
^  xy + o n x  = 0 .
(2)
■ » % = 0, n = 0 , 1 ,  ..., o n y = 0 , i r , (3)
d X
lim r 0 . (iOX^rf T
AH G = i (r - r ) , (5)
GVV
—  —o
)^G = 0 o n x s O , (6)
= 0 , n — 0, 1, •••, on y = 0,H (7)
G = 0 . (8)
Here the Helmholtz operator H =  + k  ), k is a constant within the 
interval (0,1), S(r - r^) is the Dirac delta function, X  is a 
complex constant and p(r_) and q(y) are known functions.
The Green's identity
i'( ) a s  = °
V  ^where c denotes the contour which bounds the domain
D = f(x,y) : X  ^0, y C  C0,H 3^ , 
dS and ds are surface and line elements, respectively, may be used
to show that
JIf
(10)^  (¡^ ) . j'p G as ♦ _f(G^^ - ay .
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The integrated forms of the boundary conditions (2) and
(6) are
j G d y  = j ; ( O x - » o > on X = 0 (11)
and
= / q  dy
(12)
♦ Q.
J^^dy = ^  on X = 0 ,
where a = a (r ) is an arbitrary function of r , Q o o —o
and Q is an arbitrary constant of integration.o
The line integral of equation (10) may be integrated by parts, 
whence we obtain the expressions
y n
. _Cp G dS - i  [ q
O f 3 (13)
and
^ < r  ) =
-1T
G dS + J Q G|j^^u dy
(14)
Thus ^ ( £ q ) is the solution to the inhomogeneous Helmholtz 
equation with inhomogeneous boundary conditions, equations (1 - 4), 
except, possibly, at the corners (0,0) and (0,H ) where f  , G and 
the derivatives may be discontinuous. However, we shall assume 
that the use of the Green’s identity, equation (9) is not invalidated,
It will be convenient to choose G so that J(G^  ^^ x “^^^xsoJy=0 
vanishes and equation (14) takes the form
^ ( r )  = f p O d S .  / o o l ^ ^ o d y .  (15)
^  •
By choosing Q * 0 and G * 0 at the corners we may ensure o *
that the eigenfunctions of the boundary value problem, equations 
( 1 - 4 ) ,  vanish. Alternatively, if we wish to ensure that the non­
trivial and identical solutions may be obtained from equations(13)
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and (15) In the case of the quasl-homogeneous problem when 
p s q s 0 and Q =  ^ 0, it is necessary to Impose the constraint
that ^x^x-O^y-0 non-zero. We shall refer to those cases for
which the eigenfunctions vanish as case 1 examples and to those for 
which non-trivial solutions exist for the quasi-homogeneous problem as 
case 2 examples.
B2. A Green’s function which satisfies the governing equation 
(B1.5) and the boundary conditions (B1.7-8) is given by the infinite
series representation 
G (r; r )
■ t i Hrs1
sin(ry) sin(ry^)
X Cexp(-s^ |x - x^|) - exp(-s^(x + x^))3
sin(ry)J , (1)
s -1/tT and the Green's functions co-
* <*o’ ''o’ *
where 3 = (r^ - k^) ,r r
efficients a^, r x 1, 2, ..., are functions of the source variables, 
(c.f. Morse and Feshbach, 1953).
At the transverse barrier, the Green's function (1), its 
X derivative and integral take the forms
° \xx0 a sin(ry) , r
(2)
Ix.0 = Í  {
rxl
-S X
2 «  sin(ry^) e ° - s a j sin(ry) (3)p O r
and, to within an arbitrary function of the source variables,
rs1
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B3. The Green’s function coefficients a (x , y ) must now ber o o
found so that the remaining boundary condition (B.1-6) is satisfied.
The half range Fourier sine series for the odd extension 
of cos(ry),
cos(ry) = r »
n=1
rn sin(ny) , r = 2, (1)
rn 4n/ 1T (n^- r^),
where
r n even,
r -f n odd, (2)
is substituted into equation (B2.U). The coefficients of similar 
terms in the expanded transverse boundary condition (B1.11) are 
compared. This yields the recurrence relations
n=1
s a = a r r - 2 «  sin(ry^) e r o
-s X r o
‘o ^ o r
r = 1 , 2 , . . . .  (3)
The Green's function coefficients a^,a2 , •••. Sjj deter­
mined by specifying a^(x^, y^) and solving the N-th order reduced 
system of simultaneous linear equations.
The existence of a solution set a^, r s 1, 2, ..., N, and the 
convergence to an unique limiting form may be shown by establishing 
that the coefficient matrix obtained from equation (3) is diagonally 
dominant and the right hand sides are bounded, (Davis, 1936). Thus 
a sufficient condition for convergence is that
nr/n \ < s^ / »
ns1
r = 1, 2, ...
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It is readily shown that
i  1nsl *
1 - (-1)'^" 1 < J.
r-i
n(r^ - n^) | r \ 2 _ \ nnrl
n^r
1 1 u
J L  1" r-n r-i-n / f 'n^rTl
< i  - -5-
■■ 2r3
r = 1, 2, ..
r = 1, 2, ..
Thus, if I X »  < 0.8 the convergence criterion is satisfied.
If we write b = s a in equation (3) then a solution set r r r
may be shown to exist for all 0, 0 4 • Thus
a = 0 (1/r), r = 1, 2, ..., at most, r
By taking the recurrence relations (3) into account the 
expression for the Green's function derivative at the transverse 
barrier, equation (B2.2), may be written as
lx=0 = (c^ + dp) sln(ry)
* r=l
where
Cr = - X a / n nr n
and
s a.r 'o ^  or
The uniform convergence of this expression is shown as follows.
2
We may show that \c^| * 0 (1/r) and \c^ - \ - 0 i ^ / r  )
%'rThus
-- — -f --- --- ■ r *  I i-Tt ■
y "  C sin ^y) is uniformly convergent in (0,Tf), (see, for
I
exsunple, (k>pson, 1935). The constants d^ s i*a^/TTr, r * 1, 2, ...,
are monotonlcally converging to zero, thus ^  sin(ry) is
r
uniformly convergent in the interval (0, 2lT ). Hence the series 
representation of j i s  uniformly convergent for all y *  (0,1»)
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B4. For convenience we shall assume that we may choose a^ = 0 
for the case 1 formulation.
A suitable form for a^(x^, y^) that is compatible with case 
2 type problems is found by taking the constraints that were in­
herent in equation (B1.15) into consideration. We recall that
these were
C f G x  x A = 0 (1)
whilst
(2)
If we take the integrated boundary conditions (B1.11-12) and 
the expansion for ®Quation (B2.^)|into account, introduce
<r, = f  ,
r=1
a
=  r  ^r=1
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
$  (x,y) = S  P
and assume that for some constant ^
5(0,11) = y 5  (0, 0) ,
then we may express equation (1) as
X j ( o ,  0) C (1 - y  ) a^ ♦ X (  y
Thus if 5  iO* finite and non-zero, it follows from equation
(7) that
~ , y   ^ 1. (8)
o o o
X (pgj -  gp
y -1
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B5. The solution to equations (B1.1-4) is given by equations 
(B1.15), (B2.1) , (B3.3) and (B4.8) in which source and field 
variables have been interchanged. This may be written as
ip (r) = r  ry ^  X ¿0 »'Ho' ^  ‘**0 ‘“>'0o o
r ’
♦ y *  °|x=0 “>'0 • (1)
Here the adjoint Green’s function G (r^ ; r^) = G (£q » 
is given by
G (r ; r^) sin(ry) sin(ry^)
r=1
X [exp(-s^ \ X - x^\ ) -exp(-s^ (x + x^)) 3
-S X ^
+ a (x,y) e ^ sin(ry ) J . (2)r o ^
The coefficients a^, a^, .... are generated by the recurrence 
relations
v >  V  a - t - s a  = 2 € ^  sin(ry) ern n r r r
r - 1» 2, •••!
ns1
where for case 1 examples
•<rn = P n r  ' "
and for case 2 examples
o (  *  -  C S  f  ( 1  -  ( - 1 ) ” P  ) / (  V  -  1 ) 3^ r n  n F  nr r or 1 •
(3)
(U)
(5)
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The programs referred to in chapter 5 are listed here. 
Identifier names follow a notation similar to that of ^  ^5.
The language used is VAX-11 PASCAL since it has the advantage 
of relative clarity for the user whilst allowing an interface 
with efficient FORTRAN utilities such as NAG or SIMPLEPLOT.
The depth variation of the horizontal components of velocity 
is calculated in program 1, (see ^51). Programs 2 - 5  are 
used to compute the amplitude and velocity components for the 
zeroth and first order outer system, (see ^ ^ 5 2  and 53)- 
Co—range lines are computed and plotted by means of programs 6 — 7
-i
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PR3GRAM 1«
C« THE DEPTH VARIATION OF U ANO V 
IS OETERNINEO FROM THE EXPRESSIONS 
OF SECTION 45.
THE EOOY VISCOSITY NCX) IS ASSUMED 
TO BE GIVEN BYNCX)* -EXPC-2.CO.X) ♦)
VAR X»Y>ItTyALPHAfXfDELTA.PltCOfCNST. 
KO.XltURfVR:REAL;
a .b .c »d:array c i ..ioo of r e a l:
ZEROSARRAY CO..1000 OF REAL:
I.JtCOUNT.NZERO:integer:
u v s z.vv s z:t e x t:
FUNCTION s c m:i n t e g e r):r e a l;
BEGIN S:*SQRT(M#M-K*K) END;
FUNCTION c h c x:real):r e a l:
BEGINCH:*CEXP(X)^EXPC-X))/2
cNo:
FUNCTION s h c x:re al):r e a l:
BEGINSH:»CEXPCX)-EXPC-X))/2
ENO:
FUNCTION r e f i c x.y :real):real:
VAR z .x b a r«y b a r:r e a l:m :i n t e g e r: 
begin
x b a r:*x^x i :y b a r:*y-pi/2:z :*o :
FOR n :«i to 10 00Z:*Z-»>ACM3«C0S(N«TBAR)/EXPCS<N)«X): 
REFi:sPI«CH<ALPHA4tYBAR)*SINCX0«XBAR) 
/€4*ALPHA) -Z
ENO:
FUNCTION i n f i c x«y:re al):re al:
VAR Zfx b a r«y b a r:r e a l:n :in te ge r:
BEGIN
x b a r:«x^x i;v b a r:»y-pi/2;z:»o :
FOR n:«i to 10 00Z:«Z^BCM)«SIN€N«VBAR)/EXPCSCM)*X): 
IMFi:«-Pl*SHCALPHA*YBAR)«COSCKO*XBAR) 
/C4*ALPHA) -Z
e n d;
FUNCTION REF2CX.Y:REAL):REAL;
VAR Zfy b a r:r e a l;n:i n t e g e r:
BEGIN
t b a r:«v- pi/2s z:«o :
FOR n :«i to 10 00
Z : > Z « 0 C N 1 * S I N C N 4 ( Y B A R ) / E X P C S C M ) « X ) :
REF2:«-Z
ENOS
FUNCTION INF2€X«Y:REAL)SREAL:
VAR z.y b a r:r e a l:n:i n t e g e r:
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SEGIN
y b a r:*y- pi/2;z :*os 
FOR h :«i to 10 00
Z:«I'^CCM]*COS(M«YBAR)/EXF(S(M)«X);
IHF2:*-Z
ENO;
FUNCTION r e g i c x»y :r e a l):r e a l:
BEGINREGi:*-<REFlCX,Y)-IMF2CX,Y))/2
ENO;
FUNCTION iMGKXty:re al):r e a l:
BEGINIMGi:=-(IMFlCX,Y)^REF2(XfY))/2 
ENO:
<=UNCTION REG2(XfY:REAL):REAL;
BEGINREG2:*-CIMFlCXfY)^REr2(X,Y))/2 
ENO:
FUNCTION 1MG2CX»y :re a l):r e a l;
BEGINIMG2:*CREFlCXfY)-IMF2(X,Y))/2 
ENO;
FUNCTION REHicXfy:re al):r e a l:
BEGINREHi:*-(REFlCXtY)^IMF2CX#Y)>/2
e n d ;
FUNCTION INHl(XfY:REAL):REAL:
BEGINIHMi:«-CIMFlCXfY)-REF2CX,Y>)/2
ENO;
FUNCTION REH2CX«Y:READ:REAL:
BEGINREH2:«-C-IMFlCX,Y)4R£F2<XfY))/2
ENO;
FUNCTION lMH2CXtY:REAL):REAL;
BEGINIMH2:«-CREFlCX,T)^IHF2CXfY)I/2
e n d;
FUNCTION TicXfz:r e a l>:r e a l;
BEGINT1:«SQRTCCDELTA41)/2)*EXP<C0*X)*Z
e n d;
FUNCTION TZCXfz:re al>:r e a l;
BEGINT2:«SQRTC<DELTA-1)/2)*EXP<C0*X)*Z
e n d;
FUNCTION c i c x*z:re al>s r e a l;
BEGIN
IF TlCXtZ)>80 THEN Ci:»0
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ELSE Ci:aC3SCTl(X,Z))/EXP(Tl(X*2)>
e n d:
FUNCTION C2CXtZ:REAL):REAL:
3EGINIF T2CX,Z)>80 THEN C2:»0
ELSE C2:»C0S(T2<XfZ))/£XPCT2(X,Z))
ENO;
FUNCTION s i c x«z:re al):r e a l:
BEGINIF TlCXtZ)>80 THEN Si:*0ELSE Si:*^SIN(Tl(XtZ))/EXP(TKX,Z)>
ENO;
FUNCTION S2(XtZ:REAL>:RE4L:
3EGINIF T2<X,Z)>80 THEN S2:»0
ELSE S2:*^SIN<T2CX,Z))/EXP(T2(X,Z>)
ENO;
FUNCTION REUCXfY»Z:RcAL):REAL;
BEGINREU:*REFICX,Y) ♦CICX, Z)*REG1(X, Y) ♦SUX,Z)«IMG1CX,Y)
♦C2CX*Z)*REH1(X,Y> ♦SZCX,Z)*IMH1(X,Y)
ENO;
FUNCTION IMU<X#YtZ:REAL):REAL;
S E GINIHU:*IMF1CX* Y> ♦C1CX#Z)<'IMG1CX#Y) -SKXtZ)*REG1CX* Y) 
♦C2CXfZ)*IMHlCXtY) -S2(X*Z>*REHlCXtY)
e n d:
FUNCTION REVCXfYfz:real>:r e a l; 
aEGlNREV:sREF2<XfY) ♦ClCXfZ)*REG2CXtY) ♦Sl(X#Z)*IMG2<XtY) 
♦C2CX#Z)*ReH2(XtY> ♦S2CXtZ)*IHH2CX#Y)
cNo;
FUNCTION IMV(XfYtZ:REAL>:REAL:
BEGINIHV:*INF2(XfY> ♦C1<X#Z)*IMG2CX#Y) -SICX#Z)»REG2CX#Y) 
♦C2CXf2)*INH2CXfY> -S2(X*Z)*REH2CX#Y>
e n d;
FUNCTION UCXfYfZfT:REAO:REAL;
BEGINU;*REU(X,Y,Z>*COS<T)-IMU(X,Y,Z)*SIN(T)
e n d;
FUNCTION VCX,Y,ZfT:REAL):R€AL;
BEGINV:«REV<X*Y,Z>*COSCT)-IHV(X*Y,Z>«SIN<T)
ENO;
BEGIN
a l ph a:*o .7;k :*o.s ;k o:*o.8602;c o :*i ; 
o e lt a:*i *229;p i :»4*arct an ci);x i:*o*42t ;
AC13 :*0.765; AC23:*-0.427; AC33:— 0.009;
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AC43:s0.ioo: a c 5 3 : - o . o o i 2 : a c 6 3 : » - d .0425; 
AC73:»-0.0903;AC83:«0.0245;A£93:^0.0001 : 
AC103:»0.0147:
3C13:s-1.100;BC23:30.066;BC33:-0.132;
bc43:«-0.004:b c53:»-0.050;bc63:>0.00i;
BC73:s 0.027;BC33:s-0.0002:BC93:»-0.017:
3 C i 0 3 : « o . o o o i ;
o c i 3 : « o . o ; o c 2 3 : s - o . 4 9 5 : d c 3 3 : « o . o :
OC43:<0.103:OC53:=0.0;3C63:«-0.043:
3C73:s0.0:0C83:s0.O24;OC93:«0.0:
o c i 0 3 : * - o . o i 5 ;
x : * o . i ; y : = p i / 2 ;
Ï5,
'-'M
#
H:
REURITE(UVSZ);WRITSLM(JVSZ): 
WRITcLN<UVSZf* 0 8 0  1*):
FOR J:30 TO 3 00 
FOR i:*0 TO 50 00 
BESIN
T:»j<tPi/2;
z:>4«l/50s
u r :»i '•^ucxtY.ZtT):rfRITELN(UVSZtUR:9:5t z : 9 : 5 )  
ENO;
WRITELNCUVSZt' -9999 •);
rewritecvvsz):ur it el n(vv sz); 
URITELNCVVSZf* 0 8 0 1 
FOR j:«0 TO 3 00 
FOR i:«0 TO 50 03 
BEGIN
t :»j*pi/2;
Z:«44cI/50;
v r:«i ♦zttj ♦vcXfYtZfT);WRlTELN(VVSZfVR:9:5«Z:9:5>
ENDS
URlTELNCVVSZt* -9999 •)
END.
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PROGRAM 2.
C« GREEN'S FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
OF SECTION 4510 =»
TYPE MATRIX«ARRAY Cl.•20»1..200 OF DOUBLE; 
V£CTOR«ARRAY C1..200 OF DOUBLE:
VAR XfYtLAM0Al«LAM0A2tMUltMU2tFItKH.EPS:do uble; 
I«J«NffIAtIUNIT»IFAIL:in te ge r:BtCtOfINVBtINVC»INVOtNOtMl»N2:ma t r i x:
Utv»Rts»PfQtVO»VI«V2tV3»V4:v e c t o r: 
g f c:t e x t:
FUNCTION OELTACI»J:INTEGER):d o u b l e:
BEGIN
IF I*J THEN DELTA:»1.0 
ELSE d e l t a:>o .o
e n d:
FUNCTION EXPNTLCX:0QU8LE):d o u b l e:
BEGINIF X<88 THEN EXPNTL:=EXP(X)
ELSE EXPNTL:«10^36
e n d;
FUNCTION n u(i:integer):o o u b l e:
BEGIN NU:«SQRT(I«I-KH4XH) END:
FUNCTION BETACItJ:INTEGER):d o u b l e;
BEGINIF I>0 THEN BETA:«0 ELSE 
IF CI^J) MOO 2«1 THEN 
BETA:«4*J/CPI*CJ*J-I4I)>
ELSE b e t a:«o 
e n d;
FUNCTION REALPHACIfj:INTEGER):DOUBLE:
BEGINREa l ph a:«BETA<J»I)/J^BETA<0»I)*<CNU1-1) 
-C0S<J*PI)*CMU1*CMU1-1)^MU2**2)) 
/CJ*<CNUl-l)**2^MU2**2))
e n d:
FUNCTION INALPHACItJ:INTEGER):d o u b l e:
BEGINIMALPHA:— BETACO»I)*MU2*C1-COS<J*PI)) 
/CJ*(CMU1-1)**2^MU2**2))
SNo;
C*AOOS MATRICES A»B ASSIGNS RESULT TO C4) 
PROCEDURE NATAOOCVAR A»B»C:MATRIX):
VAR i »j :inte ge r:
BEGINFOR i:«l TO 20 DO FOR J:«l TO 20 DO 
CCl»J3:«ACItJ3^BCI»J3 
ENO:
C*MULT1PLXES MATRICES A»B» ASSIGNS RESULT TO C*) 
PROCEDURE MATMULTCVAR A»B»C:MATRIX);
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VAR !•JtK:lNTE6ER:Z:00UBLE;
BEGINFOR i:*l TO 20 DO FOR J:=l TO 20 00 
BEGIN 
Z • * 0 #
FOR K:«1 to 20 DO Z:sZ>ACI«Kl«0CKfJ3:
CCItJT:«Z 
END
e n d :
C* C>A.B «>PROCEDURE VECTMULTCVAR A:MATRIX;VAR BfCtVECTOR);
VAR 1«j :i n t e g e r;z:o o u b l e;
BEGIN
FOR i:*l TO 20 DO 
BEGIN
z : « o ;
FOR j:>l TO 20 00 
Z:>Z^ACItJ3«3CJT:CCI3:*Z
END
e n d :
(4c C»A-»B «>PROCEOURE VECTAOOCVAR A•3tC:VECTOR):
VAR j :i n t e g e r;
BEGIN
FOR j:*l TO 20 DO CCJ3:*ACJ3<*-BCJ3
e n d :
(♦ C*B-A ♦)PROCEOURE VECTSUBCVAR A«3»C:VECTOR)S
VAR J:INTEGERS
BEGIN
FOR J:*i TO 20 DO 
CCJ3:«BCJ3-ACJ1
e n d;
(4CNAG FORTRAN SUBROUTINE FOIAAF.CALCULATES THE APPROXINATE INVERSE OF A REAL MATRIX BY CROUT*S NETH0D4c) 
PROCEOURE FOIAAFCVAR AIHATRIX. lA.NS INTEGER!VAR UNITSNATRIXS 
lUNITSlNTEGERSVAR WKSPCESVECTORSVAR IFAILSINTEGER)! 
EXTERN!
(♦NAG FORTRAN SUBROUTINE F04AAF. CALCULATES THE 
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF A SET OF REAL LINEAR 
EQUATIONS BY CROUT*S FACTORISATION METH004c)
BEGIN
PI:«44cARCTAN(1)!XH:>0.S!
LANOAi:«0!LAMOA2S«0.602i;
NU1S*0!MU2:«2!EPSS»-1/PI!
*
FOR i:«l TO 20 00 FOR JS*1 TO 20 00 
BEGINBCIfJ3:>LAMOA2*REALPHACItJ) 
♦LAMOAlAcIMALPHACIt J)!
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CCltJ3:«LAMDA2«1MALPHA(I.J) 
-LAMDA14CREALPHACI, J) 
♦NUCI>«DcLTA(I»J)
e n d:
C« INVERSE OF MATRIX B «)
i a:«20:n :«2o ;i u n z t:«20:i f a i l:s o :FOR i:sl TO 20 00 for j:»! TO 20 00
MocifJO:»BCifj o :
FOlAAFCMOfIA»N»INV3«IUNlTtV0«lFAIL):
IF IFAILOO THEN URITELNC* FAIL AT !•);
(« INVERSE OF MATRIX C «)
FOR i:*l TO 20 03 FOR J:»l TO 20 DO 
MOCitJO:sCCitJO:
F01AAFCM0«IAfN,INVCtlUNITtV0«IFAIL);
IF IFAILOO THEN WRITELNC* FAIL AT 2*);
C * MATRIX 0 At)
MATHULTCINVBtCtMl):
MATMULTCINVCfBfM2>:
MATA00CMl»M2t0):
CAt INVERSE OF MATRIX 0 At)
FOR i:*l TO 20 00 FOR J:*l TO 20 DO 
MocitJO:«ccitJO:FOlAAFCMOflA.KtlNVOtlUNIT.VOtlFAIL): 
REWRITEC&FO:
CAt REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE 
GREEN'S FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS#
U AND V, ARE FOUND BY SOLVING 
O.UsR AND O.V^S AT DIFFERENT
FIELD POINTS CX#Y):X«0»PI/5•--*2.PI
AND Y*0fPI/10#-- #PI.Y AND X DERIVATIVES ARE ALSO OBTAINED ♦)
FOR J:*l TO 3 DO 
BEGIN x :>o s y:«o :
REPEAT
BEGIN
REPEAT
FOR l:«l TO 20 DO 
BEGIN
PCi3:«o:
CASE J OFi:0CI0:«2AtEPSAtSIN(IAtY)
/EXPNTLCNUCDAtX);
2:aCI3:«2«EPS«IAtC0S(IAtY>
/EXPNTL(NU(I)«X):
3:QCI0:*-2AiEPSAtMUCI)*SINCIAtY)
/EXPNTLCNU(I)AtX)
END
end;
( A t  VECTOR R A t )  VECTMULT(INVC»PfVl>: 
VECTMULT(INVStatV2): 
VECTAD0(VlfV2fR>;
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VAR
PROGRAM 3.
C« DISSIPATION TERNS P AND Q 
ARE CALCULATED FROM THE 
EXPRESSIONS OF SECTION 459 ♦)
ItJtXSiNTEGER:
XtYfPItKHtDELTA#ALPHA«KOtCO: real;
AtStCtDtPfQ:ARRAY Cl..100 OF REAL; 
a b c o«e a o«p a n o q:t e x t;
FUNCTION sh c x:r e a l):r e a l:
3EGIN
SH:*(EXP(X)-EXPC-X))/2
e n d;
FUNCTION c h(x :re al):r e a l:
3EGINCH:*CEXPCX)*EXP(-X>)/2
e n d;
FUNCTION s c i:i n t e g s r):r e a l;
3EG1N S:*SQRT(I*1-RH«KH) END;
FUNCTION reao<x «y :r e a d :r e a l;
VAR N:lNTEGER:XBAR#YBARtZ:REAL;
BEGIN
x b a r:»x^o.427;y b a r:»y-pi/2; 
z :«o ;for h :«i to lo doZ:»Z^PCM3#SINCM*YBAR>/EXP<SCN)*X); 
REA0:*-PI«SHCALPHA«YBAR)«S1NCK0«XBAR) 
/C4*ALPHA) -Z
e n d;
FUNCTION i n a o c x#y:r e a l):r e a l;
VAR N:iNTEGER;XBARtYBAR«Z:REAL;
BEGIN
x b a r:«x^o.427iybar:*y-pi/2; 
z :«o ;for m :«i to io doZ:«Z^QCN3*COSCN«YBAR)/EXPCSCN>«X):
IMAO:»PI4tCHCALPHA*YBAR)«COSCKO#X3AR)
/€4«ALPHA) -Z
e n d;
FUNCTION r e f i c x«y:r e a l):r e a l;VAR n :integer;x b a r«y b a r«z:r e a l;
BEGIN
x b a r:«x^o.427iybar:*y-pi/2; 
z :«o ;for m :«i to io doZA-Z^ACNO^COSCN^YBARO/EXPCSCNO^X);REFi:«PI*CHCALPMA4tYBAR)#SIN<X0*X9AR>/C4#ALPMA)
ENO;
-Z
FUNCTION i n f i c x#y:r e a l):r e a l;VAR n :integersxbar«y b a r#z:r e a l;
BEGIN
xbari«X40.427;y b a r:*y-pi/2;
z :»o ;for m :«i to io doZ:sZ^BCN3«SZNCM*YBAR)/EXPCSCN)*X)SINFI2«-FI*SHCALPHA*YBAR)»COSCKO^XBAR3/C4*ALPHA>
ENDS
-Z
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FUNCTION re f2(x«y:r e a d :re al;
VAR n :inteser;YBARfz :r e a l;
BEGIN
y b a r:»y-pi/2;z:*o ;
FOR m :«! to 10 00Z:*Z40CH3*SIN(M<tYBAR)/SXPCS(N)«X);
REF2:«-Z
e n d ;
FUNCTION IMF2CX»Y:REAL):REAL;
VAR N:INTEGERSYBARtZ:REAL:
BEGIN
y b a r:«y-pi/2sz:«o :
FOR M:»! to 10 00Z:>Z4>CCM3«C0SCM«YBAR)/EXP(S(M)«X):
IMF2:«-Z
ENO;
FUNCTION r e f i x c x»y :re al):r e a l:
VAR M:iNTEGERSXBARtYBAR*Z:REAL:
BEGIN
x b a r:*x^o.42t ;y b a r:*y-pi/2; 
z:s o :for m :*i to lo ooZ:»Z^S<H>*ACM3«C0S(M*YBAR)/EXP(S<M>#X); REFlX:«PI*OELTA*CH(ALPHA*YBARi*COSCXO*XBAR)/4 ♦!
e n d ;
FUNCTION IMFlXCXfY:REAL):REAL;
VAR MIINTEGERSXBARfYBARfZ:REAL:
BEGIN
x b a r:«x^o.427?y b a r:*y-pi/2; 
z:«o ;for m :«i to lo oo
z:*z^s o o »bcm3*s i n(h»ybar)/e x p(S(n >*x>;INFIX:*PI*0ELTA»SH(ALPMA*YBAR)*SINCX0*XBAR)/4
ENO:
FUNCTION REFlYCXtV:REAL):REAL;
VAR M:lNTEGER:XBARtYBARfZ:REAL:
BEGIN
x b a r:«X40.4275YBAr :*y-pi/2;
z :«o ;for m :»i to lo ooZ:*Z4M4iACM3*SIN<M*YBAR)/EXPCS<H>»X); 
REF1Y:«PWSHCALPHA*YBAR>*SINCX0*XBAR)/4 ♦!
e n d;
FUNCTION i m f i y c x#y :r e a l):r e a l;
VAR N:lNTEGER;XBAR«YBARfZ:REAL:
BEGIN
x b a r:«X40.427;y b a r:«y-pi/2; 
z:«0SF0R n :«i to lo ooZ:»Z^N>PBCM34tC0S€N«YBAR)/EXPCS(N)4iX>: IHF1Y:«-PI*CH(ALPHA*YBAR)*C0SCX0*XBAR>/4 - z
ENOS
FUNCTION REFZXCXfYSREADSREALS 
VAR NSINTEGERSYBARfZSREALS 
BEGINYBARS*Y-PI/2S 
Z:«OSFOR m :«i to lO ooZS*Z^SCN)*DCM3*SINCM*YBAR)/EXPCSCN)*X)S
REF2X:*Z
cNo:
FUNCTION 1HF2XCX»Y:REAL):REAL;
YAR m :i n t e g e r ;y b a r »z :r e a l :
3EGIN
y b a r:*y- pi/2; 
z:sO$FOR m :«i to lo oo
Z:sZ^S(M)«CCN3«COSCM«YBAR)/EXPCS(M)«X):
in f2x:«z
ENO;
FUNCTION REF2YCXtY:REAL):R£AL:
VAR h :i n t e g e r ;y b a r «z :r e a l ;
3EGIN
y b a r:*y-pi/2; 
z:*o :for m :«i to lo oo
Z:«Z4M4t0CMI«C0S(N4tYBAR)/EXPCS(M):FX):
r e f 2 y :*-z
e n d:
FUNCTION IMF2YCX«Y:REAL>:REAL:
VAR m x i n t e g e r :y b a r »z :r e a l :
3EGIN
y b a r:«y-pi/2; 
z :>o :for m :«i to lo oo 
z :s z > m « c c n ]« s i n (N4>v b a r ) / e x p c s (M) « x ): 
im f2y:«z 
end:
FUNCTION r e a o x c x «y :r e a l ):r e a l ;
BEGIN
REA0X:«ALPHA«REF2CXfY>^K0«IMFlCX»Y)
ENOS
FUNCTION i n a o x c x »y :r e a l >:r e a l ;
BEGIN
INA0X:«ALPHA«INF2CXfY>-K0«REFlCXfY>
ENOS
FUNCTION r e a o y (x »y :r e a l ):reals 
BEGIN
REA0YS«-ALPHA*REFlCXfY)+K0*INF2<XfY>
ENOS
FUNCTION IMA0VCX»VSR£AL):REALS 
BEGIN
INA0Y:«-ALPHA«INFl<XtY>>K0«REF2€XfY)
ENOS
FUNCTION REAOXXCXfYSREADSREALS 
BEGIN
REA0XX:«ALPHA«REF2XCXtY)«R0*INFlX(X9Y)
ENOS
FUNCTION INAOXXCXtTSREADSREALS 
BEGIN
lNA0XXS«ALPHA*INF2XCXtY)-X0*REFlXCX#Y)
ENOS
FUNCTION REAOYYCXfYSREALlSREALS
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3EGINREA0YY:«-ALPHA*ReFlY(X,Y)^K0*IMF2Y(X.Y)
£N0;
<=UNCT13N iMAOYYCXty :r e a l ):r e a l :
BEGINIMA0YY:*-ALPHA»INF1YCX,Y)-K0*REF2YCX,Y)
e n d :
FUNCTION REA0XY(X«Y:REAL):REAL:
BEGINREAOXY:*ALPMA3itREF2YCX,Y)>RO*IMFlYCX, Y)
ENO:
FUNCTION IMA0XY(X»Y:REAL):REAL:
BEGINIMA0XY:«ALPHA*IMF2Y(X,Y)-X0*REF1Y(X,Y)
e n d ;
FUNCTION r e o n e g a i (x :r e a l ):r e a l ;
BEGINREOMEGAi:*SQRT(CDELTA4l)/2)#SXP(CO*X)#3
ENO:
FUNCTION i h o m e g a i c x :r e a l ):r e a l ;
BEGIN IHOMEGAi:«REOMEGAlCX) END:
FUNCTION RE0MEGA2(X:REAL):REAL:
BEGINREON£GA2:«SQRT((OELTA-l)/2)*EXPCCO*X)*3
ENO:
FUNCTION 1N0MEGA2(X:REAL):REAL:
BEGIN IM0NEGA2:«RE0MEGA2CX> ENO:
FUNCTION m o d o m e g a i c x : r e a l > : r e a l ;
BEGINHOOOMEGAi:*SQRTCREONEGAlCX)**2^INOMEGAl<X)<»*2)
ENO:
FUNCTION M000HEGA2CX:REAL):REAL:
BEGINH000HEGA2:*SQRTCRE0HEGA2<X)**2^IM0NEGA2<X)**2)
e n d ;
FUNCTION r e g a n n a i c x : r e a l ) : r e a l ;
BEGIN
r e g a m h a i : * a l p m a * c c o e l t a - i > * i n o n e g a i c x )
/N0D0NEGA1€X3«*2 ♦CDELTA^1>*IM0MEGA2CX) 
/NOOONEGA2CX)4(«2) /C2*XM«XH)
ENOS
FUNCTION INGANNAKXSREADSREALS
BEGIN , ^IN6AMNAIS«ALPHA*CC0ELTA-1>*RE0MECA1CX)
/N000NEGA1CX>«*2 ♦COELTA^l)*IN0MEGA2CX) 
/N000HEGA2CX)««2) /<2*XM#XH> ^
ENOS
FUNCTION REGAMMA2CX:REAL):REALS 
BEGIN
lAO
ENOS
R E O X E A O C X f Y S R E A D S R E A L SF U N C T IO N  
B E G I NREOXEAOS«-KH*KH*CO*REGAMMA1(X)*REAOCX*Y>
♦KM*KH*REGAMMAlCX>*REAOX<XfY>
♦XM»KH*CO*IMGAMMAlCX)*IHAOCXfY)
•KH*KH*INGAMNAlCX)*INAOXCXfY>
-CO*CO*RSGAMNAl(X)«REAOXCX»Y>
♦CO*REGANMAlCX)«REAOXXCXtY)
♦CO*CO*INGAMNAlCX)«IMAOXCXtY)
-CO*INGAMHAlCX>»INAOXX(XtY>
♦C0»C0»REGAMMA2CX)«NA0YCX#Y)
-C0*REGAMMA2(X)*IMA0XY(X»Y)
♦C0*C0«INGAMNA2CX)«REA0YCX»Y)
-C0*INGANNA2CX)#REA0XVCXfY)
ENDS
F U N C T I O N  I N O X E A O C X t Y S R E A D S R S A L S  
B E G I NIMOXEAOS*-KH*XH#CO*REGAMHAlCX)*INAO(XfY)
♦KH*KM«ECANNAKX)*IHAOXCX#Y)
-KH#XH#CO*INGAMMAlCX)*REAOCXtY)
♦ KH*KH«NGANMAl<X)*REAOXCX#Y)
-C04>C0#REGANNAICX>*INA0XCXfY)
♦C0*RE6ANNAlCX)«IMA0XXCXfY)
-CO*CO*IMGAMMAlCX)*REAOXCXtY>
♦CO*IMGAMMAlCX>«REAOXXCXtY)
-C0«C0»REGAMNA2(X)«REA0YCXtY>
♦C0«RE6ANNA2(X)«REA0XYCXtY)
♦C0*C0*IMGAMMA2CX)«INA0YCX#Y)
«EGAMMA2:*ALPHA*<CDELTA-1)«IM0MEGAKX)
/M0D0MEGAlCX)*<t2 -COELTA^l)*IMOMSGA2CX) 
/M0D0MEGA2(X)««2) /C2*KH«KH)
cNO;
FUNCTION INGAMMA2CX:REAL):REAL;
BEGINIHGANMA2S*ALPHA*CC0ELTA-l><tRc0MEGAlCX)
/MODOMEGAlCX)*4(2 -COELTA+1 )*REOM£GA2CX) 
/MODOMEGA2CX)««2) /(2*XH*KH)
ENOS
FUNCTION r e e a o (x »y :r e a l ):r e a l :
BEGINREEA0S»KH*KH*REGAMNA1(X)«R£A0(X,Y) 
-KH«KH4tIMGAMNAKX)«IMA0(Xt Y) 
♦C0*REGAMMA1CX)«REA0X(X9Y) 
>CO«IMGAMMAlCX)«IMAOX(XtY) 
-C04tREGAMMA2(X)«INA0Y(XtY) 
-C0*IMGANMA2(X)*REA0Y<XtY)
ENOS
FUNCTION IMEAOCX.YSREADSREALS
BEGININEAOS»KH*KHFREGAMMAl(X)*IMAO<X.Y) 
♦KH«XH«IMGAMMA1(X)«REA0(X«Y) 
4>CO#REGAMMAl<X)«IMAOX(XtY) 
>fCO#IHGAMMAlCX)«REAOX(X»Y> 
♦C0«REGAMNA2(X)«REA0YCXtY> 
-C0*INGAMMA2(X)*IMA0Y(XfY)
>C0«lMGAMMA2CX)«IMA0XY(XtY)
cNO;
F U M C T i Q N  r e o y e a o c x » y : r e a l ) : r e a l :
3EGXNREDVEAO:«KH«KH*REGAMMAlCX)«REAOY(XfY) 
-RH«XH«IMGAMMAl(X>«IMAOY(XfY) 
♦CO*REGANMAlCX)«REAOXYCX«Y) 
-CO»INGANnAlCX)«IMAOXYCX«Y) 
•C0*REGAHMA2(X)*IHA0YYCXfY) 
•C0*lMGANMA2CX)*REA0YYCXtY)
e n d :
F U N C T I O N  i m d y e a o c x « y : r e a l ) : r e a l :
B E G I N
I N O Y E A O : s K H « K H « R E G A N H A K X ) « I M A O Y C X t  Y )
♦ KH«KH4tINGAMNAlCX)«REA0YCXtY>
<fCO«REGAHMAl<X)«XNAOXYCX«Y)
♦CO*IMGANMAlCX)*REAOXYCXfY)
♦C0*REGANMA2CX)*REA0YYCXfY)
•C0«IHGAHNA2(X)*XMA0YYCXtY)
e n d ;
F U N C T I O N  r e q < y : r e a l ) : r e a l :
B E G I NREQ:>INEA0(0»Y)/DELTA
cNo;
F U N C T I O N  i n q c y : r e a l ) : r e a l :
B E G I N
i m q : » - r e e a o c o . y ) / o e l t a
E N O S
F U N C T I O N  r e p c x » y : r e a l ) : r e a l s  
B E G I N
R E P S « - R E O Y E A O C X # Y > ^ I M D X E A O C X * Y ) / O E L T A
E N O S
F U N C T I O N  I N P C X f f Y S R E A O S R E A L S  
B E G I N
I N P S « - I H O Y E A O < X * Y > - R E D X E A O C X . Y ) / O E L T A
E N O S
B E G I N
P I S « 4 * A R C T A N C 1 ) S 0 E L T A S * 1 . 2 2 9 S
R O : « 0 . 8 6 O 2 S A L P H A S * 0 . T 8 K H S « O . 5 S C O S * O . l S
RESETCABCDIS
FOR iSsl TO 10 00
B E G I N
R E A D C A B C O f  A C I D S  
R E A 0 C A B C 0 « B C I 3 > S  
R E A O C A B C O t C C I D S  
R E A O C A B C O t O C l D S  
P C n s * < S C I > * B C I 3 ^ I * C C I D / X 0 S  
Q C I 3 S « C I * 0 C I 3 - S C I > * A C I 3 ) / K 0  
E N O S
C « O U T P U T  O N  P A N O Q . O A T  « >  
R E U R I T E € P A N D Q > S
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■1^
• - T :
WRIT6LM(PASDQ);«ÄITELNCPAN0Q);
FOR i:«0 TO 10 DO 
FOR J:«0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
x :»i f p i/s ;y :*j*p i/i o ;  ^ ^WRITELNCPANDQtX:9:5tt;9:5tREPCX»Y):i3:S#IMPCXfY):13:6)
e n d ;
WRITeLNCPANOQ);WRITELNCPANOQ>;
FOR J:*0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
x :*o .o ;y :*j*p i/i o ;MRITELNCPANDQfX:9:StY:9:5#REQCY):l3:6fIMQCY):13:6>
e n d ;
C* REAL ANO IHAGINARY PARTS OF EAO 
ARE OUTPUT TO EAO.OAT ♦)
REURITECEAO):
FOR i:*0 TO 10 DO FOR J:*0 TO 10 DO 
BEGINx:ai*Pi/s;y :«j »p i/i o ; ,WRITELNCEAOfX:9:5fY:9:5#REEAOCXfY):i3:6#IHEAOCXtY>:l3:SO
END
END.
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P R O G R A M  4 .
C« F2 AND DERIVATIVES ARE 
CALCULATED FROM EQUATIONS 
4510.2»8 ANDll «)
V A R  I t J t K t N t C O U N T : l N T E G E R ;
X t Y t P I f e P S t K H t D E L T A , A L P H A , K O t R E O O t I M Q O : r e a l ;
REF2,IMF2:ARRAY CO..20 OF REAL:
REPltlMPi:ARRAY CO..10,0..100 OF REAL:
REQltIMQi:ARRAY CO..100 OF REAL:
U 1 , V 1 , U 1 X , V 1 X , U 1 Y , V 1 Y : A R R A Y  Cl..10,0..10,0..100 OF r e a l :  
p a n o q ,g f c,f2ETC:t e x t :
F U N C T I O N  s ( i : i n t e g e r ) : r e a l :
3 E G I N  S : » S Q R T ( I * I - K H * K M )  E N D ;
FUNCTION REQCY:REAL):R£AL:
3 E G I NREQ:»REQ1CROUNOCIO*Y/PI)]^REQO
e n d ;
F U N C T I O N  i m q c y : r e a l ) : r e a l :
B E G I NIMQ:»IMQ1CROUNO<10*Y/PI)O^IH30
e n d :
F U N C T I O N  r e p c x , y : r e a l ) : r e a l :
B E G I NREP:»REP1CROUNDC5*X/PI),ROUNOC10A‘Y/PI)0
ENO:
FUNCTION i n p (x ,y :r e a l ):r e a l :
B E G I NIMP:aIMPlCROUhO<5*X/PI),ROUNOC10*Y/PI)0
ENO;
FUNCTION UCRsINTEGER:X,Y:REAL):r e a l :
5EGINU:*U1CR,ROUNOC5*X/PI),ROUNOCIO#Y/PI)0
e n d ;
FUNCTION VCR:INTEGER:X,Y:REAL):r e a l :
BEGINV:«V1CR,ROUNOC5*X/PI),ROUNOC10*Y/PI)0
e n d ;
FUNCTION UYCR:INTEGER:X,Y:REAL):r e a l :
U Y : * U 1 Y C R , R O U N O C 5 # X / P I ) , R O U N O C I O * Y / P I ) 0
e n d ;
FUNCTION VYCR:INTEGER;X,Y:REAL):r e a l :
BEGINVY:*V1YCR,ROUNO(5»X/PI),ROUNO(10»Y/PI)0
e n d ;
FUNCTION U X C R:INTEGER;X,Y:REAL):r e a l ;
BEGINUX:«U1XCR,ROUNOC5*X/PI),ROUNOC10*Y/PI)0
ENO;
1M4
F U N C T IO N  V X C R : I N T E G E R : X « Y : R E A L ) : r e a l :
3 E G I N
V X : * V 1 X C R , R O U N O ( 5 * X / P I ) , R O U N O ( 1 0 « Y / P I ) 1
e n d :
F U N C T I O N  r e g c x «y «x o »y o : r e a l ) : r e a l ;
VAR r : i n t e g e r ; z : r e a l :
3 E G I N
z :*o :
FOR r : « i  t o  10 00  
Z : > Z - » E P S « S I N C R « Y ) 4 e S I N C R « Y 0 )  
♦ ( E X P ( - S C R ) * A B S C X - X 0 ) >  
- E X P C - S C R ) * C X + X O ) ) ) / S < R )  
♦ U < R # X , Y ) * S I N ( R « Y O ) / E X P ( S C R ) * X O ) :
R E G : « Z
e n d :
F U N C T I O N  i N G C X t Y t X O f y o : r e a l > : r e a l :
VAR r : i n t e g e r ; z : r e a l :
3 E G I N
z : * o ;
FOR r : « i  t o  10 00
Z : * Z ^ V C R f X , Y ) X t S I N C R * Y O ) / e X P ( S ( R ) * X O ) :
i m g : « z
e n d ;
f u n c t i o n  R E G Y C X » Y , X O t Y O : R E A L ) : R E A L :
VAR r : i n t e g e r s z : r e a l ;
B E G I N
z : « o :
f o r  r : « i  t o  10 03
Z : « Z ^ E P S « R « C O S C R « Y ) « S I N ( R « Y O )
♦ C E X P C - S C R ) * A B S C X - X O ) )
- E X P C - S C R ) * C X * X O ) ) ) / S < R )
♦ U Y < R # X t Y ) * S I N C R * Y O ) / E X P C S C R ) * X O > :
r e g y : * z
e n d :
F U N C T I O N  I H G Y C X t Y f X O f Y O : R E A L ) : r e a l ;
VAR r :i n t e g e r :z :r e a l :
BEGIN
z :>o :
FOR r :>i TO 10 00
l : * Z ^ V Y < R t X » Y ) * S I N ( R * Y O ) / E X P C S C R ) * X O ) ;
i n g y :«z
e n d ;
F U N C T I O N  R E G X C X t Y t X O t Y O : R E A L ) : r e a l :
VAR R:lNTEGER;ZfOO:REAL:
BEGIN
IF X>XO THEN 00:«-1I 
IF x < x o  THEN o o : > ^ i :
IF ABSCX-XOXlE-8 THEN D0:*0:
z : « o :
FOR r :«i to 10 00
Z : « Z > O 0 * E P S 4 i S I N C R « Y ) « S I N C R « Y 0 )
♦ C E X P C O O * $ < R ) * C X - X O ) )
♦ 0 0 « X P C - S C R ) * < X ^ X O ) ) )
♦UX<RfX#Y)*SINCR*YO)/EXPCS(R)*XO);
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REGX:«z
ENO:
F U N C T I O N  I M G X C X f Y t X O t Y O : R E A L ) : r e a l ;
V A R  r : i n t e g e r : z : r e a l ;
B E G I N
z:«o;
FOR R : s 1 t o  10 DO
Z : * Z ^ V X C R # X #  Y ) * S I N C R = > Y O ) / E X P C S ( R ) * X O ) ;  
I M G X : « Z  
ENO:
F U N C T I O N  F l C X t Y f X O t Y O : R E A L ) : r e a l ;
BEGIN
I F  N»0 T H E N
F i : * R E P < X O , Y O ) * R S G < X . Y , X O , Y O )
- l N P C X O t Y O ) « I M G ( X « Y » X O » Y O ) ;
I F  N * 1  T H E N
F i : « R E P C X 0 f V 0 ) 4 c R E G X C X » Y « X 0 t Y 0 )
- I H P C X 0 f Y 0 ) « I M G X ( X , Y , X 0 f Y 0 ) ;
IF N*2 THEN
F i : « R E P < X O » Y O ) * R E G Y < X , Y * X O # Y O )
- I M P C X O * Y O ) * I H G Y C X , Y , X O f Y O )
e n d :
F U N C T I O N  F 2 C X , Y * X 0 f Y 0 : R E A L ) : r e a l ;
B E G I N
IF N*0 THEN
F 2 : « R E Q C Y 0 ) * R E G C X » Y » X 0 « Y 0 )
- I N Q C Y O ) * I M G C X , Y , X O f Y O ) ;
IF N*l THEN
F 2 : « R E Q ( Y O ) « R E G X ( X t Y t X O t Y O )
- I N Q ( Y O ) « I N G X ( X t Y f X O t Y O ) ;
IF N*2 THEN
F 2 : « R E Q C Y 0 ) * R E G Y C X f Y t X 0 f YO)
- l M Q C Y O ) « I N G Y C X f Y f X O t Y O )
e n d :
F U N C T I O N  F B C X t Y f X O f Y O : R E A L ) : r e a l ;
BEGIN
IF N«0 THEN
F 3 : « R E P C X O # Y O ) * I M C C X * Y . X O # Y O )
♦ I M P C X O # Y O ) * R E G C X f Y . X O t Y O ) ;
IF N>1 THEN
F 3 : * R E P C X O f Y O > * I M 6 X C X # Y , X O f Y O )
♦ I N P C X O t Y O ) * R E G X < X t Y f X O t Y O ) ;
IF N«2 THEN
F 3 : « R E P C X O . Y O ) * I N G Y C X f Y # X O f Y O )
♦ I N P C X O t Y O ) « E G Y C X . Y f X O f Y O )
e n d ;
FUNCTION F4CXfY*X0fY0:REAL>:REAL5 
BEGIN
IF N*0 THEN
F 4 : « R E Q C Y O ) « I N G C X » Y f X O t Y O )
♦ I N Q C Y O ) * R E G C X # Y * X O f Y O ) ;
IF N«1 THEN
F 4 : « R E Q < Y O ) « I N G X C X f Y t X O t Y O )
♦ I N Q C Y 0 ) * R E G X C X 9 Y t X 0 f Y 0 ) l
IF N«2 THEN
F 4 : « R E Q C Y O ) * I H G Y ( X « Y f X O « Y O )
1A6
♦ IMQ(YO)’>R£GY<X,V,XOtYO)
ENO:
FUNCTION Gl(XOtYO:REAL):REAL:
3EGIN
Gi:«Fl(X«Y»XOtYO)
ENO;
FUNCTION G2(x o«y o :r e a l ):r e a l :
9EG1N
G2:>F2(X«Y»OtYO)
ENO;
FUNCTION G3(XOtYO:REAL):REAL:
BEGIN
G3:«F3CX«YtX0tY0)
ENO:
FUNCTION G4CXOtYO:REAL):REAL:
3EGIN
G4:«F4(X«YtOtYO)
e n d :
SPACE INTEGRATION BY REPEATED 
USE OF SIMPSON'S RULE 4)
FUNCTION INTCFUNCTION F<X,Y:REAL):REALS
XMINtXNAXtYMIN.YMAX:REAL):REAL:
VAR Xl.YlfHX«HY,SUM:REAL:
i «j :i n t e g e r ;
f i :array C0..i0t0..i03 of r e a l :
CIARRAY CO..101 OF REALS 
BEGIN
h x s «c x m a x-x m i n )/i o ;m y :«c y m a x -y m i n )/i o ;s u m :
FOR i:«! TO 9 00
IF I MOO 2*0 THEN CCI3:«2
ELSE CCI3:*4;
cc03:«i;cci03:«i:
FOR i:«0 TO 10 DO FOR j:*0 TO 10 00 
BEGIN
Xi:>XHIN4l4tHX;
Yl:«YMIN4J«HYS 
FlCIfJ3:«FCXlffYl)S 
SUN:«SUN>CC134CCJ3«FlCItJ3 
ENOS
INT:«HX«HY4SUM/9
ENOS
‘OS
M.
B E G I N
C *  I N P U T  FROM G F C .O A T  4 )
R E S E T C G F O S
FOR n :*i to 3 00
FOR j:«0 TO 10 00
FOR K:«0 to 10 DO
FOR i:«l TO 10 DO
B E G I N
R E A D C G F C i X > S R E A D C G F C f Y ) S  
I F  N«1 THEN
B E G I N  R E A D C C F C f U l C I # J f X 3 ) S R E A D C G F C # V l C I f J f X 3 )  ENOS
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IF N*2 THEN
BEGIN REAOCGFCtUlYCItJfK3>:REA0CGFCtVlYCIfJtKD) ENO: 
IF N*3 THEN
BEGIN REAOCGFCtUlXCItJ»K3):REAO(GFCfVlXCItJ»K3) ENO
e n d :
C« INPUT FROM PANOa.OAT «)
r e s e t (p a n o q ):
FOR i:»0 TO 10 DO FOR j:-0 TO 10 00 
BEGIN
REAOCPANOQfX);REAOCPANOQ»Y):
REAOCPANOOtREPlCItJ3):READCPAN0QtIMPlCIfJO)
e n d ;
FOR j:»0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
REAO(PANOQ»X);REAO(PANOQtY): 
REAOCPANOQfREQlCJO);REAOCPANOQfIMQ1CJ3)
ENO:
Pl;a4#ARCTANCl);£PS:a-l/Pi;0SLTA:*1.229;
KO:*0.S602; A L P H A:*o.7;x h :*0.5;COUNT:*o; 
REQO:so:iMQO:«o;
C* OUTPUT ON F2ETC.0AT ♦)
REHRITECF2ETC):
FOR N:*0 to 2 DO 
FOR i:*0 TO 10 DO 
FOR j:*0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
x:*i#Pi/5;y :*j*p i / i o ;
REF2CN3:«INTCCl»0f2*PI#0»PI)
♦INT(G2f0«lf0»PI):
IMF2CM0:*INT(G3#0f2*PIf0fPI)
♦INTCG4,0fl.0«PI);
IF COUNT MOO 11 *0 THEM MRITELM(F2ETC);
IF COUNT MOO 121 *0 THEN WRITELNCF2ETC)#
c o u n t :«c o u n t 4-i ;WRITELN<F2ETC#X;9;5fY:9:5# REF2CN3:13:6#IMF2CN3:13:6)
ENO
E N D .
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I F  N » 2  T H E N
BEGIN REAOCGFCtUlYCItJfK3>;REA0CGFCtVlYCIfJfK3) ENO: 
IF N»3 THEN
B E G I N  R E A O C G F C t U l X C I t J > K 3 ) ; R E A O C G F C t V l X C I f J t K l >  E N O  
E N O ;
I N P U T  F R O M  P A N O Q . D A T  « )
R E S E T ( P A N O Q ) :
FOR i:»0 TO 10 DO FOR J:>0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
R E A O ( P A N O Q t X ) : R E A D C P A N O Q » Y ) ;
RE)0(PANOQ«REPlEIf JDlREADCPANOQtlMPlCIt JO)
e n d ;
FOR j:-0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
R E A O C P A N O Q f X ) ; R E A D C P A N 0 Q ( Y ) :  
R E A O C P A N O Q t R E Q l C J O ) ; R E A O ( P A N O Q t I M Q I C J 3 >
ENO;
Pl:s4*ARCTANCl);EPS:a-l/Pi;0ELTA:*1.229;
Ko:*o.8602;a l p h a :*o .7;k h !=o .5;c o u n t :*o ;
REQO:«o;iMQO:«o;
C* o u tp u t on F2ETC.dat *)
REWRITECF2ETC);
FOR N:>0 to 2 DO 
FOR i:«0 TO 10 DO 
FOR J:«0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
x :*i^p i/5;y :»j*p i/ i o ;
R E F 2 C N 3 : » I N T C G l # 0 f 2 * P I f O f P I )
♦INT(G2f0fIfOfPI):
I M F 2 C N ) : * I N T C G 3 f 0 f 2 * P I # 0 f P I )
♦INTCGAfOfltOfPI);
IF COUNT MOO 11 »0 THEM MRITELN(F2ETC);
IF COUNT MOD 121 *0 THEN WRITELNCF2ETC);
c o u n t :*c o u n t ^i ; ^WRITELNCF2ETCfX:9:5fYZ9:5fREF2CN3Z13:6#IMF2CN3:13S6)
ENO
END.
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PROGRAM S.
(« A AMO FI ARE CALCULATED FROM 
EQUATIONS 4511.3 AND 7
VAR REF21tINF21«REF2XltIHF2XltREF2Yl«IMF2Yl*
REEA01»INEA01:ARRAV C0..1l90..113 OF REALS 
!•J:INTEGERSXtYfFItALPHAtKOtOELTAfREBETAltlMSETAllREALS 
e a o 9F2ETC9AA n o f i :t e x t ;
FUNCTION INTCFUNCTION FCXlREADSREALSXMINtXMAXSREADSREALS 
VAR XltHXfSUNtREALSlSlNTEGERS
CtFlSARRAY C0..1003 OF REALS 
SEGIN
h x : « c x m a x - x m i n ) / i o o s s u m : s o s
FOR i:«l TO 99 00 
IF I MOD 2«0 THEN CCI3:«2 
ELSE CCI3:«4S 
CC03:«1SCC1003:«1S
FOR i:«0 TO 100 00 
BEGIN
X i : « X M I N 4 l « H X S
F1C13:*FCX1)S
S U N : > S U M ^ C C I 3 4 F 1 C I 3
ENOS
I N T : s H X * S U M / 3
ENOS
^UNCTION REF2CXtT:REAL):REALS 
VAR ItJIlNTEGERSXltXItYltYISREALS 
BEGINi:«TRUNCC5*X/PI)SJ:*TRUNCC10*Y/PI)S 
Xi:«5«X/PI -ISY1S*10*Y/PI-J8 
x 2 s * i - x i ; y 2 i » i - y i ;
REF2:*X2«Y2«REF21Cl9J3
♦Xl*Yl*REF21Cl4lfJ>13 
♦Xl«V2«REF21CI«ltJ3 
♦X2*Yl«REF21CIfJ^ll
ENOS
FUNCTION INF2(X9Y:REAL>:REALS 
VAR ItJ:INTEGERSXltXItYl9Y28REALS 
BEGINIS»TRUNCC5*X/PI)SJS«TRUNCC10*Y/PI)S
xi:«5«x/Pi -isYi:*io*Y/Pi-JS 
X2S«1-X1SY2S«1-T1S
INF2:«X2*Y2«IMF21CItJ3
♦Xi«Yl*INF21CI^l9J>I3♦Xl«Y2*IMF21CI«ltJ3
♦X2*Y14tINF21CIfJ^13
ENOS
F U N C T I O N  R E F 2 X C X f T 3 R E A L ) : R E A L S  
V A R  ! • j : I N T E G E R S X l t X 2 t T i t Y 2 S R E A L S  
B E G I NIS*TRUNCC5*X/PI)SJS*TRUNCC10#Y/PI)S
X18»5«X/PI -IST1S«10*Y/PI-JS
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X2:»l-xi5Y2:»i-Yi;
REF2X:«X2*Y2«REF2XlCltJ3
♦ Xl«Y14cREF2Xli:i«lt J413 
♦Xl*Y2«REF2XlCI«ltJ3 
♦X2«Yl«R€F2XlClt J<»13
e n d ;
FUNCTION i m f 2X(x «y :r e a l ):r e a l ;
VAR 1«j:INTEGERS XI»X2«Y1»Y2:r e a l : 
dEGIN
i :«t r u n c c5*x/p i ):j :«t r u n c (10«y/p d : 
X1S«5*X/PI -ISY1S«10*Y/PI-JS 
X2S*1-X1SY2S*1-Y1S
IHF2X:>X2«Y2«INF2X1CI»J3
♦XI«T1*IMF2X1CI^I»J^13 
♦Xl*Y2*INF2XlCI-fl» J3 
♦X2«Yl#IMF2XlCIfJ^13
ENOS
FUNCTION REF2YCX»Y:REAL):REALS 
VAR Itj:INTEGERS XI»X2»Y1»Y2:r e a l : 
BEGINlSaTRUNCC5«X/PI):J:*TRUNCC10«Y/PI): 
X1S«5FX/PI -ISYi:*10*Y/PI-JS 
X2S»l-XlSY2S»l-Yi:
REF2YS«X2*Y2*REF2VICI»J3
♦X1*Y1#REF2Y1CI^1»J^13
♦ X1«Y2«REF2Y1CI<»1»J3 
♦X2*Y1«REF2Y1CI»J>13
ENOS
FUNCTION IMF2YCX»V:REAL>:REALS 
VAR I»j:iNTEGERSXl»X2fY1»Y2:REALS 
BEGINIS*TRUNCC5«/PI)SJS*TRUNCC10#Y/PI)S 
Xi:«S»X/PI -I5Y1S*10*Y/PI-JS 
X2S*1-X1SY2S«1-Y1S
IMF2Y:«X2«Y2*INF2Y1CI»J3
♦Xl«Yl«IMF2YlCI^i»J«13
♦X1«Y2«1MF2Y1CI^1»J3
♦X2«Y1«INF2Y1C1»J«13
ENOS
FUNCTION r e e a o c x »y :r e a d :reals
VAR I»J:INTEGERSX1»X2»Y1»Y2:REALS 
BEGINIS*TRUNCC5«/PI3SJS«TRUNCC10*V/PI)S 
Xi:>S«X/Pl -ISY1S«10*Y/PI-JS 
X2:«1-X1SY2:«1-Y1S
REEA0:«X2«Y2*REEA01CI»J3
♦Xl«Yl«REEA01CI^lt J*»13
♦X1*Y2*REEA01CI41»J3
♦X2*Yi*REEA01CI»J«13
ENOS
F U N C T IO N  I N E A O C X t T S R E A O S R E A L S
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VAR ItJ:i n t e g e r :XI,X2tYi»Y2:r e a l :
3EGIN
l:aTRUNCC5*X/PI);j:*TRUNC(10«Y/PI);
xi:«5«x/Pi - i ;y i !=i o*y /pi- j ; 
x 2:*i-x i :y 2:«i-y i ;
IMEA0:sX2«Y2«IMEA01CIt
♦Xl*Yl«lNEA01Cl4ltJ^13
♦ Xl«Y2«IHEA01CI<flt J3
♦ X2«Y14clMEA01CIt J«13
ENO:
FUNCTION RERHO(XtY:REAL):REAL:
3EGIN
RERHO:«ALPHA4tREF2X(XtY)
-K0#IMF2Y(X,Y)
>K0«:IMEA0(XtY)
ENO:
FUNCTION i m r h o c x i Y:r e a l ):r e a l :
3EGIN
lMRHO:3ALPHA«IMF2XCXfY)
♦K0*REF2Y(X,Y)
♦KO«REEAO<XtY)
e n o :
FUNCTION f i (x :r e a l):r e a l :
SEGINFi:=(RERHO(XfY)*SIN(K0*X)
- I M R H O C X t Y ) « C O S ( X O * X ) > / < 2 * X O )
e n d :
FUNCTION f 2(x :r e a l >:r e a l :
9EGIN
F 2 : « C R E R H O C X f Y ) « C O S C K 0 4 ( X )
4 > I M R H O C X t Y > * S I N ( K O « X ) ) / < 2 « K O )
e n o :
FUNCTION f 3Cx :r e a d :r e a l :
BEGINF3:«CRERH0(XtY)*SINCX0«X)
♦  I M R H O C X f Y ) * C O S < I C O * X ) ) / ( 2 * K O )
e n o :
FUNCTION F4(x :r e a l):r e a l:
BEGINF4:«C-RERHOCXfY)4tCOS(KO«X)
♦ I M R H O C X t Y > » S I N < K 0 4 X ) ) / C 2 * K O )
e n o :
FUNCTION RERH01(XffY:REAL>:REAL:
BEGIN
R E R H 0 i : * I N T ( F l t X t 2 * P I ) - I « B E T A l * E X P C A L P H A * C Y - P I / 2 > >
e n o :
FUNCTION INRH01(XtY:REAL):REAL:
BEGIN
I N R M 0 i : « I N T C F 2 t X # 2 * P I > ^ R E B E T A 1 4 E X P C A L P H A 4 C T - P I / 2 > )
ENOi
FUNCTION RERH02CXfYXREAL>3REAL:
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3EG1N
R E R H O 2 : * - I N T ( F 3 # 0 t X )
- I M F 2 ( 0 * Y ) / D E L T A  ♦ R E R H 3 1 ( 0 # Y )
ENO:
F U N C T I 3 N  I M R H 0 2 C X t Y : R E A L ) : R E A L :
B E G I N
I M R H 3 2 : « - I N T C F A t 0 f X )
♦ R E F 2 ( 0 t Y ) / 0 € L T A  ♦ I H R H 3 1 ( 0 f Y )
e n d :
F U N C T I 3 N  R £ A ( X t Y : R E A L ) : R E A L :
B E G I N
R E A : « ( R E R H 0 1 ( X t Y ) - R E R H a 2 C X , Y ) ) * C 0 S C K 0 * X )
♦ C I M R H 0 2 C X t Y ) - I M R H 0 1 C X t Y ) ) * S I N C K O * X >
e n d :
F U N C T I O N  m A ( X * Y : R E A L ) : R £ A L :
3 E G I N
I M A : * ( I M R H O l < X » Y > + I K R H a 2 < X # Y ) ) « C 0 S ( K 0 * X )
♦ C R E R H O I C X * Y ) - R E R H 0 2 C X t Y ) ) « S I N C K O * X )
ENO:
F U N C T I O N  r e a x ( x . y : r e a l ) : r e a l ;
3 E G I N
R E A X : « - X 0 « < R E R H O K X , Y ) ^ R E R H O 2 ( X f Y ) ) * S I N C X O * X )
♦  X O < t < I M R H 0 2 ( X , Y ) - I M R H 0 1 C X , Y ) ) » C O S ( K O # X )
ENO:
F U N C T IO N  i h a x ( x » y : r e a l ) : r e a l :
B E G I N  ^ ^
I M A X : « X 0 * C R E R H 0 1 C X t Y ) - R E R H 0 2 ( X # Y ) ) * C 0 S ( K 0 « X )  
- K O « < I M R H 0 1 < X t Y ) * I M R H 0 2 C X t Y ) ) * S I N C K 0 » X )
ENO:
FUNCTION REFicXty:re al):r e a l:
8 E G I N
R E F i : » C - I M A X C X f Y ) ^ A L P M A * I M F 2 ( X , Y ) ) / X 0
ENO:
FUNCTION iMFicXfy:r e a l):re al;
BEGIN
I M F i : » ( R E A X < X f Y > - A L P H A * R E F 2 C X f Y ) ) / K 0
ENO;
B E G I NALPHA:*0•7;X0:*0.8602:PIS«4*ARCTANC1):de lt a:*1.229;
INBETAi:«0.6: REBETAi:*0.4:
RESET(F2ETC);
FOR i:*0 TO 10 00 FOR JS»0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
R E A 0 C F 2 E T C . X ) ; R E A D C F 2 E T C f Y ) ;
R E A 0 < F 2 E T C f R E F 2 1 C I # J 3 > 5  8 E A 0 < F 2 E T C # I M F 2 1 C I # J 3 )
e n d;
FOR i:*0 TO 10 00 FOR J:*0 TO 10 DO 
BEGIN
R E A D ( F 2 E T C # X ) } R E A 0 C F 2 E T C # Y > ;READCF2ETCtREF2XlCI#J3>JREA0<F2ETCfINF2XlCI#J3>
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i -. —
cNo:
FOR i:«0 TO IO 00 FOR j:*0 T3 10 DO 
3E6IN
REAOCF2ETC»X);REAOCF2ETCtY):
REA0CF2ETC#REF2Y1CI, J3);REA0(F2ETCtI'<F2YlCI# J3)
e n d :
■i
■'«‘l 
• •■sÌtV’ 
■■1
'W-
RESETCEAO):
FOR i:«0 TO 10 00 FOR j:-0 TO 10 00 
3EGIN
READ<EAO*X):REAOCEAOtY);
R E A O C E A O . R E E A O I C I » J ] ) ; R E A D C E A 0 . I H E A 0 1 C I » J 3 )
ENO:
FOR 1:^0 TO 10 00 
BEGIN
í:=i*pi/io;X:»RERH02C2*PItY)*eXPCALPHA*CY-PI/2));
w R i T e ( x : 9 : 5 , • •);X:=IMRH02C2*PItY)*eXPCALPHA*CY-PI/2));
4RITECX:9:5):
X : * R E R M 0 1 C 2 * P I » Y ) # E X P < - A L P H A « C f - P I / 2 ) ) ;
W R i T c C *  • • x : 9 : 5 ) ;
X : * I M R H 0 1 C 2 * P I * Y ) * S X P C - A L P H A < t ( Y - P I / 2 ) ) ;  
W R I T E L N C  ' f X t O I S )
ENO;
R E W R I T E ( A A N D F l ) ;
FOR i:>0 TO 10 DO FOR J:»0 TO 10 DO 
BEGINx:*i*Pi/5;y:«j*pi/io;
U R l T E L N C A A N D F l t X : 9 : 5 f Y : 9 : 5 t
REA(X«Y>:i3:6tIMA(X«Y):i3:6»
R E F l < X . Y ) : i 3 : 6 # I H F l C X f Y ) : 1 3 : 6 )
ENO
ENO.
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PROGRAM 6.
C« CORANGE LINES ARE CALCULATED FOR THE
CORRECTED AMPLITUDE A = AO-»EPS«Al WHERE EPS 
IS THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE ROSSBY NUMBER.
AO IS DETERMINED FROM THE EQUATIONS 
AND COEFFICIENTS OF TAYL0Rtl92i:
NOTATION AS IN SECTION 453 .
A1 IS OBTAINED FROM THE 
OUTPUT OF PROGRAM 5 «)
TYPE MATRIX«ARRAY CO..11«0.•110 OF REAL;
VAR ALPHAtlCtKO.Xl»Pl,EPSf
XMINtXMAX«YMIN»YNAXtX,Y«Ci:REAL;
ItJfCOUNTtNZ:INTEGER;
A»a»CtOfPfq:a r r a y CI. . 1 0 0 of r e a l ; 
Z:ARRAY CO..1000 OF r e a l ; 
REAll«IMAlltREFl,IMFi:MATRIX; 
AANDFltC0RN60:TEXT;
FUNCTION S(m :i n t e g e r ):r e a l ;
BEGIN S:>SQRT(M«M-K«K) END;
FUNCTION c o s h (x :r e a l ):r e a l ;
BEGIN
COSH:*(EXP(X)+EXP(-XO)/2
ENO;
FUNCTION s i n h c x :r e a l ):r e a l ;
BEGIN
SINM:*CEXPCX)-EXP(-X))/2
ENO:
FUNCTION REAO(XtY:REAL):REALS 
VAR ZfXBARtYBAR:REAL:M:lNTEGER:
BEGIN
x b a r :s X4Xi ;y b a r :«y-p i/2;z :«o ;
FOR m :«i t o 10 00Z:«Z«PCNO«SIN(H«YBAR)/EXP<SCM)«X>; 
REA0:*-PI*SINHCALPHA«Y3AR)4(SIN(K0*XBAR) 
/(4«ALPHA> -Z
ENO;
FUNCTION IMAOCXtY:REAL):REAL:
VAR ZtXBAR«YBAR:REAL;M:INTEGER:
BEGIN
x b a r :«x^x i :y b a r :s y-p i/2;z :«o ;
FOR N:«1 TO 10 DOZ:«Z<»QCMO*COS(N«TBAR>/EXPCSCM)«X>;
IMAO:*Pl»COSHCALPHA«YBAR>4tCOS(KO«XBAR)
/C44ALPHAD -Z
e n d ;
FUNCTION ZNTERPCF:m a t r i x :XfY:REAL):r e a l ;
VAR l,j:iNTEGERIXlfX2fYl«Y2:REAL:
BEGINi:*TRUNCC5«/PI);j:*TRUNCC10#Y/PI>; 
xi:«5*x/Pi -i;vi:«io*Y/Pi -J;
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■INTERP:«X2JC‘Y2Je'FCI# J3
♦Xl*Yl*FCI^ltJ^13 
♦X1*Y2«FCI^1»J3 
♦ X2<tYl*FCIf J^13
e n d ;
FUNCTION r e a i c x ,y :r e a l ):r e a l ; 
3EGINREAi:«INTERP(REAlltXtY)
=No;
FUNCTION i m a i c x .y :r e a l ):r e a l ;
3EGINIMAi:*INTERPCIMAlltX,Y)
e n d ;
FU NCT ION  F C X t Y : R E A L ) : R E A L :
9EGIN _  ,F:aCREA0CXtY)*>EPS*REAl(X»Y))**2
♦CIMA0CX,Y)^EPS*IMA1CX*Y))**2
-C1*C1
ENO;
FUNCTION g c x :r e a l ):r e a l :
BEGIN
G:>FCXfY)
e n d :
FUNCTION h c y :r e a l ):r e a l ;
BEGIN M:«FCXfY) ENO;
(♦ZEROS OF A FUNCTION ARE FOUND
BY A SIGN CHANGE SEARCH#) *iia**r p aL>:PROCEDURE ZEROSCFUMCTION FCX:REAL):REAL,XHIN*XHAX.REAL);
VAR X:ARRAY C0..100) OF r e a l ;
XlfX2tX3:REAL;
l«JfCOUNT:lNTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR i:*0 TO 100 00
®e g i nXCn:«XHIN>I#(XMAX-XMIN)/100,
z c n : » o
e n d ;
j ; « o ; n £ : « o ; c o u n t : * o ;
FOR i;«0 TO 99 do 
BEGIN
IF ABSCFCXCI3)X1E-3 *^MEN 
BEGINELSE IF FCXCI3)#FCXCI^13)<0 THEN 
BEGIN
x i : « x c i 3 ; x 2 ; » x c i ^ i ) ;
REPEATC0UNTOC0UNT41;
X3:«CXXX2)/Z;IF FCX1)#F(X3)<0 THEN X2:*X3
f55
ILSE Xlt»X3
UNTIL CABSCP(X))XiC-3)
9t (COUNT»lO>S 
It A3SCtCXS))<lE-3 t h e n 
ttaxN
JS«J^lllCJ3t«X3SNZt«NI^l
fNO
CNO
CN9
ENOI
3CSXt
ALtNAS«0.7;KS«0«SIKO:«0«t602t
tXta4MtCTAN€l>IXlt«0.427t
ACI]t«0.76StAC2lXa-0.427SAC33ta-9.009S 
AC43taO.100tACSltaO.0012|AC43Sa-0.0425S 
AC73I«*0.0003tACI3:a0.024SSAC93ta0.0001: 
ACI03ta-0.0147t
OC13ta-l.lOOttC21taO.046teC91XaO.132S
tC43Sa.0.004teC31ta-0.090tOC43Xa9.001S
eC73taO.027tOC03ta-0.0002ttC93Xa-0.017S
tClOltaO.OOOlt
CC13tal.l92tCC23Xa0.0tCC13ta-0.13tS
CC43taO.OSCC93taO.S10tCC03SaO.Ot
CC73ta-0.027tCC01XaO.OtCC93taO.017t
CClOltaO.Ot
OC13taO.OtOC23ta-0.495tOC13taO.OS 
OC43ta0.101tOC93ta0.0tOCO3ta.0.043S 
OC73ta0.0tOCO3ta0.024 toc 93ta0.0t 
OClOlta-O.Olft
0 0 0 Ital 70 10 09
o e o i NOCI3taCSCX>OOCX3^XOCCI3>/XOt
0CX9taCXOOCIl-S(I>OACI3>/K0
eiiot
OteiTCAANOOllt
0 10 00
O i O X NOtOOCAANOOltOtOCAOCOAIlOOltTlt01AO<AANO^|»OfAllCXtJ3>ttiAO<AAN001#XNAllCX#J3>t 
■tADCAAN001»if01CX#J3>|OiAOCAAN001iXNflCXf J3)
fNOt
XNXHtaOtXMOItalOOXt
fNXNtaOtTNAXtaOlt
Ctt«0.2tCOUIITta0tiASt*«0.iet
OtMiXTCCCOtMOOlt
UOITtkOCCOtliOOltOOXTfLOCCOtNOOlt
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li-
WRZTELNCCORNGOS
REPEAT
POR i:«0 TO SO DO 
SEGIN
y :«v m i n^ i*(y h ax- y m i n )/50:
£EROSCGfXMINtXNAX>S 
POR J:*l TO HI 00
BEGIN . _URITECCORNGOf' •#ZCJ3:9:6#* STtflSt* •);
c o u n t :«couNT^i:
IP COUNT NOO 3*0 THEN NRITELNCCORNGO)
END
ENO;
WRITELN(CORNGO)?NRITÈLN(CORNGO>J
POR i:«0 TO 50 00 
SEGINXI«XMIN^IjKXNAX-XNIN)/50;
ZERQSCH.YMlNtYMAX):
POR j:*l TO NZ 00 
BEGINWRITECCORNGOf• •#x:9:6#* •fZCJ3:9:6#* •); 
c o u n t :«couNT^i;IP COUNT NOO 3-0 THEN NRITELNCCORNGO)
ENO
ENDS
ci:«ci^o*2;
UNTIL RQUNO€10PC1)«14:
yRXTELNCCORNGO)iNRIT£LNCCORNSO)INRIT€LN<CORNGO.'
•NO.
-9999 •>
19T
PROGRAM 7 .
C *  P L O T S  A DATA F I L E  OF 
C O O R D I N A T E  P A I R S  ♦ )
TYPE V E C T O R - A R R A Y  C 1 . . 2 0 0 0 3  OF RE ALS
S T R I N G - P A C K E D  ARRAY Cl.*103 OF CHARS
VAR XMINtXMAXfYHIN#YNAX#XL#VL»XI#TISREALI
X , Y t A X t A Y X V E C T O R S
1 « J f C O U N T f N X » N Y f N X C f N V C : I N T E G E R S
X C » Y C : S T R I N G S
PROC EDUR E  J B A X E S C A X S V E C T O R S N X : I N T E G E R SXLSREALSXCSSTRINGSNXCSINTEGERS 
AY:VECTORS NY:INTEGERSTLSREAtS 
Y C : STRINGSNYCSINTEGER>SEXTERNS
PROCEDURE MARKPTCX.YSREALSIS INTEGER)SERTIRNS
PROCEDURE  B R E A K 8 E X T E R N S
PROC ED UR E  J O I N P T C X . Y S R E A D S E X T E R N S
PROC EDUR E  E N O P L T S E X T E R N S
B E G I NREAD<XHlN>SREADCXNAX)SREAD(TNXN)SRfA9€fNAI)S 
XCns-XNINSXC2)S-XNAXSYCni«fNINSYC*lt«fNAXS 
C0UNTS-2SIS-3SXCI3S-0S 
WHILE XCI30-999f DO 
BEGIN
REAO€XCI3)S
IF XCI30-9999 THEN
BEGINREAO€YCI3)SCOUNTS-COUNT«ISlS«l«l
END
ENOS
XL:-15.0SYLS-T.ISNXCS-OSNYCI«OSJBAXESCX»COUNTtXLfXC»NXCtYtCOUNTtfLtfC«NfC)S 
BREAKS JOINFT<XNXNtTNAX>SJOXMRT<XMRtfflAI)S
JS-iS
FOR IS-I TO COUNT 00 
NARRFT€XCntTCI3tJ)SEN9FtT
ENO.
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